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Fright and Courage.

word or two upon what is termed stage
fright.” It sometimes affects old as well as young
actors, of a peculiar temperament. Some say that
such sensitiveness argues “tine sensibility." and is
a “sign of genius.”
They err. It argues neithci
The veriest brute of a horn is as likely to be appalled in presence of a critical audit-nee, as a gen
tlemau of the most refined and modest oat"re.
Confidence in one's own abilities—a belief in them
—emboldens alike an exalted genius or a stupid
dunce. A stage-frigid is most often an indication
of fear of ridicule, and not a sign of genius,
but of moral cowardice, if such diffidence is a
sign of genius, the world is largely peopled with
those who have it: and we should beg all our
most gifted
public speakers, in any profession.—
who cannot no geniuses, because they are obtuse
enough to be self-possessed,—to retire from the
public hearing and make room for the timorous,
sensitive creatures whose moral cowardice is a
sign that they are “great geniuses—" so great that
they should be forced to come forward and enlighten and delight us all, in place of those ordinary persons who are vulgar chough not to be
scared out of their wits by that conglomerate divinity yclept “an audience!"
It is difficult to draw the lino between moral
and physical courage, so termed. Many are born
with superstitious antipathies, which m spite 01
their reason overwhelm them with dread, when
they are confronted with objects or eircum-tunr.to which they have inherent aversion. The dii
f'-reut effects which the
presence of a large bod\
of spectators has upon different minds, are not
easily accounted for. By such a presence some
are inspired to eloquence and deeds of heroism,
while others are stupefied and made speechless
and faint hearted.
Tie* magnetism which one
mind or assemblage of minds has upon another
has doubtless much to do with the strange terror
occasioned when they meet. People oi known
intelligence, fortitude and courage are known to
be horror stricken at the presence of a cat or
mouse.
Fine-spun, sensitive natures invite such
paralyzing impressions; and also in the coarse.-.*
natures there lurk unaccountable antipathic- which
produce similar results, sometimes causing the vm
til to swoon and even to expire.
The case of Palmer. the old time actor, who
fell and died, after uttering the words. ••Ther. is
another and better world." was an instance of o\ >•;
wrought sensibility intensified by the anguish othe scene: and when, at her last appearance on
the stage, as "Bosaliud" in "As Von Like It Uncelebrated Margaret Woffington, while dc iverii
the epilogue, suddenly became speechlcsthrew
up her hands and shrieked, and was at «»m*e borne
from the scene, amid the compassionate cries
the audience, the terror which thus prostrated her
evidentlv resulted from the too long magnetie
overstraining of her remarkable organization,
which then received the preliminary simum'i;from the mimic -■.•cue she had so long cherished
and adorned. SI.* did not recover and died soon
afterwards. A similar magnetic iutlnenee » ansed
Mrs. Siddons to faint away upon the stage, mid h\
tin* same power she IVt qucutlv sent some ot hci
audience i ito hysterics.
.None of us ean account for tin* undetinable tei
l’ors which overmaster certain minds from appa:
ently trival causes. Harry Smith, tin popular
actor at the Treiuont. a brave man and e\pni
swordsman, once tied from the theatre at tin* on
set of t lie elder Booth, ill tile last seem* of L’ii li.il'd
111.
lwin forest, more than thirty live \.imago, retreated when pursued with a knife b\ an
actor named Lennox: ami yet suj.o-n«l\ this
same Lennox, on receiving .1 glas- of water in hiface, from an actor whom In* had insulted, oni; re
plied by saying. “There: you've done it now
Sueli inconsistencies of eliann t -i are r. n .u kul
and of world w ide and every day occurrem*.*. a t.i
they defy tin* most astute studeiit of human :.a
ture to account for them.
MaiTyatt s army "tliirr.a bragging !• -1 i**w. pro' c
brave on the occasion of a sudden midnight alarm,
though lie had been suspected of cowardice idealise lie was a boaster.
Some public speakers nrcharmingly cool before an amlieiie. aithoi
known to be physically timorous, while otln-rwould shrink from uttering a word to tlc-m. il
though physically as courageous as need he. In
Billy Wilson’s Zouave regiment of \. w York <
roughs, there were men who were noted a- valiant
tistieutV lighters, and yet proved eowardlx on lie
Imttletield : and per contra, many who boldl\
faced death in tile held, proved pusillaiiimouwhen engaged in some pugilistic encounter. Mike
Walsh, one of the editors of tie- Boston II»• 1 t!. 1
about the year ISIS, was announced to deliv er .m
address in Faueuil Hall: hut he got a kind
•■stage fright." and dared not face a Faueuil Hall
audience, though lie was hold as ain speaker w!e-ii
ever called upon to address a turbulent crowd in
New York. [Boston rommercial Bulletin.
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intry blasts whistle around our
dwellings, we thank (iod for his many
gifts, and, above all others, for tire and

shelter: and as the winds moan through
the pines and spruces, and spend their
force on them, we think of the many
farm-houses on bleak hillsides, where the
primeval forests have been cut down to
make way for the plough, and regret that
-o
many houses are left without trees or
’rails to break the wind or relieve the
'■yes. though here and there one does
aeet a house nestling cozily in a
group of
evergreens, lmt they are fin’ exception:',
iot tin' rule, as they ought to he.
Much
Ins been written of late about the wholeale destruction of forests, and the eliit '<• changes which result therefrom:
■i1 a rafted
droughts in summer, the dryv up of water courses, tile destruction
I fruit by late frosts, and even tlieseareiof ins.'i-tivonms birds, which may lie
airtly attributed to this cause, for we
know by experience that birds always set loe.ditie
where they call lind the
" st shelter.
file intelligent tanner regards the
rds as his friends, even those who are
'.it purely insectivorous: but if he wants
beir help he must provide for their pmrioii. not only by excluding from bis
Id
those thoughtless marauders who
"in the country with dog and
gun. but
:he provision of suitable shelter for
>
hem. There are few farms of such limit; area that
space enough could not he
par.'ii tor this purpose, and that with
actual urotit in the long run. A group of
edar> on some hare knoll on the farm
.11 pay for itself'in the iueicased comfort
o the
cattle, to say nothing of the immo''eluent of the landscape and the benld derived from the birds that are sure
come for the berries they yield, ami
.reliably io build their nests and cheer
lie husbandman with their sweet notes.
There are many feme cottiers and
adlaml- allow ed to lie grow n over with
..i'oiioii.' ivy and noxious weeds, whose
ee.ls are annually waited over the fields
■
■
uiake additional work on the farm,
In n a few sprue." or arbor \ ities, ii
m.iiit.'d. would It.- bulb useful and ornamental.
..hi ,, inds generally pro ail
from the no rill ami northwest, and belts
..
wTgtv. ! pl.i'ite.l on tin-exposed sides
of build in::-- and sto.'k-y ar.ls will prove a
onilhri to man and lieasi. An evergreen
wig. 'ill '.uni more wind than a board

Death

to

Potato

Bugs.

Recognition.

The Watervillc Times says: “Dr. W.
W. Hlackman informs us that a friend of
iiis troin the west lias imported a mode of
ridding potato fields of hugs to such an
extent thut no damage results from them,
lie says that where they have been
most annoyed with the
pest, they prepare mushed or ground raw potatoes bysprinkling thereon a little Paris green,
and scatter it around on shingles or chips
throughout the fields at a distance of
about ten feet apart, commencing as soon
os the crop is in the
ground. He states
that where this plan has been adopted
thousands of bugs have been slaughtered
betore depositing their eggs, which not
only does away with the old settlers, lmt
prevents the immense increase in numbers which would otherwise occur.”

■

lier.

shall 1 know thee, in the sphere which keeps
The disembodied spirits of the dead,
'\ h(?u ull of thee that time could wither
sleeps
Aud perishes among the dust we tread !

Jlmv

I'or I shall feel tin* sting of ceaseless
pain,
If there I meet thy gentle
presence not:
N or hear the voice I love, nor read again
In thy serencst eyes that tender
thought.
ill not thy own meek heart demand me there i—
That heart whose fondest throbs tome were given.
.My name on earth was ever in thy prayer.
And wilt thou never utter it in heaven ?
U

The love that lived through all the stormy past
And meekly with my harsher nature bore.
And deeper grew, and tender to the last.
Shall it expire with life and be no more
Shalt thou not teach me. in that (‘aimer home.
The wisdom that I learned so ill in this—
The wisdom which is love—till 1 become
Thy tit companion in the land of bliss !
| William C'ullen Bryant.
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In Bavaria adulteration of articles of
food is liable to severe penalties, and the
local police keep a sharp watch for offenders.
I taring the past twelvemonths
•'Id.SKI analyses were made at their request, including I?'.’? samples of bread,
OHIO of beer. d/S"2 of mill; and I4,5di! of
meat.
Many tradesmen were convicted
and severely punished. More stringent
measures are needed in this country to
prevent frauds in food.

|
j

One of the most astonishing features in
the development of California during the
past few years has been in the honey interest.
Originally there were no bees in
the State, but the introduction of a few
colonies some twenty-live years ago has
tilled the country with wild bees, which
have made cutting bee trees and canning
wild honey a profitable industry in some
parts of the State. (>ne county of Southern
California shipped over lull tons of pure
honey during last season.

The importance of means of savingmanures is apparent from the fact
that in every Kill pounds of cows’ urine
there are sixty-live pounds of water, live
pounds of urea, live pounds of phosphate
of lime, twelve pounds of sal-ammoniac
and muriate of potash, and ten pounds of
carbonate of potash and ammonia. While
the solid excrements from one cow, during the year, will manure half an acre,
the liquid matter properly applied would
fertilize three times that amount.

liquid

The Knglish institution of game prehas been introduced into Berko
county, I'a., by a local sportsman’s association. They have leased tltitlil acres
of forest, field, and stream, which they
will stock with birds and fishes. They
pay each of the fifteen farmers who own
the land so a year, and divide the proceeds of fines for “poaching’’ with the
farmer on whose territory game is killed.
Several hundred quail and pheasants will
be set at liberty this spring.
serves

The Kov al Agricultural Society of Knglond announces that, at its Liverpool
meeting in July of this year, it will, for
the first time, admit foreign productions
to competition for it; valuable
prizes. It
has been led to extend this priv ilege on
account of the important and intimate
business relations between Liverpool and
the Cnited States and Canada, and exhibitors from both countries will be cordially welcome. The exhibition will be
opened July II, and close July Id.

The Now Hampshire Agricultural Bulthe |>icscut time,
weighed down with a surplus letin says the imperinteinlent, of the col"I rsitle shows, which are supported at
lege farm at Hanover, has shown hy exthe pulilie expense, and w ithout pay ing'a periment that feed has a marked effect on
lit the month of
lair return on the capital in\ esled. ('attic the milk of his cows,
how. and horse racing exhihitlons. with | Fchnian he fed twoeows with corn meal
the attending expenses lor fences, for and hay, and two others with shorts and
the former yielded the most milk,
I racks. .-^tallies, grand stands and barns, | ha.\
and the tniik produced the greater prohave had a severe “run” in this State
lie then in the month
like the measels, they seem to be “catch- portion of hutler.
ing.” Every body wanted a big cattle ot March, reversed tin* feed, giving shorts
show all his own. and at his own door, to the first two, and corn meal to the
hut the fever has reached its height, and second two, and the milk and Initter proM:i.
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ceiits in

the crisis
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lie

to he near.

It is now a
denth, and il must he
decided one w ay or the other soon. Yankees are too practical to carry a dead
weight long after they know it. Our societies must heroine more educational in
their tendencies, nr they will fade away.
And now is the time In look these questions squarely in the lace. Can we afford
tn dispense vv ilh our agricultural organizations.'
Can we spare the Hoard of
\giienlture or the Agricultural college f
We say no. neither, hut we can study the
true relations, one with the other, and
I live tu make each more useful in the
special work it was designed to do. This
is a quest ion which college
presidents and
professors, as well as farmers, should discuss: both are equally interested in the
solution, and for the present we will leave
it, in their hands. Our aim has been to
encourage thought and awaken an interest, rather than to detail plans of action.
[X. E. Farmer.
seems

question of life

or

Co.x vkmkm'j:.
The successful farmer
is lie who provides conveniences for the
care of his property and the performance
of his work : he counts time as an important item in the yearly calculation, and
rare of all his various effects as a factor
in the annual returns. When he puts the
horse, ill the stable there is a place for
the harness, where il will he sale from
weather or any other damage ; his wagons
and tools are provided with coverings to
preserve them: about his premises will he
found a little shop or room where he
keeps saws, hammers, vises, augers and
the various tools that are needed to mend
and put in order the different machines
lie uses. These simple articles prevent
days and weeks of delay, besides adding
to the length of the time implements will
last. It pays to have conveniences, and
also get what you do buy, of good
quality.

Agents in the Japanese government are
securing some line stock in this country
for shipment to Japan. This far-off nation
is taking wise measures for the development of her

agriculture.
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Experiment.
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and some farm implements
where it could not extricate itself. It was

-■

vv
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A

and. as he found no trace of it, he concluded it had been stolen. On moving
some hay about the middle of March lie
diseov erod the turkey which appeared to
have been frightened into a crevice be-

Them.

The Northwestern Lumberman thus ul!lid*
to flu- varietv in axes, and more
part ieularl v to the manner of using them.
Mr note that the New .Jerse) double-bitted axe for use in tbe pine woods has been
nnitteil 111 the hands of a novice it is an
wkwardaml dangerous implement, but
•v lieu it is in hands accustomed to its use
is a valuable implement. To one using
it lor the first time it is dillieult to strike
a fair blow, from the fact that its
peculiar
tnrmation alters the balance. Tile Lumberman says: "The styles of axes differ
with nationalities.
\ Canadian chopper
prefers a broad .square blade, with the
weight more ill the blade than elsew here,
the handles being short and thick. A
Downcast logger, one from Maine, selects
sing, narrow head, the blade in orescent
hape. the lieav iest part in the top of tile
lead above the eve. New York cutters
'elect a broad, crescent-shaped Made, the
whole bead rather short, and the weight
balanced evenlv above and below tbe eye,
:lint is, where the handle goes through.
A U csterii backwoodsman selects a blade,
the corners only rounded off, and the eye
holding the weight of the axe. The Amcrran chopper, as a rule, select a long,
straight bundle. The difference in holdling is that a Down-caster takes hold
with both hands of the extreme end, and
throws his blow easily and gracefullyx
with a long sweep, over bis shoulder.
A
Canuck chops from directly over his head,
with the right hand well down on the
bundle to serve in jerking the blade out
z the stick.
\ \\ esterner catches hold
si the end of the handle, his hands about
three inches apart, ami delivits his blows
lather direeth over the right shoulder.
In fact, all expert in tlie woods can tell
the iiationalit) or State a man has been
reared in by seeing him hit one blow
with an axe.
lr i however, an interesting fact to know that a Yankee chopper,
with his favorite axe anil swinging cut,
'•an. I ii ii 1 i !v strength being equal, do a
tilth more work in the same time than
.in) other cutter, and he far less fatigued.
This in a very large degree will account
for the greater percentage of .Maine men
who will lie found each year in the

MY

Hounslow’s

daughter had h<*<*n the hope of Mrs.
Hounslow's life,
Thinking, when Hawroncu was small, of tin* beauty of a little
Premium poultry is not always a good girl, too, with her curls running out in
investment for breeding. Like prize cat- rings undet the lare ami ribbons of her
tle, they are crowded and stulfed to ob- eaji, she hail been obliged to eliauge the
tain great weight, to their injury in other thought to that of the maiden who should
respects,
liny birds of your own judg- become Lawrence's bride, and give her
ment of merit, rather titan rely on the all the comfort and none of the care of a
endorsement of a poultry show.
daughter.
She had always been a lonesome body ;
A Delaware farmer, discovering that
an orphan at first, and then so few
ye. rs
bis pigs were being disturbed nightly by
a wife before she was a widow, with her
something which tore their llesh and
unruly hoy at school: and she had looked
mangled them severely, investigated bis at mothers with their little
girls, and enand
with
the
assistance
of
bis
premises,
vied them the companionship, the opporout
and
killed
dog dug
eight large, lulltunity of making ( harming dresses for
grown rats that bad burrowed in the yard
the pretty darlings, the power to live
under a rick of straw.
their lives over again ill their girls.
Don't try to fatten your pig rapidly
When Lawrence came homo to stay she
until you have first- grown him. You can- had, of course, much comfort in him ; and
not make a heavy hog unless you lirst
if the young man “enjoyed his ding,” she
produce a lengthy pig. Weeds, rioter, knew nothing about it. Yet Lawrence's
meat, scraps, boiled potatoes, kitchen “fling” was not a bad one, as Dings go.
refuse, any and all nitrogenous or llesh lb* drank his wine with moderation, from
forming foods, art' preferable during the epicurism—it was so pleasant he did not
early months of the pig’s existence, to wish it to pall: he drove a fast horse, and
the meal and grain or fat forming foods lie loved a game dinner
When the exwhich are required for the finishing oil' uberance of youth passed, he would settle into a respectable citizen with a hank
process.
account.
To her eyes, to-day, lie was a
Mr. Stillman l'ersons, of Weston, Vt..
lost a turkey about the first of January, paragon.
•seme.
i>iu mu aione.
n louoweu

itlljnvss on lai'mi-r-- tin- advantages tn
ilei i \ eil Ii nm t lieni ini' shade anil silel11 r.
Tlailt plentv of them. Cattle hive
* feed
ill Ill'll' shelter ill st * ill 11_\ weather,
ad t" rest ill their shade in summer.
Where stock-raising i.- carried cm. shade
ami shelter are as essential as plenty of
'inter.
Noruai Spruce. American Arbor
\ it re. \ust rian and w hite 1’ine. are about
tiie best in plant.
April and Max are
gncid month * to plant in. The trees above
mentioned are not expensive, and the
iniicir involved not heavy.
I would close
with the ttd vice of the lid Scotch Tail'll to
his son, which 1 anglicize for the benefit
of your readers:
“lie always slicking in
a tree, Jock: it will he growing when
ymi
are sleeping.”
[Cor. American Tanner.
Axes

Mrs.

Maine annually expends over *4,000,ooo for corn and dour, and the agricultural papers of the State are calling upon the
tanners to raise more corn and wheat and
sat e some of this outtlow.

telle.'.
■vcrgireiis

Items.
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was

reversed.

The editor of the X. 1 Sun says; To
make vinegar from eider if is only necessary to place the eider in a warm room,
leaving tile hung out to admit air; hut
place a net ov cr the hole, to keep out dies,
if you wish to hasten the change, add a
quantity of mother of vinegar, ora pint
of yeast to each harrel. Another and
very
simple method of elfecting the change is
to set the harrel of eider on
to]) of an
empty harrel, and so arranged that the
eider can pass through a faucet verv
slowly, or drop hy drop, into the hung
hole of the under barrel. By this method
all tin* eider is brought into direct contact
with the warm air of the room, and the
acetous fermentation is hastened.
In
summer this method of
transferring from
one harrel to another may he done in the
open air.
An

Unwilling Voyago.

Captain William It. Shaw, formerlv of 1 lie tug
hunt Mary Shaw, Inis returned to Baltimore from
a trip unwillingly made to San
Francisco under
strange and eventful circumstances, tin the litii
day of last December Captain Shaw left Baltimore,
having in tow the ship Indiana, a new vessel.
When olf tile Potomac, .lolin Yard;., the pilot on
board the vessel which was hound for San Fran
eiseo. was stricken by paralysis, and was compclt
ed to relinquish his position. Captain Shaw was
induced to assume the management of the ship to
pilot, her safely to the Capes. Feeling assured that
In* could board an inbound vessel at the Capes tie
ordered tile tug to return, bringing the pilot to
Baltimore for medical treatment, Shaw sending
word to his family that in* would return front the
I
apes. VV hen lie reached Cape Henry, however, a
ve;e heavy gale was
blowing. The Indiana was
forced to put to sea, earn ing Capt. Shaw on hoard,
being unable to eommunieato with any inbound
vessel. The Capes were passed on tin* itth ot Dec.,
and after a voyage of 128 davs Capt. Shaw, without
touching at any other port; was safelv landed at
San Francisco. Capt, Drummond had named his
vessel ■Indiana," after -Blue Jeans.” Capt. Shaw
left for home oil tin* 20tli inst.. and after
narrowly
escaping being snow hound arriv ed here in one
week. His family not being able to satisfaetorilv
account for his absence was grcatlv alarmed, until
a telegram was received from San Francisco.
Capt.
Shaw is regarded as one of tlx* most efficient sail
ing masters on the Chesapeake, and it will be remembered was instrumental last lall in saving the
lives of three young men whose boat was capsized
in the bay. [’Baltimore Sun.
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the night the day that Lawrence would
litany a tery pretty girl ora very rich
one.
.Neither would he to Mrs. Hounslow's taste: the pretty girl hardly the
companion she sought for herself, the
highly head turned by \anity, the appetite insatiable for flattery; and the rich
one
mastering Lawrence, and consequently herself. She had chosen herself
a charming young girl, with as sweet a
nature as ever shone out of a ldue eye:
she frequently had her there, although to
no effect, except in her own dreams.
In
what dreams Mrs. Hounslow indulged by
the evening tire apropos of Louise Mandell 1
Somehow the young orphan girl
always seemed sitting on the other side
of the lire, its light dancing in her eyes,
oil her dimpling smile; and sometimes
.Mrs. Hounslow saw that light glance on
a little golden wedding ring, and sometimes on a little golden nestling head:
and Lawrence was always standing on
the rug between the. two, looking, with
equal tenderness in his dark eyes, at one
side and at the other. That was her
evening dream. In the morning Louise
moved about the house with her, cutting
(lowers, tilling vases, concocting choice
dishes what a mother in-law she would
make! How happy she was going tube
in this dear daughter! She had even
gone so far as to buy an open ph.eton in
this dream for Louise to drive her out in
on sunny evenings, and was just settling
oil the color of the fringed silken canopy,
when she awoke to see that Louise was a
cipher beside that great luxurious, hazeleyed and hateful blonde, Flora Furlong.
Mrs. Hounslow’s son and a Furlong!
There was no worse blood in the land :
money enough ; family enough ; and yet
nothing too unscrupulous of which to
suspect the men; too selfish, silly, slovenly, stupid, spiteful, of which to accuse
the women.
Young men do not pause to think of
such things. W'liat Flora Furlong could
work out as to his salvation did not occasion Lawrence a thought, but her luminous black-lashed eyes, with their long,
white lids and the way she had of lifting
them, her melting mouth and velvet skin,
her hair like tine-spun gold, her luxurious llesh
all that was a fascination ; and
if he was not passionately in earnest, he
was in a fair way to be so.
“Why, she’s
nothing but clay, rose-leaf clay, llesh and
blood ! I don't believe she has a soul, or
any thing that answers for one!" cried
Mrs. Hounslow to herself. “A Furlong
never did.”
Mora

furlong

to

lill the measure m
!
these dreams of liers! to make her bin's
home! If he was to have a wife, she was
lo have a daughter; and the daughter
was to be her acquisition or her burden

all da\ long, and Lawrence’s delight but
an hour or two -Lawrence’s burden, too,
instead of his blessing, by-and-by, if it
should be the furlong! And she had as
good right to assert her will as he had to
assert his; she knew the best: and were
not she and Lawrence one, alter all!
So
ran her reverie.
Foolish Mrs. Hounslow!
The wind
blowetk where it listed); and you might
as well try to turn that wind back whither it came by blowing against it, as to
turn the young man’s fancy by any breath
of yours.
It was Flora by whose side Lawrence
was ever to be seen.
It pleased his sense
of beauty to look at her; it pleased his
sense of pride to be seen with her: it fed
his budding passion to feel the magnificent creature by his side.
lie squandered his money in (lowers, and books,
and music, and the like. She. wore the
flowers; but when with her it never occurred to him that the leaves of the books
were uncut, and as for the music, he was
in that state when a frog, if it had been
as beautiful as Flora, would have croaked

divinely.

Hut Mrs. Hounslow was not a woman
euduri; without a struggle. Slie called
some wisdom to council.
She did not express personally the slightest dissatisfaction with Flora, but she allowed other
people to speak disrespectfully of her
when LaWfencO was within hearing,
knowing the force of public opinion ; she
took can- to admit her beauty, although
in the same breath telling some incidental tradition to the discredit of her family ; and she was very hospitable to two
fat old toothless aunts of Flora’s, dwelling with sympathy afterwards on thenloss of the beauty of youth, and the exact likeness between their youth and
Flora’s. “I suppose,” said Mrs. Hounslow, “that Flora will look just like them
twenty years away. Well, it is something
to have had beauty, if one docs become
little less than a whale. What a fate, to
see one’s self
turning to blubber! Perhaps it would be worse, though, to see
another, if you cared. Hy-the-wav, Flora
called here this afternoon. She hail the
loveliest enamel belt buckle; she can
wear one the size of a spread
eagle.”
Then his mother looked up at him with
a twinkle that could hardly
help being
contagious. “Ah! ah!” she said; “what
a thing it is to be Lawrence Hounslow’s
mother! I have all the pretty girls declaring me the most delightful old woman!
Hut 1 suppose I must leave choice —”
“When 1 marry, mother—•” Lawrence
to

indignantly began.
“You will suit yourself -and me, too.
Dear me!” she went on, “1 had almost
forgotten; your cousin Fanny is coming,
poor thing, and I am inviting all these
girls to come and make it cheerful for

She loves young

people,

for all her

“Pastry short and bread crusty,” said
Mr. Wilder.
“For shame!” exclaimed Louise and
how his heart was heating all the time.
Kate. “As if every crumb of it would
Poor Mrs. Hounslow! Lightly as she not he a disli tit for the gods!”
“lint whv should this allair be so onespoke then, it was not without a tragic
sided .'” asked Mr. Wilder.
scene in her room, with her husband’s
true enough.
Men command high
portrait for sole spectator, that she had
come to the conclusion to try her
experi- wages as cooks,” said Lawrence. “Why
should we let such a chance goby? 1
ment : not because of the experiment,
but because of its reason. All, there was have made up my mind; if these young
the bitterness—that her idol was broken, ladies are to he sequestrated, I, for one,
that Lawrence, whose father was an angel shall join the sequestration. Miss Furin heaven, was himself, after all, nothing long. 1 put on a paper cap and serve with
but clay ! She wiped her eyes only for you to-day. Wilder, set your cap for toanother burst of tears, another blaze of morrow and Miss Maria.
Not a word to
indignation, to think that her marvel of the griffin. Here she mines. Y ou see
we are
a man was so small as to lie tricked out
waiting for you, Cousin Fannie,
of his will by such a subterfuge as her and Hebe is cup-bearer.
They also
serve who
contemptible experiment.
only stand and wait.’” And
As they lived a few miles from town. so they all went out to breakfast.
If the cook had assisted Louise the
Mrs. Hounslow had some excuse for her
company. She had often heard that you least in the world, it was owing to that
never know persons till you live with
Put Miss Furyoung lady’s witcheries.
them : Lawrence was to have a chance long had no witchery for cooks, and the
to know Flora
W'liat if il assistance vouchsafed her came in the
Furlong.
should end by bis pursuing a better ac- withering manner of science toward igquaintance with Louise Mendell! She norance, and was scorned. And although
began her operations by ennliding in slit1 and Lawrence began the play in the
Cousin Fanny a maiden lady of an un- greatest spirits, and ere anything apcertain age and temper.
piuiched completion Miss Furlong had
"Quite right." responded ('ousin Fanny. heroine so heated, so llushed and IVow/.y,
I suppose men are necessary in the so greasy and Homy, so smirched as to
scheme: but if 1 had been making a her dainty dress, and so smeared as to
world, 1 could have dispensed with the her lovely face, that the occasion grew
element."
Then the water boiled
inclanclioiy.
"Fanny!" cried Mrs. Hounslow, re- away, the tire got too low. afterward got
tm strong : she hunted her arms and
garding this as derogatory to her de
fenceless husband, and outrageous to her scalded her fingers; she grew excited,
living son.
stamped her feet, became furious w hen a
“Oh. indeed," said Cousin Fanny: “the sauee rail over, and capped the climax
best of them is only a stomach. They
by slapping the cook in the face, who
wont I" Mrs. H ninslow in a great fury
are all simple elevations of the jelly-lish,
tlicir great prototype, and he is nothing ami gave warning. As one revelation
else.
Von can reach their feelings, their aftT another of this sort of sweetness
affections, their passions, their intellect, anil light unrolled itself. Lawrence lookthrough the stomach. How many a man ed at the beauty with wider and wider
has married his cook ! The whole secret eyes, and at last escaped, with the cook,
of domestic quiet is to keep that stomach
lio n 1 he disenchanting vision. An hour
well tilled. "Mrs. Hounslow could not say after the time, dinner was .served, and
a word.
It was on exactly that theory
Miss Furlong, rather red and blowzy,
that she was proceeding.
but transformed from cook's linen to
Three days of t he visit had not passed line-lady gauzes, was given the place of
before an easterly storm gave her her honor.
II the quests at that banquet could hut
Mrs. Hounslow had been
opportunity.
scarcely able to conceal her disgust over taste the salmon, it was not because they
Lawrence's devotion to Miss Furlong. had been sated with the soup; for al“There is something animal about that though every body said it was deliciously
girl!" she exclaimed one", as Flora left seasoned, and nobody said il was burned,
the room.
yel when Lawrence in his chivalry would
\«■ rv.
have taken a second plate, it appeared
eciioeu Cousin I ;iim\. “When
she eats 1 declare, when she eats, 1 ex- there had not been quite enough in yo
pect to see her put down her lace like a found. There was enough of tile chickens. though, for the tire had dealt so
dog and lap the gravy.-'
Lawrence's hanging door shook the lightly with them through their coats of
house.
Lawrence was doubly kind to bastine- that the company could not deal
Flora that night. lie sang with her, and with them at all.
When the sweet
then lie took her into the little conserva- breads appeared, as firm as the best of
tory. “You should always wear those calf-skin, Cousin Fanny’s patience derich stripes.” he said, as she wound an parted. --I thought you iitii/ht have had
oriental scarf around her. stepping in. a talent for conkimr," she cried.
“It so recalls that ‘serpent of Old Nile.'"
"Why, what's the matter.'" inquired
Flora, placidly.
Isn't it a yood dinner.'
“The sea-serpent, do you mean
And then seeing Cleopatra a stranger There's plenty more to come."
••Hood yracious 1 More ?"
to Miss Furlong, Lawrence thought of the
And then the birds, so like burned
delight of molding the neglected intellect belonging to such beauty. As for the chips that they could not be told from the
young lady, it never entered her lovely toast on which they lay. came on. and
head that it did not contain till there was went off as they came.
"A swallow’s tliyht," whispered Kate.
to know, except some dry facts and tigtires that had delied it -such as the mul‘•They -dip their winys in tears and skim
tiplication table. He was looking back away.’
And thereat there appeared so extraorat the group of girls around Mrs. Hounslow telling their fortunes.
dinary a dessert, the sponye cake of
Flies round honey." she said, “all eager which so exactly resembled boiled Haufor a mother-in-law
and she looked up nch as Cousin Fannie candidly remarked,
that vexed in soul, the worthy dame detit him and laughed.
“I hate a motherin-law 1" she added presently. “I'm so clared. "I must say Wicked waste makes
wol’ul uant.’
glad my mother died when I was born
•I don’t know what you mean." said
my husband will never have that to complain of!" They were sweet lips for such Flora. ••! call it an excellent dinner.
brutal sentiments. Lawrence, in his his- There was soup, and fish, and roast, and
torical parallels, did not think that possi- entn es, rheckmy them oil on her lingers.
■•(ill. there! there!” said cousin Fanbly Lllrrezia Borgia's were as sweet.
ny, whose cue was to let the yirl display
“How it rains!" she said, as the sleet
all her tine qualities, as she afterward
struck the panes.
“And I suppose every variation of the said.
“Aureal deal more of a dinner," reweatherall'ects a person sensitively strung
turned Flora, angrily, “than you e\ or yet
as you are."
“(ih yes," said Flora, lifting her great at home. I’ll he bound." And as Mrs.
“Audit does so spoil your boots!" Hounslow rose, Miss Furlony swept by
eyes.
It was only beauty that Idled the gaps the astonished Lawrence, murmuring as
I 'resent l\ some she tosssd her head, ■•! thought that
of such conversation.
one was calling. “Flora !
Where is she.' would fetch her."
Shiny trnm those perfect lips! Such a
Such a capital idea !
What do you
think ! We are each of us to got up a temper behind that perfect beauty ! Such
dinner!" cried Kate Farley, looking in. incapacity in those lovely hands! Such
Lawrence
“Come and hear about it only I stipu- stupidity in that lovely head!
walked li\e miles in Hie pouriny rain, and
late that mine shall be last."
came home with his
“I protest," said Lawrence, as they
incipient passion
joined the group, “against the practice quite thoroughly wet down.
Somehow
alter that ilmner t limps
of any such mysteries. W ilder and me
seemed to llap.
Miss Furlonp had not
excluded."
“That's right," chimed in Wilder, the < I nit <1 recovered her temper, and there
was no spirit in the others.
In the eveyoung millionaire, who had been added
liinp Lawrence did not seem to rememto the party for the sake of equipoise.
her that there was a conservators'. Mis.
“Mr. Wilder,” said cousin Fannie seHounslow and Cousin Fannie kept c.\pulehrally. “some day when you are cast
ehanpinp planees: the old witches were
away on a desert island, and your wife
sure that the philter had worked, hut
cannot m en make a johnny-cake
"Hoes that desert island mean matri- they hardly dared to breathe. l!ui, in
to Louise Matidell notliinp Hapasked Louise, slyly, of cousin reality,
mony
Whether because she was in tiie,
ped.
Fanny.
house with Lawrence; because now and
“Ami when east away on it. saul .Mis.
then lie spoke with her, listened when
Hounslow, “is it Unit the cook and the
she sanp, tank her hook and read some
house maids have struck hands and
papes; because Lawrence seemed now to
struck work!”
look over Miss Furlonp, throupli tier, any
“Well, it this is to lie,” said Lawrence,
where 111it at her; or because her own
“you will at any rate intersperse pud- nature was so
joyous, and she couldn’t
dings with picnics, roasts with rides,
it she was payer than a lark, and
marmalades with moonlight! are there help
filled tin house with sunshine. “It has
any more alliterativi s, Miss Louise.'”
been a week in paradise,” said she.
“As much,” said his mother, “as you
‘■To compare a country house in an
can intersperse in a week’s gale.”
pale to paradise!” said Miss
easterly
“It’s ridiculous,” said Flora,
And as Lawrence accrabbedness.”
quiesced, no one hut his mother knew
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into the cavernous opening the
leader discovered nothing unusual, until
In* ran his linger beneath the
tongue,
when he hooked out a gem almost the
size of a robin’s egg, and which gleamed
in the sunlight like a ball of lire. Exclamations ot delight followed, mid poor
Xuddee. in the most abject manner,
prayed that the diamond might not be
taken from him; blit his countrymen
laughed him to scorn, and galloping olf,
left him to do as lie pleased.
The bronzed countenance of the servant was the picture of dismal woe as lie
sat motionless on the back of bis steed,
looking wistfully after the cavalry as if
hoping their consciences would smite
them into turning back and restoring
the properly to him, but they soon disappeared on the dusty road in the direction of Benares, and lie resumed his journey to Calcutta.
It was more than two week later that
Boreman Ac Brothel', when in despair at
over hearing anything of their
messenger
and diamond, w ere surprised and delighted at seeing the dusty fellow enter their
oilier, his manner and appearance showing them that lie had just finished the
most eventful experience of his lilc.
When bis employers breathlessly inquired t'm -the diamond, lie shook his
bead.
“Me robbed 1" he replied, in his broken

Peering

preceding.

well enough, though their
fully a fortnight late, due no
doubt to the disturbed state of the region
through winch he was traveling, .lust
one w eek later, came a
dispatch in cipher
from Xuddee, stating that he had reached
Henares, and would leave again in the
course of tt few hours, the diamond being
safely In bis possession. This telegram
man

was

was

delivered to boreuian A brother so
after being sent that they immediately replied, advising their agent in ease
he found himself in personal danger to
conceal the jewel in some secure place,
telegraphing them at the same time
cipher directions how they should find it.
This message was retimed from the
Calcutta office, with tile information that
it could not be forwarded, as the telegraph wire had just been cut east of Benares, which was in the hands of the mutineers.
In the expressive language of
one of the telegraphists, ••Hell was to
pay up the Canges, for all the devils
were
loose.”
Some months must yet
elapse before any headwav could be made
against the Sepoys, during which it is
well known they were guilty of massacres
and atrocities unparalleled in savage warfare.
Borenian cV Brother could only wait in
the hope that the shrewdness and cunning' of their agent would bring him and
his jewel through in safety.
There was
so
much anguish and apprehension in
Calcutta, and indeed through all England, at that day, for the saletv of tiie
thousands exposed to the fury of the mutineers, that it is not likely the hankers
would have received much sympathy,
great as was the tinaneial slake in\olved.
Nuddee carried two-thirds of their entire wealth about him in the shape of
that wonderful brilliant diamond, and it
I was natural that thev should feel solicitous.
There seemed to he good reason to
hope for the best. The agent was a native, w ho had traveled up and down the
Canges for the preceding ten years, in
the interest of the hankers, and no one
could he more familiar than he with his
own country and people.
The peril lay perhaps in this very fact.
Nuddee had been in the business su long
that there must he many who knew it,
aware too that lie hoqiiently carried the
most valuable kind of property about
Beside this he was a devout Hinhim.
doo, wherein lay the unknown quantity
as it may he called.
It was not at all impossible that lie would he swept aw ay by
the rush and swirl of the insurrection, in
which event the diamond would he sure
to go with him.
Benares lies 4(10 miles northwest from
Calcutta, and in the state of broken com
munication, and the rebellion surrounding the city, the hankers concluded that
a fortnight at the utmost ought to bring
him home, especially as I'ully half that
distance could he made by public eon
veyauee.
But three weeks had come and gone,
ami not a word had been heard from
Nuddee, who they began to sm-pect was
robbed, killed or draw n into the ranks of
the mutineers.
Casiu, the splendid as the name lie
naves signifies, has
been regarded linages as the holiest of the holy cities of
the Hindoos, and its stationary population twenty years ago was over half a
million.
During certain festivals it is
three and four times as great.
Here is
the famous temple, Yisweswar or Bisesar,
dedicated to Siva, the destroyer, before
whom for ages the most bloody sacrifices
of idolatry had been made. The European population mainh dwell in the
suburb of Seroli, several miles from the
main city.
There was no trouble with the troops
1 of lienares
through the month of May.
Hath in June, however, there was mutiny
turning
in the l.oodiana (Sikh) regiment, which,
“I wish Furlonp.
away now with young Wilder.
“It would depend upon whether you
fortunately, was suppressed, \bout the
there wasn’t any such thing as a kitchen.”
were m it. Miss Louise,” said Lawrence.
same time a number of incendiary tires
“And yet,” said Mrs. Hounslow, lookAnd then Louise colored liiphcr and broke out in the cantonments, a short
“I
her
should
after
think
relleeti\ely,
ing
and prew redder than a rose, distance from the
she would have a genius for cookery : she hipher,
city. Colonel Neill
and Lawrence wondered why lie bad attempted to disarm the insubordinate
has a cook's build the typical cook’s.”
never thoiipht that little, pirl a
beauty Thirty seventh Uegiment on the 1th,
Lawrence’s eyes were blazing, but his before.
when a bloody eonlliet occurred.
Withmother went calmly on.
it's
“Well,
an
The sun came out on Sunday morninp, out attempting, however, to give an acexperiment," said she. “We shall have just as tli music-box ran down in the count of the
siege of lienares, we have
to suffer for it
nous mitres.
What a middle of “Love’s
Vounp Dream,” and only to say .hat it was at the very gloomthree Kate's dinner will be! salt in the Miss
Furlonp announced that she was iest
Hint Nllddee, the messenger,
whipped cream, and sugar in the mayon- about to leave lor home. Of course there madeperiod
his way out the city and resumed
naise -but Flora’s will be good.”
was all polite objection, and in tin* midst
his journey toward Calcutta.
“Hood enough,” said cousin Fannie, of it the
of a flurry of simpers
As a matter of precaution he assumed
surprise
with a snilf. "Any glutton must cook.” and blushes
on that beautiful mask of
the character of a member of the l.ooThe storm setting in lustily, there was hers.
“Oh,” she said, in an aside to diana liegiment, mounted on a horse
a tine season for the amateur cooks, who
Kate Farley.
when when -oh, really stolen from a murdered English officer,
were going about with culinary literature
w hen a
person’s poiup to he married, and carrying a secret message from Nana
next day, like nuns.with their missals,
there is no time to lose; and Mr. Wil- Sahib to l’atna, where he
hoped to make
Lawrence said. “Enchanted into hook- dertrouble.
lie counted on his intimate
worms, we are to eat our way through
Mrs. Hounslow sprang from tlm seat
knowledge of the country, but he was a
these volumes,” he said.
which sin- had just taken, and almost little uneasy lest lie should meet a
party
The first dinner was of course an ab- upset the
brimming urn in her haste to who would recognize him and go for the
surd failure, being Kate's; but they made emphasize the fact
by embraces and con- property he carried about his clothes.
so merry over it that it. seemed, as Kategratulations. "| am so glad for you!
N tlddee debated the question more than
declared, better than if it had been good. It’s such a splendid marriage!” she once of burying the diamond, but after
Louise replaced it on the following dav cried ; and unable to hinder it another the
perfection of a little artifice of his he
by one as exquisite as any little French moment, after all her anxiety, she burst was not convinced of the necessity just
so
dinner,
perfectly prepared and so per- into a Hood of tears, which Miss Furlong yet, and so hi pushed ahead, hopeful that
fectly served that Lawrence looked with attributed to interest in herself, but which if the worst should come he would be able
an amazed respect at the little being in
were really due to the glance she had of
to hide the precious jewel somewhere
his mother's place, whose genius had or- Lawrence
coining in from the garden with about ins person where the prying findered it ail. and who was as composed Louise, and of Louise
wearing at her gers and eyes of his enemies would fail
as if she had merely threaded her needle.
breast the white rose she had given to find it.
The next day it was Miss Furlong’s turn : Lawrence herself a half hour since as he
There must have been a tumultuous
and certainly a more bewitching picture waited for breakfast.
struggle in the heart of the swatliv Hinof a cook than she made, with her hair
"Just as I told you,” said Cousin Fan- doo, when he saw the multitudes of his
tied itnd'-r the prettiest of caps, her soft ny. as she stitched
away on some of fanatical countrymen rushing into the
arms bare with all their dimples, and her
Louise's wedding embroidery. “Highly mutiny as if “to a festival;" but to his
white apron wrapping her from head to developed
jellv-tishes, the best of them. credit be it said, he remained faithful to
foot, could hardly be drawn.
Hut it I had to eat that dinner over, I his employers, and used all his wonderful
“Mrs. Hounslow ,” said young Wilder, wouldn't like to
try again that experi- ingenuity, skill, and daring in hurrying
“1 never knew a jollier idea than this sit- ment."
toward Calcutta.
llazar.
[Harper's
ting in judgment on pretty caps and
Such a servant ought to have succeedchoice dishes.”
The Esquimaux have a most curious ed, and yet before he was out of sight of
“A fine way to be stayed with llagons
and ingenious way of killing bears. They Banares lie was stopped by a squad of
and comforted with apples,” said Lawsharpen the ends of a piece of whalebone, native cavalry, the leader of which comrence.
manded him to hand over the Siugee diaa foot or more long, then bend it
“
double,
Well,” said his mother, “there are and
it closely in fat meat, which is mond which he knew was in his posseswrap
Flora's and some others in reserve; and
sion. Nuddee did not hesitate to lie [mint
to the air till it freezes.
These
after them what do you say to a dinner exposed
treacherous pellets are thrown to the blank and assert that he had no valuables
by Cousin Fannie t1”
bear, which bolts them whole. They thaw about his person, inviting them at the
“It would be peppery,” said Lawrence,
in his stomach, the bent whalebone same time to search him. This of course
for the estimable lady had not yet come
straightens, and the sharp points pierce they intended to do, and they did it thordown.
his vitals whenever he attempts to move. oughly ; but front head to foot, there was
“And tart,” said Mr. Wilder.
nothing found worth their while to take,
“And well seasoned,” said Lawrence
•bulge Kelley says of tin* President’s course and the examination of the trappings of
tlnd the neopfe like it. lmt tile politicians don't.” his horse was
again.
equally fruitless.
■

The search was repeated, and still the
robbers were baffled. The leader seemed
to think lie had made a mistake, and was
about to allow the messenger to pass,
when lie ordered him to open his rather
Xuddee hesitated,
capacious mouth.
mumbled some protest, but was com-

The first outbreak in India occurred in
February, 1857, at berhamporc, succeeded during the month of May by the mutiny and massacre at Meerut, Delhi, and
Lucknow, and the proclamation of the
Mogul Empire. Then, with appalling
swiftness, followed the atrocities of Caunpore, Delhi and Lucknow, by which time
England, in tbe white heat of her wrath,
had-thrown her legions into the Hindosstanc jungles, and the swarthy devils
were sent howling to the mountains, or
distributed over the surrounding country
trom the throats of her cannon, while
Nana ,Sahib slipped across tbe northern
boundary into Thibet, where he seems to
have vanished forever from human pursuit.
It was during the early summer of
1857, when the lurid tiros of insurrection
flamed for hundreds of miles along the
upper Ganges, that the banking firm of
Horeman A Brother, of Calcutta, became much exercised over the non-arrh a I
of a messenger of theirs that had started
from Allahabad, in the month of May.
This city lies mi the Ganges about five
hundred miles from Calcutta, in the very
heart of the mutinous district.
Horeman A brother had purchased the
famous Siugee diamond in Allahabad, at
an enormous price, the draft having been
forwarded by their messenger.
In the
early part of May. a telegram was received from the parties from whom the
gem was purchased, saying that the draft
w as in their hands, the diamond had been
turned over to Xuddee, the messenger,
who had started homeward on the day

English.
“My Cud!” cxc'aimed the senior part

“and we are ruined !”
Xuddee then related the particulars as
wc hat e given them, while
they listened
with a vividly painful interest. When
lie had finished, lie asked them to walk
to the front, where his horse stood.
There was a peculiar Hash of the black
eyes, as lie placed his hand beneath the
luxuriant mane, and holding it motionless

tier,

Wits

soon

a

moment.

“l'hev rob Xuddee, but don’t rob horse
muelier.’’
With which lie drew forth a twist of
dark paper, that had been woven in under the wiry hair, so as to be invisible
lit>111 the outside, and handing it to one
ol his employers, aid :
lii'i

uiitiiiuiiu

Snell was tin* fact. The -agacious fellow. foreseeing what was likely to happen. had provided himself with a paste
jewel in Allahabad, and bx that means
saved the genuine.
What
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\ writer in the Home .Journal thus lit

..

tingly rebukes the llippancy and thought-

lessness of some young Women.
think
it must be a jolly thing to he a young
widow." I heard this remark the other
day in a group of laughing girls. I think
1 remember saying such a thing myself
in my girlish times,
lm you know, girls,
what it is to be a widow .' It is to be ten
times more open to comment and criticism than am demoiselle could possible
be.
It is to have men gaze is you pass,
first at your black dress, then at your
widow's cap. until your seiisative nerves
quiver under the inllietiou. It is to have
one ill-natured person say.
wonder
how long she will wait befoie she will
and another answer, "im
marry again
til she gets a good chance. 1 suppose."
It is now and then to meet tile glance
sympathy, generally from the
[of real and
humblest men that you meet,
poorest
[ and
feel your eyes (ill at the token, so rare
l
that i l is. alas ! on looked for. It is to ha vc
xour dear, fashionable friends console you
after the following fashion: ••nil! well, it
is a dreadful loss.
We knew you’d feel
And in the next breath. “You
! it, dear."
j will be sure to marry again, and your
I widow's cap is very becoming to you.”
Hut it is more than this to be a widow.
It i< to miss the strong arm you have
i leaned upon, the true faith that you knew
| never failed you though all the world
might forsake you. It is to miss the dear
voice that uttered your name with a tenderness that none other could give it.
It
is to hear no more the well-known lootsteps that you I lew so gladls once to
meet.
To see no more the face that to
your adoring eyes seemed as the angels
of (loti. To feel no more the tw ining arms
that folded you so lovingly: the dear eyes
that, looking into your own. said plainly,
whatever it might seem to others, yours
was the fairest face earth held for him.
It is to light with sorrow as a man lights
with the waxes that overwhelm him. and
to hold it at arms length for a w hile only
to have
in the hours of loneliness and
this torrent roll oxer you,
weakness
while poor storm-driven dove you see
im haven.
Stole
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Sold.

the first inst.. at tin* village of Niagara Fall.-,
what was known as tin* ••canal pr-perti" w 1- sold
This sale includes
for £7l.i>00 at public auction.
without reserve, the entire water power, on the
American side, of Niagara Fall-, with the hydran
lie canal. tJrass island and ten lots in N iagara Fallvillage. Tin* first hid was > >.0i'0 w hich wasso.ni
raised to >10,000 and so on up to >07.000 when, not
getting more bids the sab* wa- adjourned forOin
ner during which time Mr. Hay. the .•wuer. ua\«
the follow ing account of the slate of things .Mid
why lu* was selling in such lia.-ie
He came to Niagara Falls le- -aid. y.
1 in- title
rich mail and had tiought lhi> property.
came originally by a grant from tin* State <•} \. w
",
0.'unYork to Judge and Hen. Forter. in l>
known as tile "iii* mill* reservation, and was sold
to
a
Boston
cm
their
ln-irs
Walter
ami
by
Bryant
pally in KVI Mr Bryant began to dig tin* Indian
lie canal, sank all his money, and sold out i.»
Horace 11. Hay in IStIO. having lost nearly >doo.
000 for himself and his
company. Mr. Hay lini dn-d
digging the canal, bought (Jra— Island fora imi
bor. spent £700.000 and took in m>thim_. So.ei
beginning to need money, lie mortgag' d tin- pp>
perty. < hie of these mortgages, tin- >DUioo m;«- i.
Mr. rheshrough. was due some time ago. and .Mi
Day being ruined had no money to pay it. He oi
f'ered £.'>.000 bonus for an extension until tin* l-t *t
August, to give him time to adverti-- tin- prope
for sale. This being refused In- tried t imlm-e tm
British government to buy the power tor liiai:m
taring cotton cloth but filled, an I iiu* canal pro
perty bad to be sold before |o o'clock on : In- morn
ingot' May ‘id. at which lnuir it was advertised to
he sold by tin* sherilf to satisfy Mr. <'In-bpnigh's
mortgage. The fraiiehi-e. Mr. Day explained, in
eludes the exclusive right of power ti out the Anna i
can fall, and the tax \ablation of tin* property i£IOB.OOO. The hyilraitlie eanal is 100 te.-t wid.-.
one mile long, cut through solid rock, ami its e-n
mated force is 170,000 horse power. Tin* power
of the fall has never been put to any practical ntin* only machinery run In it being a small then
ing mill built on land bought from Mr. Day. Sm n
is the brief history that tin* now alnu>-t penni!--Mr. Day gave to his gigantic water work-.
After dinner, the hid of -Yw.ooo wa> raised r I * ►
and after some dallying another horn', recess wataken, when on the sale being renewed, tin- prop
ertv w a- bid off to J. F. >eboellbopt'A Son. of But
11 reeen
falo. for >71.000. 'flu* deei-ioll Wa-jo;.
ed by tin* people of the village, who fed confident
that these immense water work- will now he nti
lized.
Mr. Sdioellhopt is well known in ii.tt vi. ;; ;Iy
being a heavy dealer in leather and hides in B,m
falo, and owning in that ity a brewer and ci
It is umh-rsti «»d that i
siderable other property.
is to be niic of tin* largest stockholder.- in a com
pauy to he organized by Buffalo and Niagara Fallcapitalists for the utilization of the power. What
t
not
use the immense power will he put to ha
been determined.
On

-•

>

Cow.

At a meeting of the Vermont association of Chicago the other night, I’rof. A.
I). Ilagar, formerly State geologist of
\'ermont, said: “1 will relate, in closing
this live minutes talk, m incident that
recurred in my native town. Chester, as
related to lit" by my good old mother,
then over HI. also a native of the town.
Among the dozen men who formed the
lirsl settlement of the town in 17(11. then
called llamstead, was a man by the name
of Ide.
lie was not a favorite with the
peoph for reason that he was suspected
of dishonesty. In the fall of 17(15, lie
submitted a proposition to his neighbor,
Charles Mann, that they go down to
Rockingham, a town that had been settled about a dozen years, and steal a cow
from some of the settlers, drive or lead it
up to Chester, hotelier it, and divide the
carcass and each take home his half for
his winter supply of heel.
Mr. Mann assented to the proposition, and a night
was appointed in which they would do
the work. Mr. Ide owned a cow a black
cow with a large white spot upon the
head and a white leg. This, like other
cows in the settlement, was suffered to
run at large in the woods, and wore a
large cow-hell. After dark the two men
started on foot fora place in Rockingham
designated by ide as likely to furnish tin*
coveted cow. Arriving near the spot they
heard the sound of cow-bells, and, going
ill that direction, found a cow without a
bell, (a red cow, as Mr. Mann said, foiled cows always look black in the* night.)
caught her, led her to Chester (and a
splendid cow she was to lead.) butchered
her, buried the hide and offal, divided tin*
meat, and each went to his home with his
moiety of stolen beef. Mann did not eat
any of his, but kept it, and ultimately
It was not likely, he
gave it all to Ide.
thought, that his cow would lose off her
hell, get her white spot obliterated by
rubbing against logs in the ‘burnt piece,’
and wander off six miles to another settlement.
lie believed that his neighbors
bad conspired to make him steal his own
cow and wisely concluded that Chester
was a good pin -e to emigrate from, and
therefore emigrated early.”
While a farmer was breaking up a piece
of grass ground, adjoining Milhech Tow er,
near the beach in Newcastle, a few days
since, he came upon a piece of pavement
about 1(1 feet at the widest part, narrowing
Near by was found old
to 5 or ti feet.
style bricks, part of an old chimney. It
is conjectured that a house stood upon
the spot a long time ago, say 150 or 200
years, as not even the* oldest inhabitant
lias any knowledge of such a house. The
piece of pavement was of the nicest
beach stone set in beach sand, and so
solid and even that the plow skimmed
over it w ithout disturbing a stone.

A l’acilic coast cnrrespomlen gives an
account of a liv ing marrinue
wliich oeeitfi'etl on the l'nion l'aeitie Kai 1
toad on the-i 1st of Mareh. 11 appeal > that
a San ITatiei.M-o widower had heen In eoi
respondeiice with a Leavemvoi I h wide ',
to whom lie had heen betrothed in Ills
youth and from whom he had been sepa

interesting

1 ler husband had
rated by east-iron fate.
had the good grace to die betimes and hi-,
wife had heell equally considerate, and tin
surviving partners, after an exchange of
compliments and regrets, resol\ ed to eon
I'he bride
sole each other permanently.
went on from the Last array ed in a line,
travelling gown and the bridegroom went
on from the West with a pair of thee hut
ton black kid gloves.
They met at Sac
At Halt a minister got on the
ramento.
train and the restless bridegroom whispered to the bride, "Why not now?" The
coy lady blushed, but did not say him nay
The impulsive hridegoom dispatched the
peanut hoy for the conductor and held a
brief consultation w ith the minister. The
loving pair clung to the ends of the seats
and to each other, and the minister took
liis place in front of them and married
them. In the excitement of the moment
the lady released her hold of the seat and
was shot into the arms of the conductor,
w ho kissed her before restoring her to her
lOniilesanhour.
husband. Kunningtime
The curious submerged forest at den
ness’s Beach, live, VII.. from which the
sand has recentiy been worn away by tin
action of the recent storms, presents at
present a singular appearance. Huge
stumps and logs cover the beach at low
tide, some of the logs being over two feet
in diameter. When cut into, though they
appear discolored to the depth of two
inches or thereabouts, the wood at a great
er depth is as sound and fresh as that of
any living tree. The stumps and logs
sometimes remain covered for ten years,
and then exposed for a time by the action
of some heavy storm. They have apparently heen exposed to the action of the sea
for many centuries.
A tale of true love comes from Lanesboro,
Mass.
Half a century ago there lived in
the town a rich farmer with a pretty
daughter, and a young blacksmith sued for
her hand. Though acceptable to the girl,
the father hail higher aims for her, and
refused the young blacksmith's oiler, and
heat once left New England and went
West. Meanw hile the girl married, lost
her husband, married again and was again
bereaved. Lately her father died, and
the blacksmith, who has nearly
now
reached the age of three score and ten.
returns, his suit is accepted and another
wedding soon takes place.
A large white whale has heen captured ntf Isle
Anx I uuilres, anil will be shipped to New York.

The War Feeling at Fever Heat in England.

[London Despatch (May 17) to X. Y. Suu.J
i ae absorbing interest in Russian
operations is
b'f tin* moment transferred to the
diplomatic world.
Emboldened by his triumph in Parliament, and
certain of

Quarrel and Break Up in the French Cabinet. Signs of a Revolution.

London, May l(i. The following is
Renter’s official account of the French
cabinet crisis: The Chamber of Depusupport from the nation. Disraeli is beties having yesterday voted to repeal the
lieved to be preparing to precipitate England, .join
«
by Austria, into a con diet with Russia. Diplo- press law of 1875, President MacMahon
matie circles confess that England's
participation wrote M. Jules Simon, stating that lie
i* a foregone conclusion.
Extraordinary prepara- had observed with
'ions in the armament of both laud and naval
surprise that neither
t">',*es are reported in all
parts of the kingdom. he (M. Simon) nor M. Martel had placed
\!1 home transports from distant colonies arc unbefore the Chamber reasons which might
der orders for troops. Great fleets of troop ships
have prevented the repeal of this law,
are preparing.
From all naval rendezvous prodigiaccumulations of naval and military stores are which was passed by M. Dufaure less
on route to tin* Mediterranean stations.
Orders than two years ago, and which M. Simon
have been sent to India to mobilize the Mussul- himself had
quite recently wished to see
man contingent.
applied in the courts of law. President
1 ndcr these signs the markets have become uns* ttieu. and corn,
anticipating cavalry demands, MacMahon reminds M. Simon that it had
has reached extreme prices. 'The tone of the ma
been decided in several meetings of the
of
tin*
London
and provincial press is out- Cabinet,
jority
and, indeed, in yesterday mornspoken for instant intervention upon almost anv
ing's meeting, that lie and M. Martel
pretext. War newspapers repeat the street arguments that the Russians
disregard tin* tinal clause should oppose the repeal of this law.
in tin*
Black Sea treaty of 1854 guaranteeing the There had been also ground for
surprise
inviolability ot a narrow slip of territory north and that the Chamber, during its last few
west ot the Danube.
War measures are welcomed
sittings, had discussed the whole municiwith enthusiasm
among the great body of merchants whose business is crippled
pal law, and even adopted some clauses,
the blockade
by
ot tin* Black Sea and the cessation*of traffic with
the danger of which M. Simon had himthat region, which in Liverpool. Glasgow and Lon
self acknowledged in council, as, for indoll, more than equals transatlantic operations. stance, the
publicity of sittings of muniBesides this, various ranks of business sustain
heavy losses, many suffering bankruptcy by the cipal councils, without M. Simon taking
capture, confiscation or dispersion of their Asiatic* any part in the discussion.
The letter
branches.
In English homes, even among the concludes as follows:
“In view of such
lower ranks, a feeling of intense hostility against
Russia is marked. They charge upon the Tzar's attitude on the part of the head of the
ou vet on* ambition the
hardships arising from the Cabinet the question naturally arises
rise i:i the price of bread, the
stagnation in busi- whether he retains sufficient influence to
ness. and all tin* miseries that
accompany war assert his views successfully.
An explawithout its advantages.
England's interests will
be the pretext, and tin* lirst Russian success of nation on this point is indispensable, for
magnitude the occasion for intervention. That 1, myself, although, not like you, answertin- will be tin* end, the best informed men in
able to Parliament, have a responsibility
i’arliament. tin* press and in public life concur in
toward France which to-day. more than
declarin'.:'. Disiaeli and tin* officials of the Gov
ever before, must engross my attention."
eminent hav** been
incessantly in Cabinet council
•nice the defeat of Gladstone's
In consequence of the foregoing letter
peace resolutions.
I" make this defeat so signal their
M. Jules Simon tendered his resignation
management
contributed greatly.
in a letter, in which he says he was un’fin* war party press clamor for instant protecwell and absent when the municipal bill
tion ot England's interests. The Russian Anibas
mdor has gone ln»me to warn the Czar of the im
was discussed,
lie had an appointment
pending danger. Couriers follow him in rapid sue
with thi' committee for Friday to induce
cessum with reports of the situation which are too
them to reconsider the vote concerning
eomprouiisiiii! to be entrusted to tin pi.st or to tin*
«
the publicity of the sittings of the munitelegraph.
THE HESSIAN ARMIES.
The objections of the
cipal councils.
Ministers to the. repeal of the press law
The e»'iTesjnindent of tlie Sun’s London bureau,
1 Genua.i Pole,
expelled on Monday from the Kus
applieil only to a portion, tor punishing
iaii army, telegraphs from Vienna that
only me t
insults to foreign sovereigns.
M. Simon
.■Ireports from the Danube are allowed 'by the
IS; "ian stall.
Matter bv mail even is scrutinized, concludes by declaring that, as a citizen
and not as a minister, lie earnestly deand not a lilt permitted to pass mentioning mini
bers. disposition, or identity of the forces.
Civili
sires to be replaced by men belonging,
an." approaching the
army are kept under rigid
like himself, to the Conservative Repubsurveillance, and all contraband statements are
lican party, lieforesending in his formal
burned, the writer or writers being warned at
‘•im' v
The expcllc 1 correspondent had orders
letter of resignation M. Simon had an infrom the Sun's London bureau to move westward
terview with President MacMahon. The
along thy Russian front, from Galatz to Kustchuk. latter said he had
gone as far as he posattach himself to the main
body, and follow its
movements.
sibly could, and lie would proceed no furWith some dillieulty lie readied the
Danube above Reni. and accompanied a divisou of ther in the wake ol the Chamber,
lie
'< 'ssacks to tlie neighborhood of Galatz.
Here the
intended reverting to his former opinions,
Russians hail projected prodigious lines of fortiticaand would constitute a Ministry from the
lions, behind wiiieli were assembled thirtv brig
Liberal Right Centre. President .MacMaades of infantry, aggregating 17A.OOO men,* Id.OiMi
cavalry and a great mass of artillery, lienee south- hon concluded: “I belong to the Right,
westward to Oltenitza the army forms a coiitinu
sir.’’
oils front, embracing a total of IAO.OOO men.
M. Simon replied, "and I to the Left."
To the westward of this, a distance from one to
Marshal MacMalien replied, “I perceive
three miles from the Danube, a thinner line is ear
lied to \\ iddin. the extreme Russian right. Re
that only too well."
enforcements were pouring in. mainly on the left
■

|

Gleanings from the War News.
THE

RUSSIAN PLAN IN EUROPE.

The Herald’s correspondent at Rustchuk telegraphs under date of the l!)th as
follows: “There is good authority for
saying that the Russian plan is to await
a complete development of the invasion
of the Asiatic frontier, which everything,
so far as learned, indicates will be vigorously pressed. Russia, having her hands
freer there than on the Danube, can move
more rapidly.
Meanwhile, the European
invading force will endeavor to tire out
the Turks by worrying and harassing
them with frequent feints along the river.
The Turkish Danubian fortresses, especially the quadralateral formed by
Rustehuk, Silestria, Shumla and Varna,
are in admirable condition of defence,
amply provisioned and stronger now than
ever before. The Turkish plan is a strictly defensive one, awaiting the onslaught
at Rustchuck.
There have not been any
active hostilities here yet, but the river
landing stages have been cleared, and
barges, having unloaded immense quantities of grain, have been removed to a
place of safety. Only an occasional tug,
hugging the southern shore, breaks the
smooth surface of the Danube. A gunboat recently launched here has received
her armament, and, it is stated, is about
proceeding in search of a mysterious Roumanian steamer. The Wallachiau earthworks have not ottered any opposition,
but remain silent. It is believed that the
Turkish military authorities have instructions not to tire first.'’
Eight thousand Russians belonging to
twelve divisions march towards Krajova
to-morrow.
They will be succeeded by
thirty-three divisions, which are already
waiting at the next stage in the river.
A railway bridge over the Aluta, near
Slatina, fell to-day. A train often wagons carrying ammunition to Little Wallaehia was eugulped with its attendants.
Five passengers were drowned.
Within the last forty-eight hours rumors of peace- which, however, are not
traceable to any source -have been circulated among the Russian officers. The
(7ar will start for the Danube on the f!d
of June. He will be absent about three
weeks.
The Turks are concentrating large
masses of troops at Turtukai and Sistova
expecting the Russians to make a powerful attempt to cross the Danube within
the next few days.
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Devices

in

abused term
the surface
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“loyalty”

will

were.

the

Gray.

Observations

ation, harmony and good feeling. In a
government resting upon the consent of
the governed, there can he no permanency or efficiency without them. And the
idea that there is any natural antagonism
between the different sections of the coun-

try is

without any other foundation
than the distorted vision of extremists.
They who have purposes to carryout—in
one

whom the wish is father to the
can see or

feign

to see what

thought—

they desire.

to

not cannot even be

Our readers will remember

that last year several thousand Democrats were arrested in New Orleans for
false registration. The only ground for
that arbitrary proceeding was found in
the fact that the persons arrested had not
taken from the post office certain sewingmachine circulars addressed to them,
wherefore it was assumed that they were
not citizens of New (trleans!

(trdii arily
evidence not

when it is

depressed—believe

in the whole

country, its union of interests, its patriotism, and the prosperity of its future.
It
is upon the latter that any leaders or
any administration or any party, who are
pursuing a just and patriotic course, fan

safely rely.

Things.

Generalities.

Gough didn't draw money enough
in Augusta.

at so wide a

departure

from the practice
of his predecessors.
Democrats could
scared) bring themselves to believe it
true nr if true, that some deep laid plot
was

not concealed beneath the

apparent

Hut the new departure, in
the construction of the cabinet, has been

conciliation.

followed by the w ithdraw al of the troops,
and the consequent unquestioned administration of the Democratic Governors of
South Carolina and Louisiana.
In

addition

to

these acts ol

These

the

are

The Colorado potato beetle has already made its
appearance in Hingham and Cohasset in Mass.

An otlieo has been established in West Sullivan.
Hancock county. George W. Pettingill. PostmasMr. Pratt, of the Grange store. Pittsfield, is inquiring for the person who lately placed powder in
his stove.

his store.

There is much suffering in Clinton Co.. N. Y.
from the forest fires which destroyed houses and
other property.

days

\ drunken row
resulted in broken

Preset tt P. Heath, on receiving his sentence at
Ellsworth, of fourteen years in the States Prison,
Tuesday last, very politely replied to the Clerk

window panes at evening.

damages

very partial to a saw horse when it
was in perfect working order.
Then the clothes
horse. This animal is particularly adapted to the
ladies' use. It is docile and kind, will stand with
out hitching, is easily taken care of, and any woman can harness it.
But the real horse, the horse
that never gets to be ove. ,*8 years old, coming5)

Salmon is not ahuudaut, hut there is enough
tin* hankerings at from 10 to bo ,-nts pThere will he

Mrs.
from

1

The committee

city

government
do this year.

saw a

have trot, but the quickest time. 1 ever
horse make, was on a track a little way out

of Chicago. 11»' was a common horse, too, and
the owner did not claim that he had any speed,
but he made part of the way at 10 miles an hour.
I have heard of horses going even faster than this,
but never was an eye witness of the feat. This
horse was in a box-car and was billed for Cleave-

land.

Inquirer,

wishes to be informed who wrote ••The

on

the burning dock, whence all but he

hud tied."
can

had

in the Boston public schools
younger female teachers as to their
marry soon, the policy of the School
Board being opposed to the reappointment of such
teachers as contemplate giving up their schools
Committee

boy stood
1

the congregation of Trinity church. Boston,
emerged from the sanctuary on Sunday last, great
consternation was occasioned bv a mad dog u Inch
was rushing about in the vicinity, having already
bitten live persons. There was soon a dog less in
the world.

a

let the light into you as speedily as if you
two inch auger hole bored through you.

Those lines were written by Gen. Schenk, late
minister to England. You w ill find them in his
little treatise on Poker, lie relates this little in
cident. Some boys had stolen away and were haling a game of poker, when one happened to look
up and saw his father coming. Giving the alarm,
they all started on the run except one boy. a brave
little chap by the name of Cassie B. Anker, who
taking a match from his jacket pocket, lighted the
cards, but they did not get fairly burned up before
the man came along. But the little Anker boy
bail the presence of mind to “stand upon the
burning dock, whence all but he had tied." By his
courage and quick wit. his companions
from punishment.

were

saved

Mary writes: A young man moved into our
village about a year ago, and unfortunately for me

l fell in love with him.
He does not return my
love. He is polite to all the girls, and equally so
to me, but does not show me any preference.’ Is
there anything that I can do to make him love me !
Please answer in the Journal next week."
Mary, your case is a sad one. If my heart ever
hied, it would just deluge me now on your ac
count. 1 aiu glad you do not live here, else 1
might try and take that young man's place in your
affections. 1 never fell in love, hut I fell into a
cellar once, but escaped with a few bruises. You
say that the young man does not return your love.

Now, Mary, I'll bet you a hat that he don’t know
that he has got it. Write him a note and tell him
send it back by return mail, or you'll take the
law on him. You want to know what you can do
t«> make him love you.
Have you tried vinegar'
1 remember that at one time I didn’t love greens,
to

till

some one suggested to me to try vinegar, and
did, and that fetched me. You might soak your
Can you
self in vinegar, else drink vinegar hitters

1

men

soon.

The tirst election held in South Carolina since

Hampton became (Jovcruor occurred on Monday
in Fairfield county, a Republican stronghold. The

Democrats carried the county and elected two
members of flu* Legislature by over twelve huu
drcil majority.

The farmers of A roost o(*k are giving their
tion more largely than ever this season to field
crops. A large breadth of land will be ploughed,
a large acreage of wheat has already hei-n sown,
and the other grain crops will receive the attention
which their importance demand.alien

Sunday will he the Dope's «*i:• ht\ titih birth
oil the I tit h of June ho will complete hi*
thirty
pontifical year. ID- read reei-ntl) in a
Next

dav, and

tirst

a

newspaper

description

of

himself, m which laAh'" In- -aid
he is eternal

styled the august veteran.
Dope is neither young or old,

wns
•*a

On visiting his wier yesterday in Marsh River.
Mr. Reuben Hopkins found II" young salmon in
it. varying in length from eight inches to one foot.
Hi; turned them all loose in tile river. We leant
that these young salmon are found in all thewiers
on the river in large numbers.
| Bangor Cummer
cial.
I In* case of Joseph Uuzxcll charged with iusti
gating the murder of Susan J. Uaitson will come
before the lull Pencil in Concord in June. Tin* j
question as to whether Puzzell can he tried tain*
for tin* same olfcncc is still engaging the atlcntion
of

the

lawyers

and the decision is awuitt-d with

considerable anxiety.
terrible hail storm passed over Shaitsbun
Yt.. and the northern part of Pennington. Wedno
dav. demolishing windows and doing fearful dam
Ugi.* to vegetation. Of tin* hail stones picked Up
afterwards, one weighed ten and one half oiinc<*>.
One measured live iindics in diameter, and another
ten inches in eircumfi-renee.
A

Work has commenced on t lie enlargement of the
prison and it will he pushed to completion
rapidly. The west wing of the prison will he ex
tended sixty feet, which will utford room for sixty
two additional cells, a school room and hospital.
The walls will he constructed of granite, lined with
brick, and cells of granite with brick partitions.
State

On Sunday, four boys, aged from 1- to IA years,
faint away. Mary f If so, just faint away some i
residing in Cray, were precipitated into the pond
time when there is no one round hut him. and
by the bottom falling out of an old Hat bottomed
don't come to until he either hugs or kisses you. boat in which they were sailing. One. named Yer
If
rill, who could swim, got the others upon the
and then go for him.
you can't faint, try cry
wreck and unshed it ashore, hut exhausted his
ing. 1 don't know what kind of a man he is, but
strength so that he had to let go in deep water and
1 think was drowned.
a woman crying would fetch me, I know.

would marry every woman between here and
Omaha, if they only commenced to cry when 1
If
was alone with them, if that would stop them.
1

this plan does not succeed, as a last resort failover
his foot and break your left leg just above the
ankle. 1 am confident that that will bring him.
There is nothing ill this world more lovable than
a girl with a broken leg. unless it is one with a
broken tongue. I shall hardly sleep a wink till l
learn how you are getting along. Write often and

keep

me

posted.

The National Board of Fire Underwriters have issued a circular calling attention to the great damage from the use of
fireworks and particularly fire crackers
about the 4th of July yearly. There
doubt of the great public danger
from that source. We all remember that
on

is

no

the city of Portland was burned by crackFifteen millions
ers about ten years ago.
of loss by tire in the past ten years can

Maria Clark, a young lady about IS
years old. was found Pouting in the canal at Man
She was an operative in
ehester Sunday morning.
the mills and lias been missing from her hoarding
house seven weeks. The canals were dragged soon
after her disappearance, hut without finding any
She was evidently driven to despair by the
trace.
abandonment of her lover.
The

nicipal regulations

should suppress the

Ch i nese i ucend i ary.
Secretary of the Navy Thompson lias deter
mined that the navy yards of the country shall be
used no longer as political machines. Mechanics
will not be employed on account of their politics,
or at the request of politicians.
So says a

paragraph clipped

from

a

Republican paper. If it is true, the Secretary is doing an excellent thing for the
public service, and it will he a lucky day

of

The brig 1. A. 1‘ettengill is reported loading at
New York A.O(H) boxes of ritie cartridges and sever
al thousand rides for the Russian (iovernment.
She belongs to Winslow & Co., of Portland. Me.
The barques Fanny and Leonora, with similar
cargoes, recently sailed from there, and the latter
was
reported olf the light ship Friday, to he con
voyed ny one of tin* Russian war vessels.
sad accident occurred at
Springvale, Thursday evening, about 7 o’clock, by
which Wesley J. Morrison lost his life, lie had
loaded his gun for the purpose of shooting some
As he
pigeons which were pulling up hi* garde:
passed from his house < n to tin* door step, by some
unaccountable means tin* gun went ott and the
charge struck him in the mouth, tore away one
side of his nose, one eye and one sale of his fore
head. lie lay in an unconscious state for about
three hours and died, lie was twenty six years of
age, leaves a wife and one child.
The Press says that

There

be traced directly to Chinese fire crackers.
Their sale and importation ought to he
prohibited, juvenile patriotism to the contrary notwithstanding. Meantime mu-

body

are

a

i£H7,000 tons of ice in store*

tin* Kennebec, mostly in the hands of
those regularly in the business.
Kxperience shows that the spasmodic speculaon

tors fail to realize much

profit.

Portlanders didn’t catch the sea serpent last summer, but they have captured, ill a drain, a milk adder, .‘Id inches
long, and are correspondingly elated.
Some of the papers are poking fun at
the rat story we published last week.
Hut anybody can go to Stockton and see
the hole that the rats

for the country when a complete divorce
shall be effected between the navy yards
and political favoritism, whoever shall be

a

in power.

weight—which

came

out of.

The New York Legislature has passed
bill providing for the sale id* eggs by
is

eggs-actlv right.

.*.:

The ln»rs«- of 1,

\
Knowlton got frantic la*
and jumped across a truck team, hreakim
both thillsof tin* carriage, and doing other darntyg

The Kegistci m Prohan- and Treasurer's
the Pourt House, is being renovated.
paint, whitewash and a new carpet it has

room

Witl

at

a

very

inviting appearance.
The tlag staff at Lancaster’s corner, erected last
by the Kcpuhlicau*. will fall before tin

summer

march of

improvement,

the party will before

as

the advance of conciliation.
The Masonic bodies will not join the processi
Decoration Day. as it is contrary to Mason:,
law- for that fraternity to take part in public •*••!

on

brations. except

special invasion.

oil

Tin* last trip of tie* packet P M. Bonnie fnui
Parvei's Harbor i.. Belfast, her passenger list nun.
bored twenty persons,
l'heiv were three fuunln
with their •tV.-rts. two ,,f whom are to reside
this city.
1

Kims has as yet been unable to procure tie
£1000 hail which is required before he can leavBelfast jail. His farm is neglected, and his a*,

grandmother
combed

w

h

it

he

must
a

pining

have her he,*.,:

to

chair

The house, ell and barn of Mien Simmons,

Waldo, was entirely destroyed by lire,
of

last week.

The lire

Some

stock

the burn

m

originated from the chimney

mi

Saturd.e

was

burin

Loss

ah"

£l..*ou: insured for £‘.mmi.

question the
intentions to
pretty

run

wt-ek

It is stated that the Russians recently completed
this country for 20,000 barrels of gun
powder, (some 3,000 ha> iug already been deli wivd)
200 tons of brass metal, live million cartridges and
200,000 Smith and Wesson revolvers

As

Campbell's

neighbor's beans, peas and things.

contract in

rocious and kicked a hole in the bottom of tincraft.
The bull swam ashore, but Mr. II stuck to
the wreck.

t.

With what complacency can a man. who has n
garden, sit and watch the hens scratch up hi

Laboring men at Bangor have held a public
meeting and appointed a Committee t«* wait upon
i the Mayor and ask his assistance in obtaining
my arm round that girl and hold her in. regardless i work that they ma\ support themselves and fanu
of my own life. That is what makes me glad that lies, without calling upon the city for aid.
I am a native of this world, and living in these
Half the fools in the baited States think the)
times, when new onions are just coming into the can beat the doctors in curing the sick ; tu.. third’s
of them are sure they can beat the ministers
market and cotton print can ho bought for four
preaching the gospel; and all of them know they
cents per yard.
can beat the editors running the newspapers.
Talking about the speed of horses. I have seen
W. S.
of
we

tin

of

have all the business

Pol. Spaulding, of Kichmond, formerly of t
10th Maine, will deliver the memorial address
Belfast on Decoration Day.

that horse spank off at a three mile an hour gate,
and then, reckless of danger, to forget self, and put

horses

to

Pity Marshal Parker executed tin* liquor law

Belgriwlc. a village with only about 3no voters,
has fifteen residents over so years of age, Mr.
Samuel Tucker. (J2 years of age. being the oldest,
and Mrs. Lydia Stevens and Mrs. Lydia Lihbey be
ing each 1H years old.

Hodgdon
Westport narrowly escaped
drowning a few days since. While crossing Squam
with
a
hull
in
a
large skill', the animal got f.
Bay.

highways and bridges

on

seem

very summarily in smashing John
bottle, tin* other day

Detective llealil. last Thursday, arrested Samuel
Kendall of Kendall’s Mills, for refusing to pay his
fare on the Maine Central Railroad, lb was taken
before Justice Soule, of Waterville. and tilled S<
and costs.

a

!<» a

steamers

William Weseott. M. D., of Horlmin, aged -’>7
years, died very suddenly in consequence of a mis
take which lie made in taking a quantity of the
wine of eolchiciun. which lie supposed was pure
wine.

j

Sanborn, on Monday, in steppn
chair, fell to the floor dislocatu,

.Joseph
si.uul

a

F.tlward Pushing. Ksq.. was in town on Moudat
looking after the interests of the Port hunt line

stepped

;

a

eventin'

Subject

her thigh.

of
at

down and out, Louisiana
Since Packard
State bonds have advanced from sixty to eighty
four per cent., and Congressman Hibson says Inbelieves they will be at par in three weeks.

in

lecture next Sunday

a

the North Phureh. by the pastor.
version."

Money in New York. Saturday, loaned at 2 and
3 per cent, on call. Hold sold at BH>’. Flour was
dull and lower, and corn 1 cent hover. In Chicago,
tlour was dull and corn active at t>0 cents.

the horse that is perfectly sound, and can trot in
side of three minutes; the horse that will “out
road any horse in town;" the horse you cannot

of the fastest

Alden

Monday.

satisfy
pound.

January Hxo persons wen* he
Bangor soup house;
supplied with souj)
February. 12J>31 : .March, lb.7 13: \pril. 3323. Ttie
total cost to the city was SI I'JiUif.

was never

some

in the city

were

by

During the month

like horses. There is no breed of horses that are
not useful.
The saw-horse, though not gifted with
speed. .nW be missed if we never .*««/• one again.

Smuggler and Dexter, and

moving scene, to behold Thompson'')
travelling down Main street.

Director Darius Alden and Mr. Uco. A

P» wersCary libel suit ($;V>0.S) together with
and interest, amounting in the aggregate to
$S,I1‘»*J.‘HI. have been paid.

The session of the Maine t'niversalist couven
tion lor 1S77 will be held with the bniversalist
church in Rockland, beginning on Tuesday. Jinn2f»th, and continuing three days.

If there is an exhilaration that 1 enjoy, barring home made spruce beer, it is to sit behind a good horse in atop buggy, with a girl beside me, a full moon with a cloud over it, and have

Monday night

whacking their heads against th<

are

tin1 Maine Central,

costs

0. G. (Our George)
You know something about
horses ; will you tell me what is the fastest lime
ever
knew
a
to make t
horse
Tkotteu.
you
I know less about horses than 1 wish I did. 1

President.

bugs

Main street.

on

noses.

wits a

store

nious

sound

day;” fact, the perowns and mortal eye
never saw. that is the kind of a horse that I like.
If l had half the money that the Bank of England
possesses, instead of endowing charitable institutions and hospitals, and thus encouraging idleness
and sickness, l should immediately buy a horse.
I had rather have a horse ton times over than be

Juiu.

wet

Hilton has issued a notice in bauk
Knoch <
The recent rise in flour has induced the Frank
liii countv farmers to go extensively into the rais
ruptcy. proposing to pay do per cent, to creditors
of
and
more
has
been
sown
wheat,
ing
already
|
It is reported that the
S survey sch. harne-t
than in nv year previous.
will return to this port to pass tin* Fourth of Jul\
The
awarded
the court in the fa

Five Boston confectioners have been arrested
and placed tinder S<‘.00 bonds for making eaud\
with chromate of lead, a poisou. in it. The Board
of Health had the arrests made.

quarts of grain a
fect horse, that everybody

June

It

and we'll talk the matter over and decide
some way that will be satisfactory.

two

a

Hazeltine d Co. are loading sehr. Florida with,
ice for Jacksonville.

hull that escaped from a pasture at Exeter
last week made a charge on a locomotive. It was
fierce and brilliant, but brief and one sided owing
to the death of the bull.

to me,

over

predicting

are

There will he at Appleton outlie Fourth of July,
an Iron Clad Temperance Celebration.
Appleton
claims to be the banner town in Knox county for
Iron Clads.

A

good hearty bull dog would do quite a tasty job
with it. and a lawn mower is not to be sneezed at,
l guess on the whole you better bring your dress

touch with a whip without his jumping right out
of his skin, and obliging you to hold up and put
him back into it again : the horse that “never gets

The weather prophets
anti a big hay crop.

“Thank you. Sir."

can.

some

The warm weather has brought out the drummer
in full force.

on

You don’t say whether you want your dress cut
fine or coarse. If you could run it through a hay
cutter, it would make a very passable job of it.
You might carry it over to the paper mill and get
Russell to run it through his rag cutter. You
would hardly recognize it when it came out. A

their blossoms

out

hung

The price of milk has been reduced to six cents

gravel.

seems to be in trouble
She writes, “0
have got a now dross ami 1 don’t know how
to have it made.
Please, will Our George tell me
how I can best have it cut
As a Bazaar of Fashion, there are some authori
tics whose quotations range higher than mine, yet
1 am here to attend to the wants of the public, and

trees

per quart

Gold is found in New Sharon. One hen when
killed was found to have swallowed tC> cents worth
of the glittering metal which she picked up with

1

cherry

ago.

Those rains last week touched just the right spot
in nature.

sewing machine concern in New York has
made a contract to supply an English house with
-TJ,000 machines—a result <>f last year’s Exposition.

Bessie

I

The

A

the world.

will tlo the best l

zling $->0,000.

The trial of Smith for the murder of the Trim
family was the first murder trial that has taken
place in Hancock county for fifty years.

Other religions may have a stunted
variety of oaths, but for largeness of vocabulary
ami depth of expression, the true Christian can

name,

About time for the tiukling bob’olink to appear.
A. D. Chase has enlarged the carpet room over

Thomas Belton, a clerk in 11. B. Chitlin A Co.’s
store in New York, has been arrested for embez

Christians.

Shakespeare, greatest, grandest

even

With other’s frailties paved his path to fame.
Where one pure virtue lights his matchless page.
Tis black with murders, treasons, lust and rage.
Give man of scandal just tin* choicest bit.
Twill tire his eloquence and
point his wit.
Yet Paul did well such gift or tongue to class
With tinkling cymbal and the sounding brass.

ter.

and rub the back of his hand across the bulge of
his pants, and groan and scratch, and thank his
fortune that he is a Christian, so he can,^wear, as
that inestimable boon is confined exclusively to

dear,

Why,

The attempts to raise the sunken schooner Isabella Jewett have thus far proved unsuccessful.

trout

[Original.]

■'Scandal thy name is woman.”
How scandalous ? Who more than man is prone
To raise himself by crowding others down t
Who more enjoys the scathing jokes and squibs
Which touch a sore spot in his neighbor’s ribs
Or slyly strives by hints to let you know
That’this and that one sinneth thus and so !
The grave compiler of the daily news.
With all the universe from which to choose,
With graver things must mingle gossip gay.
And spice with scandal, if he’d make it nay.

The coal trade in New York is in a worse state
than ever and coal sells at less than cost.

he makes the most of life while it lasts. Ho falls
on you as gently as a snow flake, and when he
leaves you, your hands and face feel as though
they had been run through a pegging machine.

City and County.

scandal.

pay expen-

There were about half a dozen cases of sunstroke
in Brooklyn. Now York, Friday last.

man puts in an appearance, 268,703 black flies
light on him, while twice that number stand back
awaiting their turn. There is not a lazy bone in a
black fly. He has but a short time to endure, and

on

policy and justice, there has come a voice
from the Presidential cabinet, that has a
sound very soothing and conciliating to

to

Mr. Beecher has so far received nearly $4.'>,000
for his season’s lecturing.

the way.) and insect life is getting more numerous
than agreeable. The black fly is playing an engagement in the country towns at present. He has
a full and complete company, and the moment a

of the

News

ses

outswear

the Southern ear. and that will powerThe Herald’s Egyptian correspondent it may lie looked upon as
also visited the British lieet at 1’ort Said only of a man’s good sense, but of his ac- fully aid in restoring the feeling of fraThe Monarch’s boilers have quaintance with
on Friday.
city life, and therefore ternity. Postmaster General Key, having
given out, and she will return to England of
that lie refuses such nui- been invited to he present at Spring
residence,
to have them replaced. The Hotspur will
remain at the entrance to the canal until sances as sewing machine and life insur- Grove, Virginia, on the occasion of decofurther orders. The rest of the licet have ance circulars. Hut with the engineers rating the graves of soldiers in the late
gone to the l'ineus, the port of Athens. of the radical machine in Louisiana, this war, sends the following graceful reply
The licet is composed of the Alexandra,
and centre. The Roumanian levies were used to
was direct evidence of a man's
Washington-, 1).
May 8.
Kars.
Admiral Hornby’s flagship, carrying 12 knowledge
mask the Russian movements, and every artilice
1)1: vK IS 111:—[ thank you amt the committee of
Jit
luli
criminality!
the
'Turks into the belief that no
which you are Chairman tor your invitation to at
adopted
The following description of this im- heavy guns, and having armor li inches
formidable movement would be attempted on the
The sewing machine was effective at its teml your memorial ceremonies on Decoration
thick; the. Sultan, 12 guns, 10 inches of
Danube. It was open talk in the Russian camp portant Armedian city is of interest just
Day. 1 wish I could attend, hut my official duties
armor plate and 5,220 tons burden ; the
now.
first introduction as an agent into the pol- will demand my time and prevent my acceptance.
that the Russian armv of the Caucasus was to ad
I
I
7
vanee
Swiftsure.
of
iron
inches
toward
the
It
is
a
small town with a great fortress
guns,
plate, itics of the country. The fancy stitching I rejoice to hear you say that the soldiers that arc
steadily
Bosphorus, drawing oil’
th<- Turkish forces in that direction, and
buried in your beautiful city of tin* dead, whether
leaving surrounded by fortifications which cover 2,800 tons; the Devastation, 4 guns, turthe army of the Danube an
easy road through the
is
mounted a 41-ton gun, availed to deprive several thousand Dem- they wore the blue or the pray, will be respected
an area of ten square utiles,
it is one of ret, in which
Balkans.
1 he slow advance of the Russian
alike. ID- who dies for a cause which he believes
army
4.400 tons burden : tile Monarch, 7 guns, ocrats of the opportunity to rote for Mi. is
oi the Danube is caused
by diplomatic rather than the gates between Turkey and Persia,
just may have done wrong in engaging in strife,
by military considerations. 'The Czar is anxious and opens to the invaders a road to the turret. 0 inches of steel plate; the Hot
Tilden. The political portion of the fraud hut lie committed no sin. lie may have died it
I
to hold Austria in cheek
Christian and an honest mail. The fact that the
by the presence on her great route to Teheran on the southeast; spur, a ram, 4 guns, a turret, with 0-inch succeeded. The
tronlier of half a million of men. Should this
pecuniary half thereof Southern soldier staked his life on his cause manitoward Erzm-oum and the Euphrates on plates, and the Raleigh, a despatch boat.
fested
his sincerity. Sav. if you please, that lie
army push too rapidly across the Danube and into
In the United States Circuit
The Monarch has the greatest speed, be- failed.
the Balkans. Austria* would be free to attack the the southwest : and, most important of
was mistaken: that he did groat wrong; hut say
Russian Rear and tints paralyze the campaign. In
all. to Trebizondt on the east which ing equal to 15 knots per hour. The Hot- Court, week before last, a little bill of iit tlie same time that lie was honest and brave.
the Russian camp it i- believed that Kngland and
could not be long defended by hind, and spur is slower, being equal to only 12 costs made by the Commissioner in the Cpon the grave of such a one tears may fall from
Austria are joined in a coalition to intervene, so
kindly eyes and Mowers he strewn by loving hands,
which, once invested by the Russians, knots. The Devastation is the most for- arrests of the anti
soon as decided Russian successes shall
1). M Kkv
sewing machine Dem- without reproach. Yours truly,
endanger
all
have
could render effective assistance to the midable.
the tormcr’s Kastern and the hitter’s Daiitibian in
Nearly
Gatling guns ocrats was
There are those who will growl and
presented. It amounted to
tcrests.
The Russian speak of their forces on the
czar's lilaek sea squadron. Kars is. in on board. The Egyptian navy is weak,
Danube as the army of Kngland.
implying its use
the key to Russian success in Asiatic as the best vessels are serving at trans- the snug sum of £l4,(iii0, and was disal- snarl over this kindly response, and inagainst Kngland. Its commander is enjoined to fact,
It is reported lowed very summarily.
take no irretrievable step forward until Kngland Turkey, and the cable will be burdened ports in the Black Sea.
dulge in llings about rebels and traitors;
mid A ustria shall have been diplomatically neutral
for weeks and probably months by frag- that the British ironclad Research may
Two questions wore passed upon by the hut it will require more than those to
i zed.
be expected at Port Said at an early day.
ments of intelligence concerning the proThe result of t.he first three days’debate on Gladcourt in considering the legality of the keep alive the feeling of resentment,
gress of the siege.
THE CAPTURED (TTY OF ARDAHAN.
stone’s resolutions was
the
Russians
regarded by
claim.
1. That the warrants were issued when tlie great popular heart, north and
The
town
is
on a plain nearly /.OIMl feet
as a defeat of Disraeli and the war
The Russians captured at Ardahan a
partv. It was
under that impression that the formidable feints
above the sea, and is surrounded on three
thi‘
but not signed by south, has resolved to forgive and forget.
by
commissioner,
Turkish pacha, eighty-two cannons, in"I last week were ordered along the line, and are
sides by rugged hills which form natural
two eight-inch and a number of him, be having used a stamp on which
now going on.
cluding
Points from Gladstone's speech
bases for defense. A little stream of the
were circulated in the armv. and saluted as a vicOld Time Electioneering.
smaller Krupps. Ardahan, like all other was engraved a fae simile of his
signasame name Hows
by on the southeast. old citadels on the Asiatic frontier, was
tory.
ture.
I mnicnse sto.es have been accumulated at Galatz.
The announcement of Gov. Kent's deThat the warrants were issued
The population is about PJJMNI, chiefly
surrounded by heights commanding it
Braila. and Dloyeshti—the headquarters of the
bv t lie commissioner without iiis first lull
Armenian, who make a scanty living out within
cease will, in consequence of his promieasy artillery range. These heights
army. The machinery for civ>. a.- well as military of the
through trade between the east had been I'ortilied, but when
occupation accompanies headquarters. As soon
ing considered whether there was prob- nent connection with the famous Presiwere
they
and the west. The climate is so severe
as the
army enters a town, permanent civil otli
once taken
as seems to have been the
able cause for the proceeding.
< ials are to he
Upon the dential election of 184(1. recall to the older
put in charge, as though the Czar that travelers are glad to get on the road
case at Ardahan -the fortress itself would
meant to retain all conquests.
first ground the warrants were held void. citizen the memories of that noted camand the surrounding hills furnish
again,
lo send reports direct from the
become untenable ; so the Turks did the
camp forfeits a
for so large hands of robbers
paign. The Whigs had nominated for
journalist s credentials. Most exacting conditions hospitality
best they could namely, to withdraw the As to the record of the court, Hillings,
that
armed
are subscribed to
guards accompany merchants' garrison of elesen battalions and effect a said
by each correspondent, upon tin*
the Presidency (Jell. Harrison of Ohio,
back of which is pasted his photograph. A dupli
stocks to the plains. The city was the
Now, the warrant luusl issue upon probable commander at tlie battle of Tippecanoe,
junction with Mukhtar Paelia in the di'is hdt at headquarters.
A special aid to Hie
capital of an Armedian kingdom, but
1 /ar. Col.
supported by an oath. Probable cause and
llauseiikampf, superintends the press Turkish conquest, ottoman administra- rection of Erneroum. It is a remarkable cause,
the oath are not matters which can he dealt with
familiarly known as‘-tlie fanner of North
fact that they forgot to destroy their
corps, and to him must be submitted copies of all
Von can not put an oath into one
by
machinery.
while tlie I lemocrats were endeavjournals whose representatives are accredited at tion, and taxation by the porte have re- stores and to
spike their cannons. This end of a machine and lot it come out a warrant, Bend,”
tlie Russian headquarters.
duced it to a mere half way house.
to
re-elect President Van Buren.
as the pulp passes into
was
an
which
in
the
bu
casts
a
shadow
oring
t
on
oversight
paper
I.onoon. Mav ‘-in. The week’s telegrams conlirm
paper
Its strategical importance has made it
When the constitution ot the Inited States sol
the Russian advance to the Aluta, at 'Turun. Ma
over a leisurely abandonment of a great
It was a curious contest. The Whigs
one of the strongest fortresses in Asia,
says there must lie probable cause support
'The forces actually
f-'icrs. Islansh and Simnitza.
fortress such as that at Ardahan. The etiinly
<'d by oath or affirmation, before the law shall Unand the Turkish authorities claim, with
fought the battie entirely upon the platat these places are only the advance
'The
posts
to the Turks is that the Russians its hands
danger
main body is distributed in tlie rear between Alex
upon a citizen, it means that the oath or form of hard times, as a
what success remains to be seen, that it
consequence of
in the neighborhood of Kars may way
amlria. Komani and Bucehedovede, AS,OHO being
lay affirmation shall present the ease to the full and
cannot be ruptured by
any invading their retreating force if
at the hitter place from whence good roads lead to
to candid investigation of the magistrate, and the tlie alleged Democratic extravagance,
they
attempt
warrant must not issue without it.
force, hovvev er strong.
Timm. Magureii and Simnitza. I 1.000 at Alexau
My view of it
But there is another and is that the
The luxury of
pass that way.
mi.i
committing magistrate should swear and tlie need of reform.
I»».000 at Komani and 10,000 at Karakat.
much
more ditlieull mountain road thro’
the
affiant and weigh the facts deposed to. both
There arc thus in what may be termed the centre
Forest Fires.
tlie W hite House was painted in glaring
the Valley of the Kora to the \ alley of with reference to tile circumstances of the accuser
advance, between Aluta and Cede. 101.000 men.
\•> regards the extreme right, lifteen field batteries
Extensive torest tires have prevailed in ulti which the retreating Turks will and the accused and then, when upon the affida- colors, and tlie story told that the Presivit lie is, alter a judicial examination, satisfied
him- been smit -part to turn Sevcrin and
dent habitually stirred his tea with gold
In Eastern New York,
part to several sections.
probably take. The fall of Ardahan is a that there is probable
cause, and not before, he is
Kalafat 'Two batteries have arrived at Vireieorava.
on the Ogdensbmg and Lake
considerable advantage to the Russians, sue his warrant. Now, upon tin- facts which i spoons.
Champlain
* he terminus of the Ron mania rail wav. 'This
Harrison, on the other hand, was
move
railroad a disastrous conflagration has tin- besides opening a line of communica- have stated, less than one minute being allowed
ne iit of the
artillery further west,'coupled with
as a retired statesman and
represented
the constant arrival of
tion with Akhaltzik it will enable the to the consideration of each ease, it is idle to eon
sappers and pioneers with .raged and two towns have been destroy ed
tend that there was any obedience or deference to soldier, living in a log cabin and drinkHie other force-. m»w amounting to some 110.000
and three lives are supposed to have been Russians to turn the force hitherto
oper- this article 1 of the constitution, which lays its
wc-i of Krajova. leaving little doubt that the Rus
lost.
The tires have extended over the ating against Ardahan toward Kars or to power
hard eider out of ail earthen limg.
-ians intend to turn \\ iddin.
upon the court and the commissioner alike. ing
Kvcrvthing goes to
for
hundreds
of miles. Clinton take part in a combined operation against There is no inherited principle—no constitutional Tin1
-how that their campaign will be directed with the
country
campaign ran largely to music ; the
\1. w to compel the 'Turks to
provision— not oven that which declares the sane
tight in open held. Mills wits entirely consumed and fifty liv e Erzerotim.
of tin- writ of habeas corpus, which gathers
meetings were jolly with song, and
Tin- chief concentration on the left and extreme
Whig
lity
families were turned out of house and
INCIDENTS (IP THE SEIGE.
within its terms or associations more of the incsti
letf is at Guitgevo and Slobosia.
Between these home, and three
crowded with amused listeners that no deare missing.
At
persons
nniblo
results
of
the
centuries
of
struggle, or in
points there are now do.000 men, exclusive of eav
\ despatch from Erzeroum, dated Sat- | which
resides greater security for the personal lib
vise of the Democrats could keep away.
.dry and artillery. At kirnoji ami Oltenitza there Cannon's Corners, liv e miles from Moore's
lo.ooo mem and at Kalavash an advance post
Junction, the flames which had been urday. describing the first attacks on Ar- erly of the citizens than this article which the
Edward Kent, then a young lawyer,
commissioner disregarded. I ‘‘eel that it is the
of looo to guard against
any Hank attack from si 1
smouldering in t lie woods all day Monda v. dahan, says: ••The efforts of the Rusi'tria.
I hence to 1 brail there is onlv a chain of
duty of the court to sustain the commissioners in had been for lour previous years the can;tl night were wafted into a terrific lire sians commenced with a heavy artillery
all
effiirts to enforce the law. but they must
Cossack outposts, but at Slobosia there are 8000,
which was as hotly returned. This act proper and
of the Whigs, and had been electexclusive of artillery and cavalry. On the Galatz.
by high winds. The inhabitants of the tire,
legally
constitutionally. Proper arrests didate
was
followed
atshould
be
by impetuous infantry
Reni and Ismail line there has been uo increase of village became alarmed and turned out of
encouraged: indiscriminate arrests in ed in I8:t7. Then, as now, Maine led off
unconsidered eases should be reprobated.
It
■neii. hut ,i notable increase of defensive works in
their houses at night, saving only vvliat tacks, which were repulsed every time seems
in the autumn elections, and in 1840 speto me that upon any other view of lie- ease
tie shape of batteries. Ail these
with great slaughter.
Under orders ap- a
arrangements and
and
wore,
was
burnthey
commissioner might revolutionize a government.
every building
the disposition, so far. of the Russian
cial effort was made by each party to captroops, show ed.
parently to obtain success somewhere or
The town of Stoekpole was also rethat the attempts to cross the Dobrtulseha are
other at any cost the troops were led back
ture the state, for its effect upon those to
leints.
| he ehiet concentrations are at and near
ported in flames. Fires are also raging
Commotion in France.
to the assault after each failure, until night
<Jiiirgevo and on the Aluta line.
follow
along the Hudson, in the Mousir mounParty feeling never ran higher.
nciM.I.l.sS OK I.VKNIS IN' ASIA MINOR.
stopped the carnage. The city was taken
The stirring events in Turkey are for The
tains, in Peru, in Ottowa valley, Canada,
Whigs,
adopting the log cabin for
the
The intelligence from Tillis and Van illustrates and St.
following day.”
George, X. I!. Nearlv the whole
the day overshadowed by those in France.
the progress of events in Asia Minor. The first at
their badge and hard cider for their bevwestern
side
ot
the
\\
lute
.Mountains
Irom
lark on Batoum was a teint to cover
Like all the many j(receding changes in
operations on Lancaster in Coos
Charley Ross.
the other side of the Kolova range. The Turks hail
erage, held uuuister meetings all ever the
county, to the ('rawthe form of that government, the convulstrong positions on the heights south of the river lord and Fahyan I louses in ('arrol counU
Si'KiNoi'ii.i.b. Mass.. May IS. Christian K. Koss,
state.
On the Fourth of July a special
{ horuk. which in turn was
commanded by a force
sion has sprung, like the summer tempest,
V II., is oil lire. Monday the whole town tin* father of
Charlie, lias been in consultation
ami field batteries on the northern
was held at Belfast, attended
Whig
rally
slope of the of Whitelicld fought lire all
day to save with Mr. Karnuui here to-day, and they have from an apparent calm. (lertainh since
Kolova, where it forms a southern boundary of the j
< horuk
by delegations from all the towns of the
plain. The continuation of tin- 'Kolova I the, village, and Brown's lumber mill. In airrecd to issue the follow mg:—
Marshal MacMahon was made President
chain. forming the southern and eastern boundaries ! the Bartlett, N. II., woods the lires are
county, with banners and devices. Mont1 will
>10.000 in cash for tlm delivery to me, of the
"i tin* < horuk
Republic, four years ago, the career
plain, is called Khotzubani. In order ; raging and large amounts of cord wood alive, of pay
lie* kidnapped child, Charley Koss. nr for
viile, then a famous Whig town, sent a
to shut in Batoum on the. land side it was
neees
and hark have been destroyed. Six thous- information that will lead to his reooverv. I most of the nation has been one of peace and
sary to oust the Turks from their position on the
log cabin on wheels, drawn by sixteen
and
word
of
honor
solemnly
sacredly
pledge
my
and
k 'lova to flank their
cords
of
wood
were burned near Ihe
position on the river heights !
and my reputation as an upright business man not almost unexampled prosperity. The ravlower down. The Russians wen* unable to force
gray horses, the cabin containing a barj Fabyan House, and the Crawford House to attempt, for myself, to discover the identity of
cither position, hut have succeeded in half
ages of the Prussian war were repaired,
turning
was in danger Tuesday night.
rel of cider on tap.
the person negotiating with me in this matter.' nor
Trains
thf 1 urkish position on the river
bvoecupving the were delayed. Sixteen
its exactions met, and the business and
to convey to any other person any hints or clues,
Khotzubani heights. The next battle will result
square miles of
The Whigs of this locality enjoyed the
which
or
even
accusation,
shall
any
suspicion,
woodland on Long Island, N. V., have by
cither in tin- occupation of the lower Kolova or in
industries of the country promoted and
be directed against them. The parents of the child
in a campaign of the kind, of
lh'* complete defeat of the Russians, who will then
advantage,
been burned.
unite with me in this pledge, nod agree if their fostered.
The government was appar1m- thrown hack on Osurgethe. but of this the Rus
not
child
is
bv
this
means restored to them to
having
only excellent singing, but
darling
siaus at Tillis appear to have no fear." The move
Ex-Gov. Kent of Bangor Dead.
ently tirmly established as a republic, on likewise a
abandon all attempts to punish any person conAlbert Bingham, cashier
incut is regarded there as having been successful,
poet.
nected with his ubouction or concealment. Thev the basis of liberal
sim i- il is a further step to the
suffrage.
complete invest
of the Belfast Bank, used to exert his
Bangui;, May ID. Ex-Gov. Edward agree never to appear against such parties, and,
nient of Batoum.
It is said, however, that the
MacMahon, by his soldierly qualities,
Kent, one of the most distinguished citi- with myself, will use every endeavor to shield
Russian commander exceeded his instructions,
talent for song writing in ridiculing the
them from
For tin* last three years that in the Prussian war contrasted so
zens of Maine, died
and it is jjot denied that the losses have been
Saturday morning of these parentsexposure.
have suffered more than death, and
leaders of the Democracy, and an evenEach
side
carried
otV their dead and heart disease, after a brief illness.
heavy.
now that Mosher and Douglas, the real abductors,
decidedly with the folly of Louis Napowounded. Many of the latter haw arrived at
amusement used to be to attend the
The deceased was horn in Concord, N. are dead, it is
ing
tlie
that
who
have
persons
hoped
Osurgethe. Tlie Russian third or Erwau column
the heart of the nation,
IL, January Sth, 1802; graduated at Har- tlie child in custody will lie willing to accept this leon, captivated
has arrived at I tchklosscs and the advance guard
log cabin and hear the singing of Bingreward and
This reward shall lie paid, and won his way to the
Presidency. The ham's last.
pushed lorwurd to near Jeranos and Chainur, about vard in 1821 : studied law with Chancel- in current immunity.
as
soon
as
tlie
is
child
identilied
money,
hidf way between Bay azid and Erzeroum.
lor Kent of X. V., and Judge Orr of in its
parents. As an additional security to tlie immediate cause of the break up in the
The result of all this effort was a Whig
i' rom J eratios ;i road leads across tin*
Agrv range Maine; settled in Bangor in 1825, where persons bringing him. a reasonable time shall French cabinet is in\
I«» K agism an. which is also in the hands'of
the usual
eloped
the
between
his
and
the
victory in the state, by a majority of less
delivery
public anRussians. From Kagisuiau another road leads to lie became eminent in his profession for elapse
of French politics.
It is beOetsln-vjin on the southern route from Kars to many years.
He was the law partner of nouncement of tlie fact, that the parties delivering mystery
a hundred votes. But it was enough
than
him shall have every opportunity to avoid discovErzeroum. Thus east, north and south of Kars the late
lieved, however, that the President, dis- to lire tile hearts of the hard cider
Judge Cutting; was a member of ery.
1’. T. It UiNTM. Bridgeport, (’nun.
the mountain passes and roads are in Russian
Whigs,
the legislature in 1820 to I8;fci; was second
1 sanction the above arrangement for myself and gusted with the progress which
hands, and one oft lie outlets of these pusses to the
Republi- and to make famous the state of Maine
wife.
Christian
K.'
Koss.
of
two
Kars district with the means of its defence_ mayor
Bangor, serving
years, and
canism is making, is plotting for the overand Gov. Kent. A new song was immenamely. Ardahan on the north—has been captured governor of Maine in 18:18, and 1840, the
throw of a system with which ho has no
Blaine and the President.
by them. The 'furies still hold the positions of latter becoming famous in connection
diately put forth for use all over the counOotshcvan and Delimusa oil the southwest. A deHe is for the restoration of
with the Harrison campaign; in 184:1 lie
tachment of Russians has arrived at Amis on Lake
A Washington dispatch to the World sympathy.
try, which began thus—
\ an, and it is believed there will be ail advance of was U. S. commissioner in settling the
Senator Maine had another interview monarchy or imperialism. Rut though “Oil, bare you heard how old -Mume went, went,
says
the guard of the column directed against Aldas
Maine boundary under the Ashliurton with
went
the President on political matters so there may be a restoration, it is imposkerton the Euphrates, south of Jeranos. There are
She went, hell bent,
treaty; was appointed consul to Rio de far as they relate to the
on tin* other hand a large number of Kurds conof sible to say who will be restored, among
appointment
For (iovornor Kent,
Janeiro
President
by
Taylor, whence lie one or two persons to office, and election
gregating at Bitlis and Diarbekir, but all ar<* miser
For Tippecanoe,
the many claimants. There will he, if
ably armed and wretchedly mounted. From all returned in 1854 to Bangor, and resumed of others.
Ho will leave Washington in
And Tyler too.
this it would seem that the centre advance of the
bis law practice; in 1850lie was appointa three sided
And
with
them
we'll beat little Van, Van, Van!"
Republicanism
goes
under,
or
two
a
and
not.return
till
tlie Oct
day
Russians around and before Kars is being held
ed associate justice of the supreme court ;
toiler session.
hack whilst the right and left
The result in the country was a sweepstrife, participated in by the Bourbons,
wings are pushed re-appointed in 1800 and retired from the
forward with the intention of out flanking AtoukhMaine says lie never authorized tlie represented by the Count de Chambord, ing Whig
victory, in which Harrison rebench ill 1875; in 1855 received the det.ir I* as has position at the south of Bardez. hut the
denial of tlie despatch that lie had a long the
the Count de Paris, ceived 2:i4 electoral votes, to (!(( for Van
oads and weather are had and the advance
of
LLI).
cree
Orleanists,
by
from
Universitv.
proColby
interview with tlie President a week
portionally slow.
of Louis Philippe; the Bona- Burcn. But the next year Maine didn’t
Judge Kent leaves a willow and one on the contrary lie remained with ago.
I he capture by the Russians of
him grandson
Ardahan, about child, lie was
esteemed and two hours and dined at tlie executive man- partists, by Prince Napoleon, whose fathbait way between Kars ami Batoum in
universally
is
go so strongly “bent for Governor Kent,”
Armenia,
admitted by the Turks. The Russians
sion. The President and himself have er was banished after the
captured helmed.
victory of the as John Fairfield was elected over him
the heights surrounding the town and the Turks
been personally the best of friends,
were then obliged to retreat.
The Russians cap
Maine Vessels Wrecked on the Coast of always
Prussians at Sedan.
by 11,00(1 majority, and at the next Presi1ml politically the Senator’s views on tlie
lured eighty guns and a largo amount of
Peru.
military
Such contestants as these, among the dential election the Democrats elected
stores and a Turkish Pasha. The fall of Ardahan
of tlie administration are so well
policy
is of considerable importance to the Russians, as it
Boston, May 19. A despatch received to duv
known as not to need repetition to presi- inflammable (dements of the French Janies K. 1’olk, and regained an ascendwill enable them to turn their force in that section
announces the total wreck of the ships Uncle To
dent or public. He has never for a mo- population, may produce very unlooked
arainst Kars which must soon yield.
ancy which they kept until 1800, with
hey. (’apt. Woodside, Geneva, (apt. Ale Loon, and
ment had any faith in the wisdom of that
hark Shamrock, (’apt. Puuuo. in the recent tidal
for results. We can only wait and watch the exception of Gen. Taylor’s adminiswave
on
the
coast
of
Peru.
Some
seventeen
That birds
ships policy.
generally make their migrations at
for the coming events. It adds one more tration.
night and are often killed by flying against the in all were lost and forty damaged. The Uncle
glass in lighthouses, being attracted by the light, Tobey was I.HOf* tons, built in ISbil at Freeport.
Killed at a Launching.
to the many elements which are combinMe.,
where
she
was
owned
U.
H.
Soule ami
are facts well known to
by
naturalists, but so promi- others.
The policy adopted by Hayes in regard
She had been at Pufudlon de Pica for
m-iit a case is rarely known as that which occurred
(’uesteu. Pa., 22. This morning the ing towards a general commotion in Eu- to the
at the new lighthouse near New Haven on Wednesguano. The Geneva was l.ddo tons, built at Bath.
South is identical with that foreSaratoga, a large iron steamship launch- rope.
day morning, where I 13 dead birds were found on M«-.. where she was owned by Houghton A Broth
shadowed by Tilden.
Mr. Hayes saw
ers
She had been loading guano for Ktirope. The ed at Roach’s shipyard, started from its
the gallery surrounding the light, while it is
likely
that as many more fell into the water. On Tues- hark Shamrock was b»i| Urns and built iu Belfast,
sooner than was expected, and
A Glasgow paper claims that the sea what the country demanded. He saw
blocking
and owned in New York by Brookman.
killed and injured many persons. Six
day evening, also, myriads of small birds suddenly in 18»)*2
has been captured near that city. that the people were uneasy, that they
appeared on a propeller in the Sound, and many She was loading for Hampton Hoads.*
dead bodies have been removed. About serpent
died of exhaustion, or were killed by flying against
were galled by a military yoke, and that
There’s
no use in trying to make a Scotchforty men were under the vessel when it
the headlight and smokestacks, fn the morning
A lady in Covington, ky held a rabid dog down
over
dead birds were found on board, comprisby the throat for more than two hours until her went, not hearing orders to come out, aud man out of the “snaik”—he’s a Yankee they were not likely to submit to this
husband eame home and dispatched him.
;t number were crushed to death.
ing a large number of varieties.
invention.
yoke much longer. [Governor Hendricks.
■

and

The beautiful weather of the past week tolls us
that the Summer is coming. The trees are putting
forth the tender leaf, (which remark is original, by

are

at the toleration of the new executive—

ever eone

of Men

BY OUli GEOKGK.

days, too, that the merry
pestilent agitators always, and fisher
gootli out. and folio wet h the brooklet, and
a bane to any country.
wandereth ten miles for five inches of trout. It
These, however, are a small, though is estimated that a man will, on an average, walk
noisy portion of the people. The great about two miles for every inch of trout he catches.
bulk of the population, the hard working, But while he casteth the worm and fly. the dili
mosquito will occupy a private box on
planning, thinking classes, who prosper gent
his nose, bore holes into his skiu. pump up
when the country prospers, and suffer
blood, and sing, while the fisher will slap his face,
They

of the niueh

were

sufficient to show what devices of the devil

they

and

done

Iiouisiana.

guessed
-lor their name is legion. Hut they are
cropping out in numbers and frequency
or

Blue

When 1’resident Hayes called to his cabinet Gen. Key, not only a life-long Democrat, but a soldier in the Confederate
army, there was a feeling of amazement

Whether all the frauds that
in Louisiana in the

The

If there is any one duty which has
claims upon the patriotic people of this
country, it is that of promoting reconcili-

squall passed over this section ah* .'
Moiidiiy morning, lasting some twen'
Ii was so heavy that vessels lying

A

severe

two o'clock

minutes.
anchor in the harbor, in some instances. careen*
sufficiently to take water upon their decks.
The Belfast Manufacturing P*«. last week

vote

sell for S1100 ihe >p,iiv nit on Main street,
It will probably
joining that of .1 B. Wadl.u
to

occupied by David

!*•

and M F. Purtor.
from the Masonic !*.'

Lam aster

tin* removal of their

stores

further straighten High str<
meets with considerable opposition. espcciallfrom those living upon the southerly side of t
street The line will cut through the Locke hoim.
and into many dooi yards
the damages mufile

proposition

necessarily

be

to

large.

Mabel Bird, t hat has been upon th
city and Pastille, left on Su
day for Booth hay, where she belongs, tin* time
which sin* was eliartereil having expired, ’ft,
steamer Vrrow. of \ inalhavdi. will run upon tin
route until tin* May tjucrn is ready
The steamer

route

between this

Kcv. W. o Thomas. of Ganlim r. foriucrlv
this city, experienced n shock of paralysis at la*
bon last week. He \va> engaged in performing bap
tisms at the time, and was u itli great ditliciiltv -a
out of the water
His right side was rendered i:;
sensible, and
lost bis speech
He is now im

proving.
John Dorr. K>q.
city. Nearly forty

of

Augusta, recently visited 01
lie published here th

years ago

aldo Patriot, a \\ lug paper, and made it a su.
until tempted by superior business advaiitng'
to the Kennebec. .Mr. D. was loud in his praises,
the prosperous appearance of Belfast and the nun
improvements that In* noticed.
W

cess

\ letter rcceiwd in this city from Cienfuog"Cuba, dateil Ma\ 10th. says
‘Cienfuegos crop hufallen short. compared with common years, ii0.t.NH
hogsheads ot'sugar. Better times are expeetr-:
next year, as peace has been restored.
Planter*
are able to attend to their fields, are
planting new
pieces and replanting tlu* old. A large crop is .-\

pceted."
Two small boy-. Smalley and Clark, scuttling i:
the store of Mr Swift one day last w.*ek whet

the Clark boy was severely cut in tin* wrist with .1
knife which severed an artery.
Clark made an at
tempt to strike Smalley upon the head when tie
latter, who was eating an apple with an open knife
raised his hand to ward otf the blow, indicting tiewound

as

described.

The C. S survey schr. bar neat. Lieut. 11 aw levin tow ot steam launch Sagadahoc, left this port
Tuesday forenoon for Deer Island aud the eastern
hay. where she will be employed the coining sum
in a survey ot ihe coast.
The schooner has
been extensively repaired, painted aud put in tiist
class order.
As has before been stated she vv,t
mcr

wrecked last fall upon isle
It

was

reported,

Prescott Hazeltin*

an

limit.

weeks ago. that the schr
of this port, by collision at

some

Gibraltar, had seriously damaged
Dutch vessel
The llazeltine has since arrived at Jacksonville
and Cupt. M adlin informs the Sun that his schoou
cr only dragged her anchor in Gibraltar
Bay and
drifted into the brig, carrying away her jib boom
and that not much damage
vessel.

was

done to eithci

A raid was made, on Friday of last week, upon
several places where liquors were supposed to b<
kept for sale. As is most always the case, the
to he searched knew more about the scare h
than the raiders themselves, and were prepared
for the emergency. The auxiliaries to the trade
were found but no liquors, except two small jugs
full at tlu* American House. For these Joseph
Gilmore was summoned before the Police Court
and fined £o0.00 and costs, from which he appealed

parties

At a special meeting of the city government, on
Thursday evening of last week, a petition signed
by J. G. Brooks and 8‘J others, was presented and
referred to the committee on highways. The pe
titionrrs ask tor a further improvement in High
street, by extending tile boundary line from the
corner, recently located, straight to Miller street,
and to make the street seventy feet in width the
entire distance. The committee will report at a
special meeting on Monday the 28th. The coni
mittee on highways and bridges was also instruct
ed to communicate with Northport relative to the
building of Little River bridge.

Apple

tree

caterpillars

are

swarming in great

numbers.
beautiful blooming cactus is shown in Woodcock's window.
V

The first crop of grass is being mowed around
city residences.
Those individuals with red faces and swollen
•loses have only been fishing.
first casting at Castle's
done *>ii Friday of last week.
The

foundry

now

was

Mr. Harris lias converted the dingy tin shop into
very attractive business place.

a

David Lancaster will be the next to move his
from the corner. After locating his building
it will be extensively repaired and remodeled. An

The few cool days of late have rather discoursed the palm leaf hat and linen duster.
Daniel E.
ness. were

Pillsbury
on Monday

and Win.

Fahey, for drunkensent to jail for 30
days,

Luther I). Curtis has been appointed postmaster
<>f Winterpurt, in place of Geo. S. SiLsby, resigned.

extension will be put on, a Hat roof added, and
with a glass and iron front and bricked upon the
outside, it will be a first class store.
Shakxpoht.

A despatch has been received announcing tlie death of Captain Lot Gilmore of this
town, master of ship R. 15. Fuller.
It will be remembered that the ship put in at Reunion, on her
passage from Akyab to Falmouth, and it appears
that Captain G. died a few days afterward.
Adalbert Chandler, of Unity, was arUnity.
rested Friday afternoon by United States Marshal
II. 1). Marble for passing counterfeit half dollars
in large amounts. He was tried at Waterville,
Friday evening, before United States Commissioner K. F. AY ebb and bound over in SC.(HH) for appearance before the United States court.

ight lias resigned as steward of steamCambridge, and will hereafter reside in Bangor.

Geo. A. \\

The tenants
Ho*

eorncr

of

Exceptions

were

filed

by

the counsel of

Smith, the convicted Bucksport murderer,
on the line of the improvements
Main and High streets are skipping consequently sentence lias been deferred
at

away

to October.

Tie. sieame Arrow will be imed about the bay
mil harbor the eoming season as ail excursion
boat.

The Russian fleet that has lain in New
York harbor for two months past went to

old resident who records the happenings informs us that this is the most forward spring since
\u

!hat of Is 10

small l»o\ sitting

\

smoking

-use.
:i*

cigar,

a

bale of hay in

a

on

is

a

store

a

sight suggestive of

stcrious tires.

\

making extensive re
tile lower end of Main street,
below tin* Sanborn House
The street commissioner

the

is on

is

presented with

a pipe, bearing the
We don't smoke, but sub

Home Buie."

scribe fully to the sentiment

Kittredge* will

Monday

oil

his

remove

dry

establishment to II ay lord Block, mid occupy
-ton* vacated by Mr Burkett.

the 171li. destination

on

unknown.
(Jail Hamilton is overhauling the records of the Republican opponents of
Blaine, and the old gal makes it lively
for ’em.
Ex-lh'esident Grant and family sailed
Philadelphia for England last week,

from

to remain a year abroad.

intending

Boston has

The Moose he ad fishermen took with them a peek
! angle worms, heaping measure. Those who want
dies tail liml plenty at the lake.
\lr.

under steam

sea

at

sewer

We have been
motto

Flounder Fishing ('lull.
Business is very fiat with it, however.
a

./lion. Eugene

Ihde and family

Ellsworth for the

are

at

summer.

'oils

buries K. Johnson. Ksq.. of Belfast, ami Jack
Mathews of Lhieolnvillc, have been appoiuteil
the Governor. Justices of tin* Peace.

<

!

time for the angler to walk the mead
wail,-the brook, breathe the health givimrairs

Now is tlie

spring, anil Inina home

lug bag

a

of trout.

Mahan has turned his attention to carpentering,
id visitors at the jail can see this noted agncul
tur.iiml

the

usii•

with tin* skill of

plain

a

jirofes

snnial

deal of the odor of old .lava li mis its way
coffee burning establish

A ••ooil
ait.

otliee from the

our

Kllis A <•inn. next door. It is oxhilarat
and don't cost so much as at the breakfast
table, either.
nt of

Belfast Trotting Association w ill have a trot
their park in this it\ June 20th and 21st. In
nldition to the usual purses for trotting, a liberal
irse will 1
otic red for running horses. Baltic
The

week.

liars next

There

about fifteen graves of deceased sol
•ii'-rs in this city, to be decorated on the doth, the
st
prominent of which is that of <’ol. Tlios.
Marshall. The majority of Belfast's dead lie on the
are

•attletield where they fell.

party started

\

Monday

on

for

a

fishing

excur-

Moosehead Lake, consisting, among ot hers,
t Henry S. Parker, S. A. Howes, and Charles
Baker. The railroad company will put on extra
to

sion

bring hack the catch.

to

ars

The large crowd of ladies hovering about the
trance to Odd Fellows Hall. Tuesday evening, w

enere

Daughters of Kebekah. unable to affect ail entrance.
The secretary had gone courting, with tin* keys to
the lodge loom in his possession.
The Democratic county committee will he in
•essioii at the Phciiix lions, Belfast, on Saturday.
June 2d. All towns that have elected a town committee are requested to forward the list, and for
that have neglected to do
will lie appointed.

Niose

so a

committee

Bi iuunos. James C Mavo will build a
swelling bouse on a new street below Mc(iilvery’s
Ni.w

p yard. Mathews Bros, are making preparations
t*» erect a large store house on the corner of Cross
am! Pearl streets. t<* !„• used in connection with
their sash and blind fact ore.
Numerous complaints are being made concern
iug the sewer that runs to Cross street near Higgs’
Bakery. The ffowage. fur some cause stops at that
point, making a lilt hy cess pool the odor from
which is very offensive. The people in that vicinity
el.uv that unless something is done they will
have the city indicted.
weeks ago a young girl presented at (’aid
well’s an order, purporting to he signed by a well
known lady, for a valuable article in the fancy
Some

foods line, and received it.

presented,
tlie order

a
a

When the bill

was

days since, the lady pronounced
forgery. Investigation shew that two
tew

virls. each about sixteen, were concerned in the
fraud. Their friends paid the bills, and thus saved

prosecution.

a

Laura A
before
ker

a

Maiden. of Belfast, recently appeared
Justice and made oath that Ben Wliitta

father of her unhorn child, and last
cek caused his arrest and arraignment before
lice March.
The defendeiit recognized—not
was

the

Ins paternity to the unknown -hut for his ap
aiano* at
the October term of the S. .) Court,
the

i:i

tin

••

sum

of s.*t»0

Ben confesses t<*

with Laura, ami to

some

acquaint
skirmishing in the
an

which would
ighborhood.
lender him liable in tin ease. She. on the other
hand deposes that, while she was visiting at the
house of Ben’s mother, last fall, thev ‘loved not
wisely, but too well" -hence lb,* litih* matter in
hut rot

m

to

the extent

dispute.
The attention <>i the members of the Masonic

'tuple Association is called to a stock meeting,
t-T important business, on the evening of June •».
\riioM Harris lias again opened a store in this
1

!y. where be will

engage in his old business
•t clothing,
carpets, furnisliing goods, A c. Mr. 11.
lias tinished up one of the linest stores in this
city,
a hen* lie w ill he
ple.iscd t>» welcome his old cusrt-

Mrs. Richards announces that her part
tier is iu Boston selecting a stock of summer mil
iinery that will startle the ladies -llervey again

tomers.

attention to his stock of watches and fanev
MmIs. Mr. H. is constantly adding new styles and

alls

his stock.—U. 11 Johnson A- Co.
lot of summer dross goods, which is
tin* latest arrival in town. They am up to the

specimens
have

to

a new

summer

styles, and the ladies should look

over

stock.—Critohett A Francis call attention to
their stock. These gentlemen, by dealing in only
first- class goods, have built up an enviable reputu
tion. Please call and look over their stock.—At
tention is called to the notice of house plants, be
Mrs. Farnhani. -Proposals for building the granite

their

"oik for Little River bridge and for
the city of Belfast.

a

sewer,

by

Dkcouation Day. The citizens of Belfast and
icinity are invited to participate in the eustomarv
services and ceremonies so eminently proper, as an
offering of gratitude, to the memory of the heroic
dead, on Wednesday, the doth inst. It is desired
that all shall contribute in whatever way they may.
to render the services beautiful and successful,
viz. by their presence, by labor and by furnishing
such lloral and decorative gifts as they may have
or he able to obtain.
The following programme will bo carried out

nearly

MARRIED.

store

as

as

PROGRAMME.
At 10 o’clock A. At., committees, attended bv a
minister, will visit the several places of burial

soldiers graves or monuments
erected, and ceremonies will be held at those
places, outside the city proper, at 10$ o’clock.
At 1.30 I*. M., a procession will form, under direction of tin* Marshal, L. I). Woodward, on the
Common and Chureli street in the following order:

Conflict

Ages.”

of

In spaciousness, convenience of arrangement
and liberality of appointments, and above all in
tin* efficiency of management and careful consul
oration for the comfort of guests, tin* American
House. Boston, has few superiors among the
Hotels of the land. [Burlington llawkeye.

<’i:\' Ki:i* Cocoa, made of the best quality of
Cocoa, retains the freshness, aroma, and nutritions
properties of the fruit. Fminent physicians recommend iis use.
Your grocer will furnish the hot,
which is pul up by Waller Baker A Co.

Hills, Hotions

and

Marshal.
Searsport Brass Band.
Belfast City Cuards.
Orator, Chaplain and City (iovernment in carriages
Order of Odd Fellows.
Belfast Fire Companies, Nos. and
<’itizeus.
Of whom it is desired that a large number shall be
present and join.
ORDER

OF

High streets to Custom House
Square, via. their junction on Primrose Hill.
Thence by Belmont Avenue to the Cemetery. Our
ing the march there will be a National Salute,
Tolling of Bells and the floral decoration of the
graves.
At the cemetery, should the weather be favor
able, there will be the following ceremonies:
Vocal Music, under direction of Horace Hazelline.
Prayer, by Rev. S. Ooodenough.
Vocal Music.
Oratiou by Col. J. W. Spaulding, of Richmond.
Music by the Band.
Firing of a Salute by the City (guards.
M usie.
Benediction.
W. W. Castle, Philo Hersey, Wm. H.
Fooler,
A. L. White, Wm. fl.
Sanborn, Committee.

Thomaston.
In Camden. May 3d, Mr. Charles 31. Young and
Almira A. Vincent, botli of Rockland.
In Waldoboro, 3Iay 3d, 3Ir. Samuel R. Brown and
3Iiss Annie B. Cook, both of Friendship.
In Ellsworth, May 13th, Mr. William Ivelliu and
3Irs. Eliza Tinker, both ol Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth, May 10th, Mr. Melvin Ells and 3Iiss
Julia E. Denico, botli ot Ellsworth.
In Castine, April 4th, Mr. James H. Grindle and
Miss Sarah 1*. Grindle.
In Orland, 31 ay 9th, Mr. Arthur T.
Nellie L. Dorr, both of Orland.

Obituary notices,beyond tne Date, Name and Age
must bcpaidfor.J
la this city, 3Iay lltli, Jesse H., youngest son of
Horace and Marv E. Dean, aged 4 yrs, 8 mos, 7 days.
In Prospect, May 21st, Myron *1\, only child of
Isaac T. and Mary H. Smith, aged 8 yrs. and 7 mos.
In Noithport, March 24th, Myra II., daughter of
Mathew and Mary Drink water, aged 4 mos, 21 days.
In Rockland, May 13th, Mr. John Minehan, aged

45 years.
In Rockland, 3Iay 13th, Frankie, son of John and
Lizzie Radley,
10 months.
In Warren, May 14th, Mrs. Nancy Starrett, relict
of the late Edmund Starrett, aged 73 years, 7 months
and 1 day.
In Hope, 3Iay 14tli, Bertie, only son of D. 11. and
Clara 3Ianstield, aged 2 years and 6 months.
In Thomaston, 3Iay 14th, Mr, Daniel Brasier, aged
71 years, 4 months and 20 days.
In St. George, 3Iay 9th, 3Ir. James R.Seavoy, aged
23 years, 9 months and 27 days.
In Waldoboro, May 4th, Elizabeth, relict of late
John Storer.uged 80 years.
At Seal Harbor, 3Iay 16th, Mr. Sylvauus 3Iaker,
aged 24 years.
in So. Hope, 3Iav 3d, Lydia A. Ilovey, wile ol
Mr. Daniel Howard.
In Nobleboro, May 16th, Mr. Lot Hodgkins, aged
59 years, 1 months.
in Bristol, May 9th, 3Ir. Albert G. Smith, aged 17
years, 6 months and 28 days.
In Jefferson, 31 ay 12thi Richard Flannigau, aged
81 years.
In Ellsworth, Mav 7th, Mr. James W. Smith, Jr.,
aged 47 years, months and 20 da\ s.
In Ellsworth, May 15th, Mr. Isaac V. March, aged
53 years.
In Lamoine, 3Iay 12th, Mrs. Hannah Gilpatrick,
aged so years and 5 months.
In Wilmington, N.
March 24111, in hospital,
James W. Lawler of Tremont, 3Ie., aged 29 years.

aged

.■■■■■—■■■.—■

SHIP
PORT

Bottles H) cents.
R. II
Moody.

Regular

Size 7f» cents.

For sale

Belfast: kittridge, Rockland;
Fi'-telu-r. Camden : Smith A Sons. Searsport: Rob
inson. Thomaston also to he found in Waldoboro
and Bneksport.
jlyeow 13
Think for Yourself.
Thousands load miserable lives, suffering from
dyspepsia, a disordered stomach and liver, producing biliousness, heartburn, eostiveiiess, weakness,
irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after
eating and often ending in fatal attacks of lever.
In a k Now rii i; v aim-: sick, yet get little
sympathy.
The unfailing remedy, which is yearly restoring
thousands, is Dat’osta’s Radical Cure sold by W. 6.
Poor it Son, sole agents for Belfast. A. J. Jordan,
agent for Bueksport.
A 45 cent bottle will convince you of its merits.
Iion’t delav another hour after reading this, but go
and get a bottle, and your relief is as certain as you
live. Will you do it. or will you continue to suffer f Think for yourself.
ProfesMir Parker's Pleasant Worm
Syrup is per
tertly safe and extremely palatable. No physic retfpj.
quired. Posts 45 cents.* Try it.
To all,

particularly invalids, spring

attended to.

be

once

Fatal diseases may la* caused bv al-

lowing the bowels

become constipated, and the

to

remain in

to

trying

a

Indications of sickness should at

season.

system

is

disordered condition, until

a

the disorder has time

develop

to

of prevention is worth

a

itself.

pound of

and truthful saying. Therefore,

An

cure,

is

ounce
an

old

advise all who

we

are troubled with the
complaints now very prevalent-headache. indigestion, disordered liver, want

of appetite,

delay,

out
no

feverish skin, to take with

Schcnck's Mandrake Pills.

remedy

It at

nausea, or

so

We know of

BELFAST.

OF

May 10th, sclirs. Abner Taylor, from New York;
Ralph Howes, Ryder, Thomaston; Profit, Munton,

Plymouth, Mass.
May 17th, sclirs. E. Willard, Day, Gloucester,
Mass’; M. W. Drew, Mahoney, Boston.
Ma\ IMh.schr. Volant, Smith, Spruce Head; Abby
Gale,’ Darby, Bangor for Cape Ann; Banner, Pat
tershall, do.
May 19th, sclirs. Mary, Magee, Bath; Fannie &
Edith, Bartlett, Boston; Empire, ltyan, Bangor,
Nathan Clitl'ord, Holmes, do. lor Philadelphia;
Mary Colson, Grant, Bangor; Malabar, Welsh, .Salem, Mass.; Hornet, Babbage, Boston; G. 1». Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth tor New York; Margin
ret,Aines, Roekport, Me.; Lottie May,Morse,fishing
grounds.
SAILED.
May 19th, sclirs. Harmona, Collins, Bangor to load
for Philadelphia; G. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth; Earl, Cunningham, Bangor; Geo. Shattuck,
Carter, City Point; E.S. Wilson, Patteison, Bangor.
May 17th, sclirs. Avon, Parks, Bangor; Mary Farrow, Lymeburner, do.; Profit, Manton, do.; Em-

pire, Ryan, do.
May Wtli, sclirs. St. Croix, Leland, Wilmington,
X. C*.; Amazon, Robinson, Alt. Desert; Lillian,
Ryan. Boston; A bby Gale, Darby, Cape Ann ; Banner, Pattershall, do.; Volant, Smith, Spruce Head.
May 20th, sclirs. Abner Taylor, Bangor; Mary Colson, Castine.
May 22d, sclir. Kornet, Babbage, Bangor; and all
the wind bound fleet from Bangor.

Selling

Very

at

NOW IS YOU It

Low Prices!

OITOUTTNITY !

Cold &Silver Watches.
Celebrated American Makers.

take this excellent medicine, when
first indications of the malady.
.homo for the

summer

they

feel the

Families

leaving

months sliou'd sake three

or

four boxes of 'hose
an

pills with

almost instantaneous effect.

the patient of headache in
will
and
are

them.

They

have

They will relieve

one or

two

Styles

Fine

OPEN AND

sold by all druggists.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Forest
For

Tar,

Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Forest Tar Solution,
Forest Tar Troches,
Forest Tar Salve,
Forest Tar Soap,
Tar Inhalers,
Forest
or

or

or

Inhalation for Catarrh,Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Sore

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
and for Piles.

or

Chapped Hands, Salt Itlieum, Skin Diseases,
tiie Toilet and Bath.

or

Inhaling forCatarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
F'or Sale by all Druggists.
s8mosl3

(60

those very

pieces) of

popular

and tin;

Dress Goods,
IT Cents,

Only

Which

in such

are

demand.

LARGEST

Everything FRESH

an

Ivlrs. IB. F\ -Wells.

invitation to the

1:

('

public generally,

to

examine

these Goods at once,

rapidly moving from

are

our

Mower

King

JOHNSON,
at
Law,

Attorney

Telegraph Building, t‘8

they

as

and NEW.

Entire satisfaction given in every instance, (live
us a call before
you purchase.

Meadow
We extend

STOCK

in the State.

St., Belfast, Me.

Main

All business entrusted to him will receive
t>m4G*

prompt attention.

Counter.

H. H. Johnson & Co.
Jut;

Meadow King Mower.

NEW

STORE,

ANDREWS
in
OFFERS

this

25

w
u

Thursday, FI ay KMli,
We give our First Grand Opening in our
New and well lighted Store. For the
past three weeks our patronage has been
exceedingly large, and our store thronged
with customers, (as the citizens of Helfast
can well testily) still we have not been
enabled front the want of sufficient help
to present to our customers the many attracts e bargains secured for their especial inspection.
Having received extra help, we tire enabled to give the trade that attention it
hits alwaysjbeen our aim to give. Citizens
of Helfast and of Waldo County, we invite you to inspect our goods, learn our
prices and see if our opening is not a
grand ovation in favor of our patrons.

O

td

5

t"1
O
Q

-J

O

W

I
m

H
H

Only

^0
^

Q

S
n

SUITS,
Per Suit.

#9.00 Per Suit.

I his Suit sold splendidly at $11.00 all the season,
and in consequent-'* we find the sizes somewhat
Broken thus early. We have therefore concluded to
close them at the above L< >W PRICK to make room
lor NF.W HOODS daily arriving.
#

Another

Bargain

We desire to call Special a tention to, which consists
of 50 Suits of New and Elegant designs made by the
Warren Woolen Co., Wi.rren, Me., and said to be
tin- best Style produced this season, at only $15.00
per suit. These suits are very low at $18.00 per suit.
We also invite

inspection of JO New

St vies of

TROUSERS!
.lust

placed on our counters at prices varying from
#2.00 to $5.00 Per Pair.

White Vest

Department

Is now complete, and the beauty of style, elegance
of finish, and the popular low prices which we mean
shall distinguish these goods, will make Andrews
Bros, preemiently the headquarters for White Vests
during the ensuing season. We also invite your at
tention to our Stock of Woolens for men’s aiid hoys’
wear at Very Low prices.
Please call and examine
Hoods and Prices.
ANDREW'S BROS.,
Ow 10
JO High Street, Belfast, Me.

£

go'

O

HJ

WE EXPECT YOU!
AND

GEO. W. BURKETT
Would this day

lias made

1

Waltham Movements
IN
Yon

have

HitIX(*&. HTOSK C I MKO.
PKAUL.
and Rich Patterns DIRECT FROM THE
MANEFACTORY

at the

exceedingly Bow Price of doe
per yd., rising to S7 I -d per yd.

w

RINGS!

HAS!)

AND
great variety,

in

ALL AT REDUCED

At HERVEY'S

V LAIS'.

Look at our nice ([utility of Black Silks
from sl.iih to $d.tMl per yd., former
prices $J.d5 to Sd.oti per yard.

BLACK

CASHMERE!

7><le. per yard, a
notice. Look at

([Utility deserving

Black Cashmere If yd wide,at s7 lie,
sold for $ I .do per yd.
our

Dress Goods

Arlington

So long and favorably know n tis a durable
fabric, selling at d5c per yard.

Alpacas!
we

Temple Association.

Masonic

subscribers to the Capital Stock of the MuX sonic Temple Association of Belfast, are hereby
notified to meet at

rpiIE

Hall, Tuesday Evening, June 5,1S77,

Masonic

at s o’clock, for the purpose of acting upon a proposition to change the By-Laws of said Association,
to instruct, the Directors in the matter of making
assessments, and to transact any other business that
mav legally come before said meeting.
HIRAM CHASE, President.
1\\17
Belfast, May UM, 1877.

Summer

Arnold

Harris,

Cotton Cloths!

No. 78 Main Street,
With

an

Brown Cottons from le. to llle per yard.

entire New Slock of

CARPETIN6S!

HATS,

Summer
Ami will have
flooils

in

Styles

Millinery!

NICXV and COMPLETE Stock ol'

a
on

and after

Mrs. A. L. Richards &

Monday

next.

A. F. Southworth.

A.

a

line and elegant line of choice
well-Known makes of

Possesses more points ol' mil excellence
than any other on the market.
Farmers
will do well to inx estimate this statement
before buying.

TAYLOH’S HORSE
Txx’euty-tive hundred in

RAKE.
use by Maine

and every one says
’tis without a fault.”
What more can he said in
its favor.
Agents wanted (responsible Farmers,)
in every town not previously engaged.
Xo matter if you can’t sell more than one
Hake or Mower. Try it.

A. L.

DENNISON, Gen'l

Agent,

27 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

SEALED

at Little River. Plans and Specifications may be
seen at the office of the City Clerk of Belfast.
Committee reserve the right to reject any or all
bids.
CEO. B. FERGUSON.
WM. 11. IIALL.
Comn ittec on Roads and Bridges.
A3IOS PITCHER, Agent for Northport.
2w47
Belfast, 31ay 22, 1877.

for Sewers.
Proposals
be

will
received at the City Clerk’s
office until Wednesday, May 30th, at 12 o’clock
PROPOSALS
for

31.,

the Sewer in the rear of Spring St.
und crossing Cross St.
Plans ana Specifications may be seen at the
City
Clerk’s office.
GKO. B. FERGUSON,
Chairman Committee on Roads.
Belfast, 31 ay 22, 1877.
Iw47

building

^UOTIOlsfr
at Auction

at Searsport
VESSELS
WEDNESDAY, June 6th, 1877,
10 1-2 o’clock A. 31.
on

at

Will he sold
without reserve or limit the good Rrigs
Isaac Carver, 179tons and Benj. Carver,
155 tons, new measurement. For Particulars
apply
to I*. Pendleton, J. II. Lane, or
C. C. GRARY, Auctioneer.
Iw47
Searsport, 3Iay, 1S77.

To Whom it
hereby give

May Concern.

notice that George Washington
Bowen, a pauper of the Town of Searsport,
has left his home at the Town Furin,and all persons
are hereby forbidden harboring or trusting him on
H. A. WKBBUR.
town account.
) Overseers
D. S. SIMPSON.
of Poor,
E. W. ROBBINS.
'Searsport.
1,877.
3w47
14,
Searsport, May

WE

.•

House

Plants.

Good and reliable House and Redding Plants for
sale very low, on Church Street next doo r to Court
House.
MRS. FARNHAM.
Belfast, May 24th, 1877.
Iw47

run on

patterns, and

Consisting

Hamburg's.

CO

HOSIERY!
\\

of

Brussells and Tapestries, Extra
Super and Super. Also

TITT', purchased our Stock of ('arpetings
II from the tirst with the knowledge
that Helfast needed

access

plaid dress

10 and 12 1-2c Per Yard.
nool> BLACK

ALPACCA,

BRILLIAN'I'INE,

pelled to go aoroad in order
good and desirable Carpet, at
With these views

4 RLINGTON POPLINS, in all

good Carto keep the

would meet those of Roston Houses, so
that citizens of Waldo would not be com-

ation.

Only 37 1-2 Cents.
.shades,

to a

It was our aim
pet Stock.
best goods and most desirable styles we
could select.
Prices were ottered that

to secure a

fair valu-

a

only Carpets wound

Only 25 Cents Per Yard.
TU RKEY RED TABLE DAM \SK.
4 Warranted East Colors,

on

75 Cents

Only
LINEN.

rjABLE

25 Cents Per Yard.

purchased

we

LARGELY of the LOWELL GOODS,
known from the fact that they are the

Recent

Very Large Size

Damask Towels.

25 Cents.

Only

Competition compels

Hartford and

c

open this day

Hemmed Stitched Hdfchs.
,loh Lot at

A

I '.Me

only

Silk:

each. Splendid quality
each.

\V>c

I-Idfchs.

n k a dow k i \ in n o we is

H.

L.

Woolens for Men &
We

Block, High Street.

Foreclosure Notice.
Searsport Savings Bank of Searsport, in the
County of Waldo, gives notice, that Janies
Gilmore ol Cnelsea, in the County of Suffolk, and
State of Massachusetts, on the lath day of Mav, A.
1). 1S7.*{, by his deed of that date, recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 1(»2, Page 401, conveyed in mortgage to Win. <i. Nichols of said Sears
part, certain real estate situated in Searsport aforesaid, and bounded and described as follows, to wit
Beginning at the southwest corner of land, and by
William Young’s, thence north twenty-two degrees
west to land owned by John Beales, near a large
hemlock tree; thence easterly to land owned by
John Gilmore; thence south twenty two degrees
east by the Gilmore line Mill it strikes wall of R. <:.
Gilkey ; them e by his line to the county road ; thence
by said road to the first mentioned bounds, containing sixty-five acres, more or less, with buildings,
privileges and appurtenances. Hereby excepting
and reserving a ten foot lane leading to (’apt. Li!>beus Curtis’, being same land conveyed to said Gilmore by said Wm. G. Nichols by warrantee deed
dated May 1:5th, A. D. 187:5, and recorded in said
Registry in Book 1U3, Page H'L And the said Win.
G. Nichols, thereaftcrwards.to wit, on the sixteenth
day of September, A. D. 1874, assigned, transferred
and set over to the said Searsport Savings Bank,
the said mortgage, the unpaid notes and claim thereby secured, and all his right, title and interest in
and to said mortgage, said assignment of said mortbeing recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, in
ook 107, Page 172. The conditions of said mortgage being broken, the said Searsport .Savings Bank
doth hereby, by reason of such breach, claim to
foreclose said mortgage.
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.
By Charles F. Gordon, Treasurer.
:twl7
Searsport, May 19, 1877.

Meadow King Mower!

THE

Suge

Notice to Creditors in Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
in said District.

United States, for the

Wet her bee
returned from Boston with

large
HASwelljustselected stock of
Dry & Fancy Goods.

anti

a

The papers at this time are so tilled with price-lists,
it is impossible to obtain even a column: so I will
invite the public to read the low-priced goods advertised, remembering that BETTER, goods at the same
LOW KATES can be found for CASH at S. A. 11.
Wetherbee’s.
Having added to my stock the house furnishing
goods of ,J. It. WADLIN, 1 shall l>e pleased to supply all my old and new customers with

Boys Wear-

Crocker)/, Iron, Wood, and Glass Ware,
Lamps, Chhnnri/s, Cutler//,
and all articles

suitable for

use

TIMES..?,#

s. A. WETHERBEE.
No. 5 Phenix Row.
Cnsetlled bills at S. A. Wetherbee’s after the .10th
inst., will be left with an Attorney.
All persons having unsettled accounts with ,J. B.
Wadlin are requested to call and settle immediately.
trie.

In

Naylor,
Extra Weight

doz. Cents Hemmed Linen Handkerf\ 7 chiefs, subject to slight imperfections,
from 10 cts. to the finest quality, less by the dozen.
Considered by every one to be very cheap.

At a Probate Court held at
the County of Waldo, on
May, A. 1>., 1877.

inn
“rcfV/

SPECIAL.

DISTRICT

*'

all Wool

Carpetings

All Wool

55 A G5c.

Carpetinij's, Splendid Styles,

Cotton Chains Marked Down from 50
Straw

57‘.e.

15c per

visit to

mir

pay you ;

Carpet

inspect

room

Gents

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday ol

DOZ.

Ladies Linen

^d*_7 23 cents.

paper.

Handkerchiefs, 4 for

IK
7j cents each.
prices.

DOZ. HOSIERY,
and up.

Cents 7, 10, 15c.
Also, Ladies and Misses at very

YDS. Cotton Edging, only

2 cents

and

should not be allowed.

HERSEY’, Judge.

Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

" M)l‘:

|{,{mVN

CALL

otter

that

and

see

our

customers.

we

have

no

ordinary

Stock to

B. F. WELLS.

Meadow

siiee/tino.

5 Ots. 3Per Yard.
*'E QCALITY
"XT1
-TV ING,

'STRIPED Sill K T

10 Cents.

Only

situ k

or

Goods

Fancy
JOB

yd.

LOT

German

will well

re-

OF

Corsets,

Only 25 Ots.
The Charm Corsets Only 42c.

interest to BUY.

FILL

ZID

•

Large Lot of

Remnant

Carpets

Heed, from the factories selling from

20 to GOc per

yd.

---

LINK

OF

CLOVES,

Hosiery.

Best Quality KID OLOVKS, ewr
warranted, we are selling at
Former Friee, s'.’.on.

Fair

Spool Thread 1 Ct!
PINS, Full Papers, only ONE Cent.
Silk & Worsted

Fringes, Hamburgs, Handkerchiefs,
Hosery, Gloves,&c.,

We are selling at as Low FKIt’Ls
Don’t hesitate to come and see ns whether
you are ready to huy or not.

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

In order to furnish
full list of
we

our

T O

Store

Keepers

customers with

Housekeeping floods,

have thought it for

interest to

Gentlemen, look at the Stocking we sell at 17c per
pair, well worth d7.‘c per pair.

purchase

SHOE DEALERS
THROITJIIOUT
111 K ST A l‘K.

our

ti.U.Dmsmore&iSon

a

WHOLESALE DEALERS & JOBBERS

STOCK OF

—O F—

Linen and White Goods.
Crashes 5c per yard, Table Damasks from 25c to
Si.25 Cents per yard.

Curtains and Fixtures.
In consulting

TOWELS.
We sell 2 Towels, 10 inches long, IX inches wide
all Linen heavy, for 25 cents.

on

these

experienced judgment

goods,

we

have been

en-

Boots & Shoes
Would call your attention to the tact that
they have a Large Assortment of ail
kinds of

abled to make good selec-

BOOTS & SHOES

tions and have secured a

.Suitable for the State of Maine trade,
which thev will guarantee to Sell as

Laces Curtains & Fixtures.

LARGE

STOCK

OF ENTIRE

CLOVES.

Splendid Assortment of Colors,
Only 50 Cents Per Pair,

PARASOLS.
We open this

day our Full Stock of Parasols. Varying in price from 25c to $5.00

NEW CURTAINS!
'Which will be sold at prices that will

W

O

L

IN

SOME

LOWER
Thau BOSTON

warrant an immediate sale on them.

DOZ. Ladies Silk Handkerchiefs, only 25

low

final account ol administration for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same

Gents.

yd.

large stock and

our

20

Is Complete.

Mattings only 55 and ,'ille per yd.

Oil Cloth from 50 to 50c per

A

to

PRIN TS.

ouk

Tapestries,desirable patterns, $1.10

a

KID

onn

WEST, Administratrix of the estate
of John West, late of Belfast, in said County
HARRIET
2000
of Waldo, deceased, having presented her second

copy.

“

87k

1 Yd

PRIN T, Choice Styles.

Cents Per Yard.

5

AN I*

on tile 18th day of
A. D. 1877.
OF MAINE, SS. Said alleged bankrupt has proposed a composition of .55 per
centum to eacli of his creditors, and that a meeting
of the creditors of Haiti alleged bankrupt has been
ordered, and will be held at the Custom House before Register Hamlin, in Belfast, in the County of
Waldo, on the thirtieth day of May, A. D. Is77, at
12 o’clock M., to consider the said proposition us
provided by Rule X XXVI of General Orders in Bank
ruptcy. Petition in Bankruptcy tiled 18th day of
WM. P. PREBLE,
May, A. D. 1877.
Clerk of the U. S. Dist. Court, for Dist. of Maine.
17

PHILO

“

On y 70 and 75c per yd.

Portland, in said District,

;!w47

“

“

COmDSui FIXTURES!

We call attention to our New Stock of Laces at
LOW PRICES. Notice of Curtains and Fixtures
will be found in another column.

Bankruptcy.

May,

A true

90c

THREAP.

NEEDLES.

NoMam
King Mower.

ENOCH C. HILTON of Belfast,

Bankrupt.

“

“

in the kitchen.

Prices warranted to suit the

Meadow

Pins and Threat cl.

Milward’s A Crowley’s Bes! Needles A.

PIECES

Day : poi ND

Ii'oiilnt Slxttrls.

('OATS' SPOOL
onV Ac per ..I.

PRIN TS, BEST (JI AI.I IA.

JJE.M.VT

Lowell, Ex. Superfine 95c per yd.

Ladies, we have no Bins at le per paper, and n *
Thread at le per spool. We do not wish to on
counter the displeasure of any lady e'louch to -oil
her poor Hius or Thread.
We sell a good Bin .it
f>c per paper, and a New Thread, ■-’<•<> yds. tieord.
suitable lor machine sewinir. at Be per spool.
if

5c Per Yard

Only 50 Ots.

open this day Special Bargains of all \\ ool line
t assiineres at ->S and 7 Ac per \d.

('LARK'S

LlNEN.

you will loam that it is lor your

hv If.

In the District Court of the
District ol Maine.

Price List this

AT

LORD’S,

CRASH, only

Only

under the supervision of M r. Brannanan, whose
services we have secured, and whose loinrexperi
enee in the Hry tioods business, eminently tit him
for that department of Hoods he likes so well.

MKUCH A XT T. I I LOU.
No. 10 Williamson’s

compete in prices.

Are

mmm mi
KINDS

<1

at 12 1-2 Cents

Selling

SHAWLS ?
Ptiisirif, Iwliu Striped,

LOT of

Huckabuck & Damask Towels

|QQ

The quality Silk Hdfchs, so .successfully run bythe
lame linns in Boston, have keen secured, and
sell at the prices quoted by them viz
Twenty live Cents each.

Belfast. Me.

LA ROE

a

4 Cents Per Yard.

nice quality

a

Also

WARRANTED ALL

Naylor Carpets

Hemp Carpetings

*7t 1

ALL

add

to

us

to our Stock the

Lmbroiderod silk, at \!'»e per pr.
Look at tlie IIL \\ 1 quality of Hose we sell two
pairs tor Townty live Ceiih.

I have bought my goods for CASH at a very LnW
figure, and will be enabled to give my customers
better bargains than heretofore.
A saving of from TKX to 111 Il'KX’ per rent can
be made by buying your good at the X KW S K >i; 1..
I promise nothing in this paper, but what I can
fulfill at my store at

At

QUALITIES CASHMERE,

JJI.ACK

Balbriggan Hose,

CjD

OIL CLOTHS & STRAW MATTINGS.

WOOD'S

New Iron Mower,

Ladies of this city can vouch for the truth of tin*
statement when we |>uhlish the fact that we sell
Hamblin's, tine quality. Heavy Work, t'ood wl .-I
patterns ;> in. wide for ‘Joe per yd. that actually
cost to iiii/mit olle per yd
'This is the yre;ite>i
drive of the season. Wo are luakiny a splendid

—

CARPETINGS !

Prices Reduced for 1877.

Fanners,

>

FurnishingGoods

OF

WALTER

HAMBURGrS!!!

CAPS,
I

—A N

Millinery.
isnmv iB liosroN

wool, nui

25 Cents Per Yard.

Hartford, Ex.

Mens’ and Boy’s Clothing

No. 78 Main St..

Miss Southworth

cashmere, nil

< »<)!)(

The war in Prints still continues, and for
a solid shot, we open this day three eases
of nil perfect, nice quality, desirable sty les
of Dress Prints at .leper yd.

TITITII many thanks for past favors, begs leave
to inform his friends and the public generally
▼ V
that he has returned and re-opened tin* store

Jewelry Store.

sell them.

we can

a
Knickerbocker
IS,

PRINTS!

in the Field!

Again

PRICES

Assortment

From 62c to $1.25 Per Yard.

ON THE PRICES OF

sell

We. shall open this day one ease of these
goods, which we shall sell tit the
startling LOW PRICE of So per
yard. Nice quality, do not
fail to inspect them.

w

Also,

you will
the

50 Cents Per Yard.

piNE

Black Silks and Cashmeres I

Knickerbocker Dress Goods!

HA I\ .VET .1 M*

N

see

and the remarkable

WOODEN ROLLERS.

GG

a

IX/> K \

a

All Wool Dress Goods

CLOTHS!
r/ \S

Fine

as

K E .V K LowPi •ices

>

Every desirable style that could he obtained from tiie ieading 'Houses of
Boston, have been secured.
WE Ed'o'I'E

C/)

NICKBli CASKS

Solid Cold Setts!

ready to welcome you
welcome them when you

~

STUO.Yt; IH'ItA IILK TIME
eeice tor a uti le .iro.YL'y.

ull

that he

announce

OCR

NEW GOODS

Are

Grand Reduction

Do not fail to look at the Alpaca
tit doe per yard.

and Patterns

HI NTING CASES.

Right Along!

for which

Black

“2?

W

Come

Black
width,

15 Suits All Wool scotch Plaid Goods.

Our

T1

only $5.00

Lower Prices than Ever

o 1;

day llie following Special Bargains

PLAID
At

H.HJohnson&Co

BROS.,

New and Seasonable Suits.
o

the Old. Stand

Fixtures.

83 Main St., CITY BLOCK,

Special Bargains !

w

Inducements

Curtains,

Geo W. Burkett’s

Latest Styles

I

—0 F—

In order to

One of the LARGEST ASSORTMENTS EVER
OFFERED IN ITUS SECTION, giving a good
chance for selection.

hours, and

rapidly cleanse the liver of surrounding bile,
will effectually prevent a bilious attack. They

Case

Just received the

Carpetings,

LADIES AND MEN S SIZES.

Proposals will be received until Saturday, June 2d, at 12 o’clock 31., for building two
granite abutments and extension wall for the Bridge

the system.

tone to

Another

DEDICATION

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

w

need suffer from any disease arising from a
disordered condition of the liver if they would

healthy

IL1 JOB Si n

t-3

People

a

MILLINERY!

w

Proposals for Granite Work and
Extension Wall.

produces

Just Received MAT 16th, 1S77.

o

harmless and decisive in its action.

strikes at the root of the disease and

once

NEWS.

ARRIVED.

STOSS,

I*}

Gilley and 31iss

DIED.

Pungencies.

If your lungs are irritated, oppressed ami sore,
no method of treatment will
compare with inhaling the hot vapors of Tar. The "The Solution of
Forest Tar” with inhaler, is the only preparation
of tar for this purpose.
3w 17
False Impression.
It is generally supposed by a certain class of eiti
zens. who are not practical or experienced, that
Dyspepsia can not invariably be cured, but we are
pb-ased to say that (Dua.n’s Aihi st Fi.owkk has
never, to our knowledge, failed to cure Dyspepsia
and Liver Complaint in all its forms, such as Sour
Stomach, Costivencss, Sick Headache. Palpitation
of the Heart, low spirits. Ac.. Ac.
Out of 30.IMI0
dozen bottles sold last year, not a single failure
was reported, but thousands of
complimentary letters rcf.dwd from Druggists of wonderful cures.
Three doses will relieve any ease. Try it. Sample

MARCH.

and

Belfast.
In So. Thomaston, May 6th, Mr. Plummer Whitham, of Orland and Miss Abbie A. Eastman, of So.

FINGER

i.re

PROCESSION.

Church

“The

Men differ on nearly every issue. There have
always been opposite parties in politics and re
ligion. though the measures fought over one day
may he universally adopted at another, and thoso
saeriliced regarded as heroes and martyrs. Medicine has also been subject to revolutionary disturbances. When brs. Harvey and Jcnncr announced
their discoveries, they were held in contempt and
ridicule by an incredulous and ignorant public, yet
to day they are received and honored by all as
benefactors. When Dr. Pierce announced his />/'.-•
c-H'ii'ii. many seemed to doubt, and were skeptical
concerning all medicines and doctors, but proof of
merit has dispelled all doubt, and to day 1he bold
!-n Medical Discovery i< the standard remedy in
curing the most obstinate diseases of the liver and
blood, having almost entirely superseded the old
lime sarsaparillas by reason of iis superior merits.
Nonwu ii. Chenango Co., X. Y.. Nov. 3. 1X7»>.
K. V. Pikkci;, M. D
1 was alllictcd with a
scrofulous affection on one of my legs. It was
very troublesome for over two vears. so much so
that I could not wear a boot, and 1 had to keep my
leg bandaged. It resulted in a raw sore. It got
so bad that it became a
general talk that l would
have to undergo the amputation of the limb. One
told
me
he
never
saw such a sore cured.
physician
I eoinniene. d taking your (lolden Medical bis
rover;, together with your Pellets as directed on
the bottles, and when 1 had consumed six bottles
of Discovery, my leg was entirely well, and has
remained ^o ever since,—a period of over two
years, and 1 would not swap it for lifty wooden
Yours truly.
JOHN SllATTCCK.
legs

never

possible—

where there

In it l.NsruAXi’i-:.
As a matter of interest to
those holding policies. we copy the following from
the Boston Journal:
From a perusal of the
twenty seventh annual report of the Fniou .Mu
lual Life Insurance ('ompauy of Maine, presented
to the directors by President l>e Witt, we are eon
viueed of the fact that the policy of the manage
meni is such as not only to increase the oonlidence
of those insured in this great institution, hut to
largely augment its business. The key note of
Mr. be Witt's management is to deal honestly
and above hoard with the public, to he eeonomi
eal in expenditure, prudent in investment, frugal
in promises, prompt in payment, to win confidence
in stating tacts as they actually are. and so mail
aging affairs as to do nothing that one could care
to conceal; ami to so invest funds as to have read}
money when it is wanted. Few companies can
excel the record of tin* ITiion Mutual Life, and a
plainer report was never presented to policy hold
ers than the one we have been reading.
The assets of the company have been marked down to
hard pan figures, and in referring to this fact, the
Insurance Commissioners of Maine and Massachu
setts believe that the estimated shrinkage will ill
timatclv recover a very considerable margin. The
system of non lapsing policies, under the Maine
forfeiture law. modelled after the law of onr own
State, is one of the special advantges which the
Cnion Mutual now offers, and which will prove
highly beneficial to policy holders.

In this city, May 16tli, at the residence of the
bride’s father, by ltev. J. A. Ross, Mr. Charles II.
Field and Miss Bertha F. Chase, both of Belfast.
In this city, May 19th, by Rev. J. A. Ross, Mr.
Llewellyn Gay and Mrs. Mary R. Hinckley, both of

TASKS

PRICES
or

t’ORTBANI* dealers.

Having had FIVE YEARS experience
in Jobbing Shoes to Dealers, they
feel confident that they can meet
tlie wants of all, and

Certainly Goods have never been sold cheaper
than at the present time, and it is our intention to
fill til the prophecy of an eminent prophet, who
predicted that competition would be lively—for
lively it certainly will be.

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

Special Prices made to ('ountri/ Merchants.
rF’Goods delivered to all parts of the
city promptly and free of Charge..^

A Careful Examination of their

REMEMBER TUE STORE.

King Mower! Geo. W.

83 Main St.

Birkett,
City

Block.

-C

o

:C-

Stock is Solicited.

Geo.

W.

Burkett,

Orders

by Mail promptly

St., McClintock 61k. B. C. Dinsmore &
BELFAST, MAINE.
4w44
MAINE.
BELFAST,
83 Main

at-

tended to.

Son,
4\v44

Wishing and Having.
15V

The Huron Rothschild, who is at the
head of the Vienna firm, is said by the
papers of that city to possess the trilling
annual income of §:K),non,00(1. This is the
small sum of §75,000 a day.

!l. STODDARD.

R.

If to wish ami to have were one, my dear,
You would be sitting now
With not a care in your tender heart.
N it a wrinkle on
your brow;
The ‘’lock of time would go lawk with you
All the years you have been
my wife,
Till its golden hands had
pointed out
The happiest hour of your life ;
1 would stop them at that imuiortal hour.
The clock should no longer run ;
You could not be sad or sick and old—
If to wish and to have were one.
You

CATARRH.
TWELVE

For several hundred years no quarter of a century has passed without the annexation of more
or

less

territory

to

OF

Russian dominions.

|Uto i&bcrtisemcnts.

here in the winter, my love,
The snow is not whirling down ;
A on are in the heart of the summer woods.
In your dear old sea side town ;
A patter of little feet in the leaves.
A beautiful boy at your side;
He is gathering flowers*in the shady nooks—
It was but a dream that he died !
Keep hold of his hands, and sing to him
No mother under the sun
Has such a seraphic child as
yours—
If to wish and to have were one.
are

not

Methinks 1 am with you there, dear wife.
In that old house by the sea;
I have flown to you as the bluebird flies
To his mate in the poplar tree.
A sailor's hammock hangs at the door.
You swing in it. book in baud :
A boat is standing in for the beach.
lii ke«-l now grates on the saud
A'our brothers are coming—two manly men,
Whose lives have only begun
Their days would be long in the land, dear heart.
It to wish and to have were one.
tt*

I

Hut

a

Love’s

as

RKADV FOR

on hush'd tip toe,
catch them all together!
Alary with her bonnet of satin sheen.
And Km ina with her mantle of silver
green.
And Kate with her scarlet feather.

No. 11 Park
this

From tile lowest step there is
iest height.

a

path

that loses bis conscience has

keeping.

to

the loft

nothing

div.

lo

the

much

by

worth

silence

bottom of pleasure we

duty
as

Has

just received his Spring Stuck of

by

this kind will find it tor their advantage

sucks up the greater part of her
and poisons herself.

here

myself, at No 54
Don’t you forgot it

C. W. HANEY

The detects of the understanding, like those of
the face, grow worse as we grow old.
we

Id

W>. !*77.

own

The true secret of living at peace with all the
world is to have an humble opinion of ourselves.

do not believe immortality because
it. but we forever try to'prove it.

huy-

ing elsewhere.

Main St.

have

proved

Spring Opening

Truth will be uppermost one time or another,
liki- cork, though Kept down in the water.
Truth is the ground ot science, the centre
wherein all things repose, and is tin* type of eter-

nity.

The excessive pleasure in talking of ourselves
to make us apprehensive that we afford lit
tb* to our auditors.

Meadow

Goods!
to the

White Vests

some

H.

Novelties !

L.

Beneralh 'peaking, the thought of his responsibility i" not the uppermost one in a young mail's
iniml as lie plunges into the hustle and excitement
"f an active life.
Fame, wealth, personal appear
im
how lie can best eiijov himself.—these and
’■be like are the thoughts which till his mind, and
inspire him with motive power. He looks upon
the present, with all its richly tinted clusters of
•eu>111 11s pleasure, as free 1o his hand, and which
b' ini' a perfect right to seize and drain into his
*
Of the remote lulliieuee of his action, either
11
up- ii himself nr others, he rarely, if ever, thinks.
He lonrets, or does not wish to remember, the effect of his conduct and example for good or evil
upiui the community ; hut such thoughtlessness,
mu h
forgetfulness of moral obligation, is recog
n./able by justice. Bod never framed one law of
responsibility for the old. and another for the
youiiir: and never are men so responsible, never

Clear the

REMOVAL.
leased t lie NKW and KLKdAN'T Brick
Shop ol A. Hay lord, formerly occupied l»y S. (i.
Howard, next door to the Manslield Shop, where 1
shall be happy to wait on ail my customers.
This shop now is connected with 11. W. Trundy’s
Wood Shop, also with Wales &. Bicknell's Paint ami
1 rimming shop.

Iliave

ALL

Tin* ( I HIM Is will lir

Si

ill I

as can

T O

SUIT THE TIMES
EITHER

DO

TRY

IT.

THEM.

KKKS.
ALSO

SlANUFACTl

Patent Medicines, Staple Drug's. Trusses.
Fancy Goods, Perfumes, Ac., in great
variety and as Cheap as can be
found in the State.

Belfast, April It), 1877.

It

IT

years’ successful

use

has shown it

to

be

We claim for it the Greatest Benefit to the Con
from the smallest outlay.

by

For Sale in Belfast

ihev
ilied

worthy »»r unworthy, never so royallv
or so fearfully condemned, as w hen their
j ust
brains are the best, their bodies the strongest, and
.ue

tie
How

so

current

of their life at its fullest Hood

meat writer is the friend and benefactor of his
reader*.: and they cannot but
of him under
the demditig inti nenee of
and gratitude.
We all know how unwilling we are to admit, the
truth of any disgraceful story about a person
whose society we like, and from whom we have
A

judge
friendship

received favors: how long we struggle against cv
deuce, how fondly, w hen the facts cannot be disputed. vc cling to the hope that there may be
'nine explanation or some
extenuating circumstance with which we are
unacquainted. Just
such is the feeling which a man of liberal education naturally entertains towards tne irrcut minds
"i former ago.
The debt which lie owes to them
i' incalculable.
They have guided him to truth.
have
tilled
his
mind with noble and graceful
They
image.'. They have stood by him .n all vicissitudes, comforters in sorrow, nurses in sickness,
companions in solitude. These friendships are
exposed to no danger from the occurrences bv
which other attachments are weakened or dissolved. Time glides on: fortune is inconstant:
tempers are soured: bonds which seemed indissoluble ;lre daily sundered by interest, bv emula
tion or by caprice.
But no such cause can effect
the silent converse which we hold with the high
est of human intellects.
That placid intercourse
i'
disturbed by no jealousies or resentments.
These are the old friends who are never scon with
new faces, who are tin* same in wealth and in
poverty, in glory and in obscurity. With the
dead theic is no rivalry. In tin* dead there is no
Plato is never sullen.
change.
Orvntiles is
never petulant:
Demosthenes never comes unseasonably. Dante never stays too long. So dif
te re nee of political
opinion can alienate Cicero.
No heresy can excite the horror of Bossuct.
[Ma
1
eaula.v
Hi' Middletown
a

(X. V.) Argus tells about

ferocious bull in that

ly step|)ed

village that recent-

on one of a brood of
goslings
which a stately gander was holding
watch with great solicitude. Straightway the gander attacked the bull, and
seizing him by the tail with his beak, his
wings lashed the animal’s flanks with the
greatest fury. In vain the bull wheeled
about to reach his antagonist, the gander
wheeled with him, all the while retaining
his hold upon the bull’s tail, and showering blows with his powferful wings with
telling elfcet upon the bull’s legs, until he
fairly roared with pain and terror. At
last the gander, apparently thinking that
his adversary had enough punishment,
let go his hold, and the bull took to his
heels with the liveliest speed, only stopping when he reached the farther corner
of the field.
over

h.

Boots

ii. Johnson & on.,

High Street,

NEW

Mower

King

REMOVAL!
I HAVE

A

Stoves and Tin

Ladies1 French Kid Hauls, all Grades.
Linlies' Ameriemi Kid Hauls, full June.

Shop

To No. 9 High Street,
The Store lately occupied byCeorge F. White, where
1 will be pleased to welcome
my old customers.

STOVES & TIN
Constantly

JOBPromptly
I

and
am

J.udies' Sen/e Hutton and ('aiii/ress.
Gaud June in Men's June Cul Shoes.
Jlai/s and Childrens' Slates of till L inds.

WARE

JAS. W.

hand.

on

W O R K
faithfully

sole

attended

Genuine Patent Medicines
large Stock and great variety of

Meadow

Agent for the

That

durable

Sh.onld.er Braces
In the market.

Fancy Hoods,

...
♦
Belfast,
April 10, 1877.
»

new

locution,

and examine

Housekeepers! Read!!
Family Soap White & Clear.

FRANK CLARK.
42tf

DOKS XOT ST AIX THE (LOTI IKS.
Strain the Oreaso aud

PROVIDENCE LINE.

we

in Hull

Perfuinerg

Hair Brushes

New Route to New

York,

LADIES !

VIA PROVIDENCE.

wish

Only 42 Miles of Rail.
Steamboat Express Train leaves Boston & Providence. Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted),
att»P. M
Connect at Fox Point wharf, Providence, with the Entirely New {anil Magnificent

|

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND,
No

Intermediate landing-*

Providence

and

New

the only
Hurra.

J- W RICH

Dolman

please call

or

on

City of Belfast.

j

Work.

KINO well acquainted with all manner of HAIR
> WORK, I respectfully solicit patronage for any
new work or repairing.
Hair combed from the head straightened, and
made into switches. Hair colored any shade desired. Old Switches remade or mixed with Cray. Also
particular attention paid to making Huir Jewelry.
>'»w45
SARAH 8. PRAY, Searsport, Me.

1)

York.

ARDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’r B. & P. R. R.
:$m§4J

so

Hair

between

Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, cor. State street, and
at Boston ami Providence Railroad Station.

It

SKA
rent

popular

arriving in New York at 0 A. M. This is
line affording a delightful sail tlirougli
(fanvett Hay by daylight.

a

Proposals for collecting the State, CounMunicipal 'faxes of this city for the curmunicipal year will be received by the City
Clerk until <i o’clock 1*. M-, June 4th. The CityCouncil reserve the right to accept any one of said
proposals or to reject all of the same. Per Order,
K. II. Ml’RCH, City Clerk.
Bkij ast, May It, 1877.
4w45
LKD
tv and

STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS,
and the well-known ami

nicely lifting

sucque of
Miss A. A.
just received the latest and most desirable styles from It. H. White’s establishment,
Boston. Stumping done with neatness and dispatch.
Iw H
A. A. HICKS, ill McClintock Block.
you
kind ?
Doany
Hicks who has

—AT

INK—

Styles

FEKtiUSON & LITTLEFIELD.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

“National

E E E Violin
A

Very Superior

Article.

Celebrated
K/AKAKSS OK TO.XK

STIC KAO 'I'll

I .YD
Also

full line of

a

iiolin, linss YinI unit Oitilur Strini/s
At

Jewelry

HERVEY’S

Store.

Have

reeelith

hail

made

MADE,)

Lighthill,

Oculist and Aurist,

(CCSToM

some

Spectacle

or

Eye-glass $2.50

It I < Itu: it it ih* a vs,
Til KV

GRECIAN COLD
*600
WEDDING $60H
Pair.
FOR
FOR

WILL

:u*f

just

lied

Slippers Wry Cheap!

35 Cent,. Jewelry Casket. 35 Cents.
'XIT’E are now putting up Six Pieces of dewelry,
TV in Caskets, that could not be bought separate
for less than $<i in any City in America. Having purchased the entire stock of a foreign Importing dew
elry House, we can make this oiler until the stock is
all disposed of. At the rate it is going now it will
soon be all out, and we cannot replace it for live

School Boys &, Girls

Wide Boots a

like iron.

Specialty.

lit the \\ IDES T FOO T with a
perfectly easy hoot.
Something new in HEACKINO for
Ladies 1 Soots that will not CRACK the
Leather.
can

at

B. C. Dinsmore & Son’s.

tuts

ire

semi'

The attention of SIloE DEALERS is
called to their .HUSHING advertisement
in another column.
4wi4

Combs,

PROBATE

For

ill fact

Everything

kept

in

n

tirst-clus*

Drug Store

be found at

cun

At a Probate Court lu-ld at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1877.

R. H. MOODY'S.

W. A YKR, Guardian of Parish A. Wood,
minor heir of Levi Wood late of Unity, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
tinal account for Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of June next, and shew cause if any they
have, why tin* same should not he allowed.
PHILO IIKRSKY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiei.h, Register.

P'.TKR

A FULL LINK OF

Warranted Strictly l’ure and to give entire satisfaction.

Bitters the best in

Vegetable

Reader’s German Catarrh Snuff.
Tlu*

only reliable Catarrh Keinedv.
A lull Slock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s
Prescription and Family Keceipts carefully compounded.

MOODY,

PL. H.

Corner ol'Main and

High Sts.

Belfast Steam

native (iranite

polished superior

to

Scotch

Also

Monuments and Tablets
OF TIIF 1JKST OF

American

and

creditor of John F.
State of Calihaving presented a petition that
he may he appointed Administrator on said deceaseds estate.
Ordered, That the said William II. give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three \s eeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they!
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within andlor said Count\ on the second Tuesdayot :
June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and ;
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not he granted.
A true copy,

Monuments and Tablets
our

II.

MOOUY,
II.ill late of San Francisco, in
WILLIAM
fornia, deceased,

Polishing

M\t Si Granite Works.
Of

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. I >. Is?;.

Marble,

a

PHILO IIKRSKY, Judge.
Register.

Attest—B. P. Ft ki.i>,

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
May, A. I). 1877.

at
on

Belfast, within and for
tin second

Tuesday

of

C. BRoWN, widow of Janies L. Brown,
late of Northport, in said ( ouuty of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition that an allow
unce may' be made her lrom the personal
property of
said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Julia
give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at B* Hast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ol June next, sit ten of the clock betore noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why
the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
PHILO 11 KRSK \
Judge.
A trueoopy, Attest: It. P. Fiki.d. Register.
at
on

Belfast, within and ferthe second Tuesday of

It.

FLANUKRS,
MAR^
Flanders, late of Northport, in
Waldo,

widow of He/ekiah
said County
deceased, having presented a petition that
an allowance may he made her lrom the personal
estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary It. give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to l/«* published three weeks smcessively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
ot June next, at ten of the elock before
noon,
ami shew cause, if any they have, why the praver
of?aid petition should not ho granted.
I’ll I l.o IIKRSKY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest1L P. FlKI.D, Register.
of

in want of any

Marble
Will

.save

in the

Granile

or

money

thing

by calling

on

us,

Line,

as we

do all

our

Polishing wit h!maehiuery,therefore doing a superior
quality of work, and at less prices, than can be done
by hand.
Call and examine
fore

our

work and

get

our

prices be-

purchasing elsewhere.

AfapAll work warranted to give satisfaction.. C-rff

High St., (opposite

Court

House)

J. F. FKUNAl.lL

<

BROS.,
Belfast,

Me.

N. FKUNA1.D.

Hand Hay Rakes!
expressly for my TRADE.
and for SALE in any (QUANTITY, at LOW
MANUFACTURED
PRICES, “(let Price*.”
FRED

ATWOOD,
Winterport.

Me.

Plows! Plows!
riTH E celebrated FRYE
JL Sale by

(or HANSON) Plows for

E. J. Morison &Co.,
Also

agents for the HUSSEY PLOW'of Unity,
the HUSSEY and DOE PLOW'S made at
Liberty.
Every Plow fully warranted, and satisfaction guar-

and

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on the second 'Tuesday ol
May, A. 1). 1877.

\ I ARY B. FLANUKRS, widow of He/ekiah
* ▼ JL
Flanders, late of Northport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that

her dower may be assigned her from the real estate
of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary I*, give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that t hey may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
•iml for said County, on the second Tuesday ol
J.me next, at ten o( tin* clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not granted.
PHlLo IIKRSKY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—B. P. FlEU), Register.
fllllE subscriber liereby gives public not ice to all
A concerned that lie has been duly appointed and
taken upon himsell the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

mauds thereon,
to him.

Castings

of all
A

the above makes, constantly

on

large assortment of

Shovels, Hoes & Manure Forks,
Just received, to be sold at lowest

CASH
Call anti

4mitt)

see us

PRICES.
before purchasing.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main Street, Belfast.

exhibit the

for settlement
.1A CO It IX>TEN.

saint*

npiIF

FLI

VICKERY, late of Unity,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
asthelaw directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
toher.
CLARISSA VICKERY.

by

piping
poisoning

this

or

by

Administrator of

NATHANIEL SEAVEY, late of Troy,
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
the law directs; he therefore requests all persons

in the
who

are

indebted to said deceased’s estate to make

immediate payment, and those who Iqive any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
ELIAS SEAVEY.

Mandrak-

c, o in

NERVOUS
Vital weakness or

Saks a

p.\ kill a

When

they

Dr. J.

a'e-

ami tinishe.
tor two srual

commanding
be surpassed u
close proximit.

should he

humors

same

to some

tie

<

sirable
live.

small farm mt which I
It is most pleasantly -i

uated, < ••ntaitis thirty acres, is an.I.
g.1 cultivation .and i' well fenc*
ami watered, ami in all re-peels e*u
vu-nie.it.
It has upon it lir<t class liuihling- in tin
ough repair, and an engrafted orchard of beam

expel!.-d

are

hereby offer for sale the very d>

I

now

e.

internal

I

ruit trees.

Call at office g.I, .Main .street, or on ti
at the intersection **f tvlte I.inc«*lnville at
Little River roads in tin south part of this tip
1. M. BOA RDM AN
Belfast. April
lltf

1

premise*

expels these humors from the blood.

are

Valuable farm for Sale!
K subscriber oilers for sub
1 beautiful ami x>roducti\*• tarn
situated on the I- .i't side ot 11..
Over in Belfast, only
m
from the < itv Post ’(Mice.
fb.
farm containing one hundred acre- ot land, tr*a
from waste, well divided int" wood, pasturage am:
tillage, is well located for a milk farm, and ha> *
facility lor such purpose; it has a large twu-stor
Hou e, Mil, shed, aud Barn, all in good condition,
is well supplied with pure water, and has a youm
orchard ot seventy-live trees all grafted and man
The land borders on Belfast Bav, ami
bearing.
from every part of the farm a good view of the I hr*
and
itv aud their surrounding* is had, making it
one of tin-most delightful local ions for a residetu
in this v icinity.
I he land is all of good *|italit\ an !
w ill giv *■ a good n tin u for labor
spent upon it.
I rms rcasottahle ami made known !»v the propr;.
tor on the premises.
AMBKOSI. > I Roi |
anoBelfast, 1*1). .I, Is?:.

p11

*

s

<

I’.V

C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,

«

For

for I

cut y years.
i;i»>i s \ i’i:,
vv

A

long,

j

j

••

j

:sr» large vials and

directions,.$10.00
ti.OO
Case Morocco, of 20 large viuis and book,
These remedies are sent, by the ease
Mingle box or vial, to any part ot the
country, live of charge, on receipt of
Address
price.
Humphreys’ Ifomeoiuii life MedirineCo.
New York.
Office and Depot,
For Nale by all Druggists,
Manual of

//

itn /

IV

C.

I

V

u>

III ( 'l\

for

They net directly on the causes and are
only medicine advertised lor that dis-

the

which do.
Remember—I'he IMviais u. I'n.i. 1‘u.i.s
and take no other. Cure W arranted where
jt.SOII worth are taken or money retarded.
For sale l>v S A. Ill)W FS A lit. Rellast. and Dmoeists everywhere.
The Universal Fiver Fills are the best
limits
in the world
ease

l AliMINU ft STOCK LANDS
-mw , n
I I la* Y IK W for Sate. I’assa-e tickets to all
ri A n I 1 points West. Tim; I Minor. t\ Cs
‘■'Ii*K, one stamp.
IMt. AM MI lilt< »W N Vs Skaiis Bt ii.ihn*., Host on.
4w ir»

NOTICE.

Boston.

Savings Bank.

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square,are prepared to re

interest on the
and .'September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 I*. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon.
ASA FAUNCE, Prest.
John H. Quimhy, Treas.
Belfast June 8th 1874.
tf

A

new

cl*

an

lot ot

Jt J

.1/ /

<'

«!• n.. si

/;/•;/. /’ i .s' /

tif

dgjg^ISAAC

HILLS,

Surgeon Dentist,
Lincolliville,

Kreinli'

Beach,

Mo.

•'ttllO'.'lli

JOHN

HOMER, M. I).

Hilirc .IS Main Si.

Ilrsiih iifF, fliurrli St.

BELFAST,

MAINE

,N. B.
Pnrticul.il attention ”iv* it to Sur>imj an.I
/ rmt/r pi>. //.s* s of long standing.
ltd'll* niav Im- fouml iu his office * v«-rv fuesdav,
Other dav s
Thursday and >aiur*luv *d each w * k
devote* I to >umicnl op* rut ion* ami v isiting pat ientI\M
residiug iii the country, etc.
'<

Bleaching.

< m>

BOARDMAN.
COLNSELLOR at LAW
AND
i

Notary Public,

No. 23 M:tiii Street,
April 1, ls77.

S|)riiio|i(‘ld

BELFAST. ME.
40tf

Kip. Ins. ('<>.

ix this reliable Company written on
desirable lisk-' at current rates.
FKKI> A I WOOD. Agent,
•’•7
Winterport, Me.

I)<>MC||.s

for Sale.

r 1^ II 1‘subscriber oilers
1 for sale FIVK N IAN
double seated (jroern
Wagons; also a uumbi r of second hand riding wa
gons. Call at mv 'hop on Washington street, op
T1IOS. CANNON.
podte tlx-Oas Work'.
iinl'J
Helfnat, April lvi, 1>77.

Commissioner’s Notice.

Sale, tit** stock of fIroceries owned by tin*

I.loK
undersigned.
lead stock.

/

LOMBARD.

P.

Grocery Wagons

of TILES.
Tiro to four Battles in the worst •uses
of LET ROSY, SCROFULA, SALT RHEUM,
RHEUMATISM, KIDNEYS, D) STEPS/A, CA
TARRII, and all diseases of the S KIN and BLOOD.
Internal and External use. Entirely Vegetable.
Money returned in all cases of failure; none tor Is
years. $1 a Bottle. Sold everywhere. Send for

J

EMERY

ONLY BY USING

S

Pile
& Humor Cure.
all kinds
One Bottle warranted perfect Ctr RE

N

3DEMTIST

(1

THE UNIVERSAL PILE PIUS!

j

al'l’

| > morning .Mi'. Crumlv. "ii my! when
J did you L'ei 'n il a lo\* lv hat
Cood graciou"haven’t on, heard the news!'
Mrs. < i: >
Win,
lilac k ii i.' a nii'e lot »•! N1\W S I \ I.Fs, and tlx
ladies an almo't era/.y to have- tlx irold hats made
over, he makes tlx-m over •*«» niee and eheap, al
the dull ot the > raw Work'. Fad Hide-of the river.'
lb Hast, April
Id?
dulO
S. A. Hi.Ark.

THE PILES
BE CURED

good

a

DENTIST,
J.

Bonnet

Fox* Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor <&, Son
and R. H. Moody.
iysw

CAN

int,

I :tf

H. Neuratgisi, Toothache. F vm h •.
9. Headaches, sick H.-tdach--, Wrligo,
to. Dyspepsia, bilious st. much.A11. Suppressed, or Painful Periods.,
12. Whites. »•**» l’’-Periods.|
A
13. Croup. Coilgh, Difficult bre:ithin:\
A
14. Nall Itheiiiii, uv-ipclas F. nipt ions.
a
15. Klieumati*m, k!muma>ic P.im-.
f*<
it;. Fever ami Ague, chill Fever, v u*-,
17. Files, blind or hleispng.5o
.v
IS. Opllt balmy, ami Sore or W. ak 1 Acs,
5u
19. 4'aturrli, acute or chronic. Influenza,
:.u
20. Whooping-Cough, viol.-lit roughs,
r.u
21. Asthma, oppr- s.-ed breathing,
5c
22. Far Discharge*, impaired henrine,
5<
23. scrofula, enlarged glands. Swellings,
5c
21. (>eneral Debility, ‘‘hysicnl Weakness,
25. l>rop*> and scanty Secretions.5i;
5ti
2tl. Nea-Niekness, sit kness from riding,
27. Kidney-Disease, (travel,.5<
2S. Nervous Dehllil y. Vital Weakness, 1 (Hi
1
29. .sure Mouth, Canker,.5d
;
30. I rinary Weakness, wttimr the he<l. 5ti
5u
31. Fainlui Feriods, orvvitli Spasms,
I no
32 Disease of Heart, palpitations, etc.
|
1 no
33. Fpilepsey, Spasms. St. Vitus' Dame,
5n
34. Diphtheria, ulcerated sore throat.
35. Chronic Congest inns and Eruptions, hi
with aho%

It

'1

v

FAMILY CASKS.

ii,'

C.EO. F. EAMES, D.D.S.,

Nos.
Cents
(hires.
1. Fevers, Congestion, Inflammations,
2..
2. Worms, Worm Fe\er. Worm Co:i.-.
3. Crying-Colic, or Teething <>r Infants,. a.
vr,
4. Diarrhoea, of Children or Adults,
5. Dysentery, Gripiim. bilious Colic,

co,

*.

^

sntfcTTng. F,vTry_ single
specific Iho well tried prescription of
an eminent physician.

Case, Mona

II ti

boat ami a fast sailer
l our berth
in cahin. sails aud rigging, all in goo
i hall sell
a&* condition
”|< at bargain if culled f..i
it oucw.
K. A. Kol.I KM.
so .Main Street.
in
Belfast, April C, Is.,.

sickness and

Cholera-Morbus, Vomiting,
7. Coughs, (’olds, bronchitis..

Sale.

‘’.Little Rogue.'
YACHT
'loop-rig, centreboard,
l>

general
everywhere proved the
mmpia:,i:( onomh ai. and l i f 'it n.VT
medicines know n. They a re Just vvliai
llie people want, saving 1 inn
money
use

]

by

St., New York; l*ost Office llox, 45811.

%%

j

Just published, a new edition of l*r.
C'ulvyrw el I’«i CHelirateil f>:»••;
*44.y 0,1 the radical cure{ without rnedi
cine) of SfKK.MATOUHiitKA or Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, 1 mi*oti:n
t'Y, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Iin])ediinents
to Marriage, etc.; also, Co.nm mption, Eimi.i.I’sy
and Fits, induced by self indulgence or sexual extravagance, &c.
4JLt»JPriee, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Fssuy,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences of selfabuse may 1m* radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application o. tinknife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
means of which every suf
certain, and effectual,
ferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and ra-dicalli/.
«#*This Lecture should be in the bauds of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any uddress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two postage stamps.
Address tin* Publishers,

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,

THE MILD POWER

Upon in

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored!

same on

high,

Farm for Sale.

HUMPHREYS’
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS

liostou, Jan’y 1, 1»77—lyri7.

days of June, July, August

which

ICURESg

«

“I regard Mr. Fddy as one of the most capable amt
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had oldCll AS. MASON,
end intercourse.
Commissioner of Patents.”
“Inventors cannot employ a person more trustwoi t hv or more capable of securing for t hem an early
and favorable considerution at the Patent Ollice.
FDM UNI) 111' UK F, late ('oni. of Pat.-nts.”
llosioN, October IP, lisTo.
li. 11. KbbY, Fsi>.—-liear Sir: you procured for
Since then you have
me, in 1M0, my tirst patent.
acted for and advised me in hundreds of cases, and
procured mauy patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the best agencies in New
York, Philadelphia and Washington, but 1 still give
you almost the whole of my business, in your line,
and advise others to cmplov you.
Yours truly,
OFOlit;F DKAPFIi.

first

stories

two

series «>f

Analytical Chemists.
by all Druggists and Dealers i u Medicine.

M2

TI .S I IMOM AI.S.

Belfast

hi

sale

■

opposite Kilby St.,Boston

and
CO., Montreal
3nieow43

for

to tin- salt water. renders i; cool and comfortable
The lot attached is suitable tor a city garden
A|
R.
DY KR
plv at this office.
Pitt
Belfast, April Jt. is:;.

the
and

Practical and

Secures Patent* in the 1'nitctl States; also in (ireat
liritain, France anti other foreign countries. Copies
of the claims of any Patent furnished hv remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
An A pencil in I hi I 'u it ill States possesses superior
facilities for obtaiuinp /‘utents or ascertuininp the
put* ntuhi) itp of i n rent ions.
li. 11. FDD Y, Solicitor of Patents.

Pamphlet.
H. D. EOWLE &

oilers

lwelling house aud I s acre ot lam:
he house is thre*
Bay \ iew street

throughout, is suitable
1 he location,
families.
view ot the harbor and bay cannot
the city
I ti tin- summer season pts

/.

PL. PI. PDDY,

a

'iibscriber

t'J'MIK
1

of the Skin, St. Anthony's Kim. H. >s, .,/• Krysip' ins,
/'imples, /‘listHies, Plnfehis. Pods. 'Pinna's, 7eft,
and Salt tlheam, Seidd IP ail, Hinpo’orm, l'leers and
Sores, /then mat ism, Xtnralyia, Haiti in tin Pom s.
Side and Heath J'emah Weakness, Sterility, I.i nrhor
rhtea arisiny from inti rnal ulceration amI nrinedis.
eases, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Kinaeiation ami (P in ral
Debility. With their departure health returns.

Store.

"<'<k

I 'm-e 1 rains t'oiineci ai Burnham with Portland
Boston and Bangor Trains.
Is".
!0
April

House foi* Sale.

gone, the disorders they prodne. disappear, such us f leerations if the hirer, Stoimn h,
kidneys, /.imps, Kruptions amt Kruptire /os

PATENTS.

F O W I, E

!

organ, or organs, whose action they derange, ami
whose substance they disease and destroy.
A yli:s

IFIC No. 28. It tones up and invigorates the system, dispels the gloom and despondency, imparts
strength and energy,—stops the drain and rejuve
nates the entire man. Been used twenty years with
perfect success hy thousands. Sold l»y dealers.
Price, $1.00 per single vial, or $5.00 per package of
live vials and $2.00 vial of powder. Sent by mail on I
receipt of price. Address HUMPHREYS’HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY,
1 y 2S
100 F l LT< > N ST,
EW YORK.
For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son
anti R. H. Moody.

41 Ann

Knox, s...I'hormlike,'.i.lo, l’nity,arr:
a in.
ing at Buriihain at
Leave Belfast at nu p in., City Point, :
Brook:t. :., Knox, :: r>., fhorndike,
I nity,
arn
ing at Burnham it f#.i u i> m
Returning Leave Burnham u 10.10 a. m l nit
1". to, I'hormlike, lo.;.;
Knox, ll.im, Brooks, II.
(’it\ Point, l.’.ut, arriving :it Belfast at P’ 1" a.in
Leave Burnham at » " p.tit., I' nity, ;*.-L", fhori
dike, li.og, Ktiox.r. IT, Brooks, t;‘U, City Point, n
arriving at Belfast ,'.o:>p.m.

tie..

“

T_L__-r.rg^r a-in

f

etfec

most

derangements

Internal

termination of these

SeS or some drain upon the system, is always etirf*i UyHUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPA I HIGSPEC-

No. 76 State St.,

wit it

a

]' 1 aints

the surface of humors that

on

from the blood.

DEBILITY.
:

~TZ,

..

s

ina
out
lie mrsing minors in imuii'lenniue health and settle into trouldesom* dis
orders. Kruptions of the >Uin are the appearance

feeling, no energy or courage; the result ol
mental over-work, Indescretions or exees-

hausted

v.

and after M.>mlav,A|
tr*iili« ">li run as I.
Leave Belfast at
( itv Point, s.o.’, B
..a

ON

_

iV

purge*

Chains,

depression

U27 Tons Burden,

o

article for

Jewelry

APT. (’HAKLK.s HKKKlNi.

Maim1 (’(Mitral Railroad.

prevalent and alllici j
1,
ing. It purities the 1»1

Sold

HERVEY’S

(

Will commence tor trips from Port laud to Mu*hi:i
Kriday, April
making one trip per week mu
furl her notice. She will leave Railroad Wharf, p.
"t state Street, Portland, at 10 o’clock
p. in
Rockland, ( astine, l>eer Me, Sedgwick. s,>uthw>
Harbor
Ml
l>e*ert
Bar Harbor
Mt. Desert
Millbridge .lonesport and Macliiasport. Ketamine
will Nave .Machiasport .Mondav morning at
o’clock, touching as above, arriving at Portlan
satin night.
Ho- steamer Rev. i*|on has a large
pacilv lor fr* ight and p.i -u,:vr<, lias ?.*> large an
airy staterooms, including' lo family room-.
K!»U .\l!h
S11 1 \• *, Act i iig (*eti’I Agent
Belfast, April II, ls;r.

very

PIPES.

XeeJJdees, LoeLrts, Crosses,

/ ;;.i j//•;/,► ]. l<; \\ /s/'n.\

on

on

I'oUodi

>

PKKPAKKD

At

of

Iron, makes a
;tual tin- of

lotf

Ba/mboo

s

years old.

Iodides

A. D. FRENCH.

HAVE
concerned that he has been duly appointed and
THE
ceive deposits, placing the
taken
himself the trust of
upon
the estate of

healthy

A1

ARRANGEMENT

a

the Blood.
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subscriber hereby gives public notice to all

as

Meadow Kill”* Mower!

to

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
JL concerned, t hat she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of

rant eed.

hand.

rust

A 111 (i A1 E

1)()TEN, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by
giving bond
asthelaw directs; hi; therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de

pure and

WATER
By using

JULIA

At a Probate Court held
tile County of Waldo,
May, A. i). 1877.

perfectly

SPRING

compound of the
vegetable alteratives,Sarsaparilla, Dock, Stillin*ria

Rubber Coated Pipe.
a

Eastern and B. & M. Kailroads.

IY1T. DESERT & MACHIAS

Tin's

Patent Vulcanized

is

and Bangor.

by Boston and Portland Steamer
( YKt s PA ITEUSON. Agent
Belfast, April 1!, 1ST.

Ayer’s $arsapariiln.

Total,
$(i 00
Grecian Gold is a metal worn by the Egyptians,
and it is the nearest approach to tin- linest California Gold known.
American travellers through
Greece and Egypt have been struck with astonishment at the beauty of these Grecian Gold l.’iugs, and
as they were just like tine gold, they are worn by the
most aristocratic people in Europe and Asia.
They
are a perfect imitation of u $20 eighteen carat Gold
Engagement King. This Ring you can sell for $2 or
$.5 each, very readily.
PRICES—1 Dozen Caskets, by mail, $5 00, sells
for $4 20;
Dozen Caskets, $s ;>o sells for $12 f>o; 5
Dozen, by express, $15 on, sells for $25 oo; 12 Dozen,
by express, $28 00, sells for $50 40. You get $0 00
worth of dewelry for :$5 cents.
If you want something that will sell to everybody
that you show it to, send for a sample of tins Wedding jewelry Casket, and then judge lor yourself its
value. It is a beautiful present for a ladv or gentleBOWEN & BICKFORD,
man.
4w45
Brockton, Mass.

rjnHIS

NOTICES.

WEEK.

n

Retail Price.

1 Fine Cold Plated Solitarie Grecian
Diamond Stud,
$150
1 Pair Fine Gold Plated Collar Buttons,
50
1 Fine Gold Plated Watch Chain,
1 oo
1 Pair Elegant Gold Stone Sleeve Buttons,
1 uu
1 Very Heavy Grecian Gobi Wedding Ring,
oo

Hoots and Shoes lor

wear

(

PER

tickets sold
Boston.

he Science of Lite is beyond all comparison t he
most extraordinary work on
Physiology ever■ published."
Boston 11 ei aid.
‘‘Hope ne<tled in the bottom of Pandora’s Imx,
amt liope plumes her wings anew, since the
issuing
of these valuable works, published l.\ th.* pi a hods
Medical Institute, which are teaching thousandhow to avoid the maladies that sap the eit ade| <>!
life.”- Philadelphia Kmjuirer.
“It should be read in the young, flu* middle aged
and even the old.” New York Tribune.
1 he first and only Medal e\ er conferred upon an\
Medical Man in t he country, as a recognition of -kill
and professional services, w .ts presented to the an
thor of these works, March :;!-1, ls.b.
The pr< -eu
talion was noticed at the timo of its occnrr* nee 1*>
the Boston I ‘less, and the leading journals throughout the country. This niagnilicent Medal is of solid
gold, set with more than one hundred India dia
inoiids of rare brilliancy
“Altogether, in its execution amt the richness ot
its materials, and si/e, this is decidedly the most
noticeable medal ever struck in this country tor any
purpose whatever. It is well worth the inspection
of Numismatists
I
was fairly won ami worthily
bestowed." -Massachusetts Ploughman. June :;d
187<».
H/r*'atalogue sent on receipt ol'f.c. for postage.
Kitllerof tile above works Sent by mail oil I'en ipt
of price. Addiv-s PKABOHX MKIUCAI. INMI
It II*., No. t Bllilinch St,, I lost on, Mass., opp. !c*
vere House.
N. B.
The author can he consulted on tin* above
mimed disea
is all
discuses requiring
s, a- well
skill, secrecy and experience, otllce hours, ».* \. .u.
to til*. M.
ly.-J

receipt tit price to any address by
perfect lit guaranteed for live years. In
ordering state age, ami whether glasses bad been
used before, and if so, send one of your obi lenses if
possible. Address Dr. C. B. 1.1 <■ II 1 11 I EL, Mansion
House, Augusta, Me.
Dr. Lighthill, who is well and favorably known in
this State, for over l* years as a successful Physician
for the cure of Deafness, Blindness ami Catarrh, can
be consulted on all diseases of the Eye, Ear, Throat
and Lungs, personally, at the Mansion House, An
4 Ilf
gusta, Me.

L. I N E

TRIPS

■

steamer over

1

sent on

;, 1 -*77.

on ami after April l>th, will leave Portland even
Moudav, Wednesday and Friday evenings at li
o’clock, tor Kocklami, arriving next morning at
o'clock
('auuleii, LiiHolnvillc, Belfast, Searspori
Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport, iiaiupdeu and
Bangor, arriving about In.:»n o'clock u. in., Ketun
iug, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wcduesdm
and Friday mornings at 0 o'clock, arriving at lin k
laud about 11.: (i a. in., and in Portland at ;ip. u.
rickets good on any train lollowing the arrival

mil.

a

goods.

Apr/l

Portland

DlSKAS

S

3.65
Bills of Lad
freight bills must be paid on
D LANK, Agent.

accompanied by

must be
All

THREE

KS; more than goo royal octav o page-, jwent\ e|e
gaut engravings, hound insubstantial muslin. Price
only jfg.oo. | a rely enough to pay tor printing.
1 he Book lor young and middle-aged men to
readjust now. is the Science of Lite, or Self Preservation. The author has returned from Kurope in
excellent health, and is again the ( hiet Consulting
Physician <*'lie lYahodv Medical 1 list it til «*, N«*. I
Bultiticli Strict, Boston, Mass.” Kepuhlicau .lour

Eye-Si,i> lit, Preserve It !
Dr. C. B.

MKNI'AL AM) NKICVul

Roix,

$2.50

INSIDE

contains More than Fifty
for the above named and
other diseases, each one worth more than
the price of the be k.
Also, another valuable medical work treating exon

of

Belfast,

I his Book also

clusively

freight

delivery

Prescriptions

Mansion House, Augusta,

B. C. Dinsmore & Son

All

JUST

for

Wm. R.

Capt.

Boston,
Lowell,

ing in duplicate.

medical work entitled the “SCIENCE OK LIFE,
jr, sELF-PUE>EltVA 1 ION.” It treat" upon Man
(loon, how lost, how regained and perpetuated;
cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, lmpotentc>,
Premature De dine in Man, spermntorrhiea.or :Seni
inal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal), Nervous and
Physical Debility, Hypochondria, liloomy Forebod
ings, Mental Depression, Lo-e of energy, Haggard
Countenance, Confusion of Mind and Loss of M* m
ory, impure State of the Mood, and ali diseases
arising from the Ekkoks of ^ tu rn or the imlisne.
tions or excesses of mature years.
It tells you all about the Morale of generative
Physiology, the Physiology of Marriage, of Wedlock and ( Ml's| ing, Physical < ’ontrasts. The Morality,
Empiricism, Perversion of .M a triage, Conjugal Pie
cept and Friendlv Counsel, Physical Infirmity, Its
Causes and Cure, Kelations I between the .sexes,
Proofs of the Expansion of \ ice, flic Miseries o!
Imprudence. Ancient Ignorance ami Errors, Mi.\\of Cl’UK, Cure of Body and Mind.
Ti:i r Pttt.v.i
1*1.KS nf I l;KatM i.n r, Address to Patients and In
valid Headers, The Author’s Principles.
The price
ol this book is only $1 uu.

Strings.

Johnson,

Fare to

Medical Association,”
March 31st, 1876.
published by tin- I'KAHUDY M hi HUAI.
INST1ITTK, u new edition of the celebrated

11

J. P.

Will leave Belfast fur Boston every Monday, We<j.
liesday, and Friday ur •,* o'clock 1* M., commencing
Monday, April
Keturaing, will leave Boston
every Monday, Wednesday und Friday at 5 o’clock
1*. M
connecting with new Steamer for Castine,
Brooksville and Islands.

Gold Medal Awarded to the Anthor bythe

We have no old stock to sell cheap, but our entire
New Stock MI ST and WILL be sold as CHEAT as
can be bought in the city.
Many thanks for past favors and hope for a continuence of the same.
Don’t forget the place,
High Street.
N. lb

LIFE;

Or, SELF-PRESERVATION.

consignment of those

KATAHDIN.

CAMBRIDGE,
Capt.

MURE THAN (IN, M ILLlit \ i’OPIKSS LI).

Hus taken the Agency for Maine of the celebrated
"*NK I’ld S I I. I RA” (Basses, the best artilicial aid
for failing, weak, or otherwise defective Eye-Sight.

FARMERS!

Sponges, i£<\. Jbc.

4w45

Potash,

Latest

Very

for the LEAST MONEY,

Tooth Brushes,
Kan' Pointer,

Just received another

10 CENTS A POUND.
WM. < ). POOH & SON.

a

Revere House.)

THE SCIENCE OF

all the

Pomades,

Warrant i'.

Cask No. I White

LILLY. Yo( No, PRATT \ BR \KEll
and others, anil can show the

always lind the
itiyuest Assortment of HOOTS .V SHOES

2m38

!

P- WARE, JR. & CO.,

2 -f Remember you can

Knives,

A. K. CLARK.

gives such universal satisfaction.
look at my

King Mower.

(Opposite

ni:\i5ow ki \(; now l it
Eor (teiltlcmen's wear lhe\ have a line
assortment of floods from the celebrated factories of

We

TRUSSES !
best and most

CLARK & FERNALD

to.

Winthrop Furnace,
Come and
my store.

CLARK.

Ever Worn.

and Chemicals !

id the LA I KS I' S’H LKS, and BKST
Li I V. All we ask is to call and see u-.

Our Prices Can't be Beat !

Boot

that will not rip A will

People

REMOVED MV STOCK OK

Easiest

have just received

We

the Route.

on

No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston,

markets.

For Thirty tire
times the money.
('a.</:et by \fail contutniny

GOODS

Kvery day

The

C.'tf

DRUG STORE!

Foreign

UKCKIVIXG

\VK AUK

Instep

MOODY’S

To No. 3 Phenix Row.

BELFAST.

Without any Seam across

Which are so popular in New York, and
which are the MOST ST\ l.lsil and
at the same time

Tli«*y

April ID, 1S77.

Shoes

&

Boot,
the

HAZELTINE & CO., Warrant Every
Wadlin Block, Main Street.
the Shot* lor FARM WORK.

(iranite.

retail.

and

(Bolden Rule.

Stock

Button

AM)

AT

of

Kid

IS

.»m.‘iS

Has removed his

constantly receiving

From Boston and New York

Will be
mail, and

sinner

ne

are

Price of Fine

OF THE VERY HIGHEST QUALITY.
PRICE
MODERATE
(Jl'A UTYA-STAXDA /.*/> 11 rA HA XTHK1*

J. 6. DAMON

Jas. W. Clark

Styles & Grades,

Some of which, will he found unusually
attractive, and among them will be
found the Ladies NEW STYLE

PROMPT, ACTIVE, & RELIABLE

conveniently.

O R

all the

FERTILIZER.

■

W PI O LE8ALE !

comprises

A No. 1

1

in Tuscan, Leghorn, Milan, Canton, Florence, French Chip and Dunstable
Braids. Also, all kinds of Fancy
Straws for making Bonnets.
We

SOLUBLE
PACIFIC GUANO.

ly-JS

Meadow King Mower.

STOCK

LOWELL.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

—O F—

Latest

Win, 0. Poor&Son, Druggists,

KINDS OF

Belfast, March TJ, 1S77.

LARGEST

Their Stock

PRICE 65 CENTS.

All mv old customers are cordially invited to call
and see me at my new shop, and us many new ones

PRICES

chusetts, with the

'•-

Blacksmithing, Wood Work,
Painting and Trimming
m i a now k i\u now l it
promptly attended to.

III

Bonnets & Round Hats,

Market, at 25 Cents Per Pair.
Hemmed Stitched Handkerchief sotdjf \7e.

PURE SPICES!

Notice.

Having newly fitted and furnished their
Store, have just returned from the
different Shoe Manufacturing

Two Steamers

will show you all the latest
novelties in

we

LOWER PRICES THAN EVER!

Sal©
Increases.
They have been tried Thirty
Years and do not Fail.

A

High St.,

Where

Complexion.

WILL

Of all kinds.

Our New Store, 22

AND

for the Season of 1877.

Arrangements

BLose!
Balbrigga.ii
which have created such excitement in Boston

INDIAN BITTERS

Drugs

to see you at

as ever

Boots £ Shoes

CELEBRATED

Pure

glad

as

Ever brought into Belfast, and which
they now otter at

OoC

Meadow

just

are

b. c. mm & son

OSGOOD’S

Tkn

BOSTON
We

HEADACHE.

And Brighten the Eyes.
-:

-KOli-

NEW & FASHIONABLE GOODS

THAT

1)R. It. MOODY’S
the market.

W lien

Parker.

STOP

Mower

King

Blacksmith

all and examine our

S T O C K !

the sti tidied body goes down to the
lomb. sail, silent, and remorseless. 1 feel there is
no death for the man.
That clod which yonder
dust shall ro\er is not my brother.
The dust goes
to his place, man to his own.
It is then I feel
my immortality. I look through the grave into
heaven. 1 ask no miracle, no proof, no reasoning
lbr me.
I ask no risen dust to teach me iinmor
I am conscious of eternal life.
(Theodore

the Liver,

PURIFY THE SYSTEM. I

JUST RECEIVED

I’ublie feeling now is apt to side with the perse
euted. and our modern martyr is full as likely to
be smothered with roses as with coals.
■

Stupid Feelings.

Invigorate

We would call your attention to the fact
that

STE AM SHIP CO.

SANFORD

Ladies Attention!

AGAIN

towns of Maine and Massa-

You Cun Surd// Prevent such Troubles,

LORD’S.
1\\ lb

Meadow
Cadies please

and

Drowsy

•Just Received at

very

ought

impatience is tin* principal cans** of most of our
irregularities and extravagances. I would some
nies hav e paid a guinea to be at some
particular
ball nr assembly, and something lias prevented
11iy cuing there. After it was over 1 would not
i\e a shilling 1<» have been there.
1 would pay a
crown at anytime f«u a venison
ordinary. But
alter having dined on beef or mutton, I would not
i\e a penny t<» have hail it venison.
1 Sterne.

Prevail.

Appetite Fails.

King Mower.

.A ISTe w Lot, of

which may be

among

Spring.

Complaints

and

Comprising everything adapted

Choice

Bilious

THK

Hair Oils,

Millinery
found

of

Debility

IT!

and Bottled,

O F-

trade, and

REMEDY."

Messrs. Weeks i)’* I'otter
(,'entlemen,—Your Collins’ Yoi.'i Alt' Blastkk is a wonderful remedy. I
have sutlered with a weak and painful back more
than eight years before I sent for your Collins’
Voltan
Blastkk. The pain reached from my
hack to my sides and hips. My left side and hip
are feeling very well, but I think I require another
Blaster for my right side. I am so much improved
that I can walk and stand, but before 1 got your
Blaster 1 was unable to walk or stand.
Respectfully yours,
MRS. RICHARD GORMAN.
Lynchburg, Ya., .July 22, 1S7»».
B. S.—Since I finished my letter some of my neighbors have come in and wish me to send lor some
I am recommending them
more of your Blasters.
t*» all my friends. Blease send me six of your Collins’ Voltaic Blasters. Enclosed find’$L25.
Mrs. Gorman.
Sold by all druggists for 25 cents each. Sent to any
part of the L'nited States and Canadas on receipt of
25 cents lor one, $1.25 for six, or $2.25 for twelve,
by WEEKS & COTTER, Broprietors, Boston.

Those wishing to purchase goods of

am

WONDERFUL

•'A

Which lie utters lor Sale at

There are but three classes of,men. the retrograde. the stationary, and the progressive.

c

VN

FurnishingGoods

I

Boston.

Electro Galvanic Battery, combined with the
celebrated Medicated J’orious Blaster, forming
tin* grandest, curative agent in the world of medicine,
and ntterh surpassing all other Blasters heretofore
in ust*. Tin y accomplish more in one week than tin*
old Blasters in a whole year. They do not palliate,
the\ * r l: I..

A N D-

Belfast, April

There is a silken string connecting all virtue.
It is called moderation.

W

O APS

HATS,

are sure

Malice
venom,

Druggists,

COLLINS’
VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.

C. W. HANEY

to call and examine his Stock before

The line of life is ragged diagonal between
and desire.

we

F.ttitorof

Prices that Can’t be Beat!

of agonies.

I.'ltra modesty is very nearly allied to extreme

bring up dirt.

to the

and Devotion.

vanity.

If

liefer

Row, New York,

Kaeli package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved
Inhaling l ube, with full directions for use in all
cases.
Price $1.0u. For sale by all wholesale and
retail druggists throughout the United States.
WKKKS ^ poTTKR, (Jeneral Agents, and Whole-

Look! Look!! Look!!!

helpless

to

I JIK ST AT F OF

KKALIZL

ALL

IT^YFRY

Paper.

day,

as

plant and herb that yields its medical essence to it, is placed in an improved still and
there mingled with a solvent liquid, which, by heat,
is made to pas* over into the receiver, bearing with
it the healing essences or juices of these plants and
herbs, tree from every contamination, pure and
colorless. Thus the active, medical constituents of
thousands of pounds of herbs may be condensed into
a very small compass.
In this way S vnfokd’s Radical Cure is divested of the nauseating, worthless
features of all other remedies, while its curatiw
properties are increased tenfold. It is positively
the greatest medical triumph of the age.

sale

Beside my window, in last season's May,
A little sparrow liuilded its frail home,
\nd reared its lender offsprings, day by
I util their strength and trustfulness were come.
\ year went by. and when May days were warm.
By its mysterious pilotage helped on,
<»Vr trackless wastes, avoiding every harm.
My chirping neighbor found its nest again.
Man's reason is but blind and groping- fear.
Beside the trust that knows no shrinking dread.
How perfect is (bid's providence!—how clear
Tin* path in which His
things are led'

Truth may be violated
falsehood itself.

FOR NK'.VSPA I’KRS IX

Hrepared by Distillation.

Is

EXTRAORDINARY
OFFKRKI)

CATARRH

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

Send for list of papers and schedule of rates. Address IJ !•'.< >. P. ROWELL Sc ( <)., Advei tisiiig Agents,

Fader my window, under my window.
And oft through the orchard closer
AA’hile Kmma she flouts and Mary she pouts.
They scamper and drop their posies :
Hut dear little Kate takes naught amiss.
And leaps in my arms with a loving kiss.
And 1 give her all my roses.

lie

HILLS,
12
iu this

Kxtra Fine Mixed Canid, with name,
lO cts., post-paid. L. JONES & (:0., N assau,
New Y'ork

ARK

i

a nurse

For

AS worked a revolution in the treatment of
Catarrh. It has demonstrated beyond all doubt
that this disease, even in its severest forms, is curable, and that comfort and happiness may be made
to follow years of misery, years of suffering, by a
persistent use of it. The method of treatment originated bv Dr. Sanford, viz. the local and constitutional by a remedy prepared by distillation, is the only
one ever o lie red to the public that will bear the test
of film*.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING

Stealing slow

CUAE

RADICAL

liy H. N. M.u;cirk, who has spent
years
.tegion. Latest accounts of Gold and Silver prospects.
Agricultural and Grazing resources, Climate, Hunt
ing. Fishing, Indians, and Settlers’ adventures with
them. Mining and Wild Western Lite, the Waterfalls, Boiling Geysers, noble Scenery, immense (JorgWith 27 line illustrations, and m-w map.
es, etc.
Price ONLY 10 CEN T S. Sold by ai.i. Xi:wsi'kai.Fits,or sent post-paid for 12 cents by DONNELLY
LOYD & CO., Publishers, Chicago, HI.

1 nder iny window, under my window.
In Hie blue midsummer weather.

Vice is but

SANFORD’S

SK.

THE BLACK

Surrender.

Thought

—

F. W. DEVOE & CO’SsPARIS GREEN.

bees in clover.

Jewels of

J

druggists.

For circulars how to use, address cor. I'u !(<»■■ ami
William Nt.. \ «*%% V«rl»
Manufacturers of
White Lead, Colors, Varnishes, Oils, and l’aints

Fndermy window, under my window.
Leaning stealthily over.
Merry and clear the voice I hear
<M'c:u h glad hearted rover.
Ah
sly little Kate, she steals my roses.
And Kinma and Mary twine wreaths and posies,
merry

|
!

SUFFERING.

WITH

I'nder my window, under my window
All in tin* midsummer weather.
Three little girls, with fluttering curl>
Flit t«» and fro together;
There's .May. with her bonnet of satin sheen.
And Kinma, with her mantle of silver given,
And Kale, with scarlet feather.

As

j

THE POTATO BUG

wish and to have were one. ah me 1
would not he old and poor.
young and prosperous gentleman.
With never a dun at tin* door:
Then- would he no past to bewail, my love.
Then* would be no future to dread :
A our brothers would be live men again.
And my box would not be dead
lYrhaps it will all come right at last ;
It may he. when all is done,
AN >■ shall he together in some
good xvorld,
\\ here to wish and to have are one.
It'

Th«*
of iu arc l iable to obstructions in the bowels. Don’t neglect them. It is
noi
to outrage the palate with nauseous
necessary
drugs in such cases. The most effective laxative
known is Tarrant's Effkrvksocnt Sai.tzkr
AI’KRiKNT, and it is also the most agreeable. It'
operation is soothing, cooling, painle.'S. .Sold by all

PRESERVE

YEARS

(It ntlfmcn .—About twelve years ago, while traveling with Father Kemp's OldFolksConcert Troup as ji
tenor singer, 1 took a severe cold and was laid up at
Newark, N. J. This cold brought on a severe attack of Catarrh, which I battled with every known
remedy lor four weeks without avail, and was finally obliged to give up a most desirable position and
return liome unable to sing a note. For three years
afterwards i was unable to sing at all. The first attack of Catarrh had left my nasal organs and throat
so sensitive that the slightest cold would bring on
a fresh attack, leaving me prostrated.
In this way
I continued to suffer. The last attack, the severest
I ever had, was terrible. 1 suffered the most excruciating pain in my head, was so hoarse as to be
scarcely abb* to speak, and coughed incessantly. I
thought I was going into quick consumption, and I
firmly believe that had these symptoms continued
without relief they would have rendered me an easy
victim. When iifthis distressing condition, 1 commenced the use of Sanford’s Radical Cure for
Catarrh, very reluctantly, I confess, as 1 had tried
all the advertised remedies without benefit. The
first dose of this wonderful medicine gave me the
greatest relief. It is hardly possible for one whose
head aches, eyes ache, who can scarcely articulate !
distinctly on account of the choking accumulations !
in hi* throat, to realize how much reliel I obtained
from the first application of Sanford’s Radical
< urk.
Under its influence, both internal and external, I rapidly recovered, and by an occasional use
of the remedy since have been entirely free from
fatal ill, for the first time in twelve years.
Respectfully yours,
t.KO. W. HOLBROOK.
Waltham, Mass., Jan 8, 1870.
1 S.
I purchased the Radical Cuke of OKO.
H. ROOKRS, Druggist, Ruinford Building.

Health!

Health!

goods.

.\o

Also to let tin* store owned and occupied by the
mute,.situated in a good location for water, country
md city trade. Brick Store, nearly new, twenty
ive by seventy-five, with excellent cellar and cliamb
t, large cistern, counting-room, etc., etc., fitted up
in good shape for business, flood trade established.
The

owners are interested somewhat in vessel
some influence which they will
for the benefit of the purchaser.
A good chauce to do either a Wholesale or Retail

property, and have
use

undersigned, Commissioners to
r|MIK
1 examine the claims of creditors

receive and
agaiust the
•state of William McOilvery, late of Searsport, de
reused, represented insolvent, hereby give notice
1 hat their tinal meeting will be held at the office of
llenn II. Crant, in said Searsport, on Wednesday,
lx- sixth day of June, 1877, at ten of the clock in
he forenoon.
WM <,. CKOS MY,
>
W. C. CKOSIIY.
Corns.
CIIAS. F. CORDON. >
Dated this sth day of May, 1>77.
4w45

J

business.

Belfast, April

A. 1\ MA NS FI ELD ft f’O.
Foot of Main Street.
41tf
11, 1877.

MEADOW KIM MOWER

